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IT'S TOURNEY TIME 
WOMEN KICKING OFF 
A BRIGHTER NOTE 
Alex Haynes aims for rushing record 
STILL CHOMPING . 
GATORLAND LIVES 
•  





Bush the 'W'~ 
.\ Washington Redskins 
game, early polls fail to 
pick presidential winner 
CHRIS CORNELL 
Staff Writer 
The 2004 presidential race was once 
again far too close to call even going into 
the final hours of Election Day, though 
Sen. John Kerry conceded to President 
George W. Bush yesterday morning. 
Before Bush was declared the victor, 
} however, both 




the outcome of 
the much-pro-
-~ claimed "most 
important elec-
tion of our life-
times." 
Through the 








dict the winner. 
Researchers ? 
and experts use 
public opinion 
polls to foretelf 
. the results. 
However, 
many of the 
Some. remain 
disappointed 
Outside of polling places 
around Orange County, voters 
were asked what they think 
will happen if their candidate 
doesn't win.Below, those who 
voted for Sen. John Kerry con-
template the future. 
Garry Pierre 
"If Kerry didn't win, life is 
over.and I would have waited an 
hour in line for nothing." 
J.R. Alvarez 
"Bush does not meet the 
criteria of what this country 
needs. We would all have to 
change our outlook or become 
stagnant for another four 
years." 
Sean Coffey 
"I can deal with Bush·, but I 
won't be very happy." 
polls contradict Randy Griffin 
',I one another. As "This county will not be as 




News poll had He has taken this war and made 
Kerry up 2 per- us fight our allies as well as our 
centage points enemies. [Our allied countries] 
over Bush, the like us, they just don't like Bush 
CNN/Gallop and his go-it-alone attitude. He 
poll had the has a terrible attitude to run this 
two tied at 49 c9untry." 
percent and a -COMPLIEDBYMEGANMATUSZAK 
Newsweek poll 
showed Bush with a 6 point lead: 
UCF student Ryan Morris said some 
polls aren't taking into account an impor-
tant factor: 
"I think the polls offer a sample of the 
PLEASE SEE MANY ON A6 
Homecoming 
events take 
to the stage 
MARK JUSTICE 
Staff Writer 
Among the roster of activities for 
Knightmare 2004 was last night's Skit 
Knight. 
Skit Knight, held in the UCF Arena, 
allows student organizations to produce 
10-minute skits featuring comedy; singing 
and dancing. Jason Ring, student director 
for this year's Skit Knight said, "This night 
is always very high energy and a huge part 
of the competition aspect of Homecom-
ing." 
Alpha Delta Pi President Katie 
McDaniel said, "Skit Knight is so ·much 
fun," and that ·~pha Delta Pi puts a Jot of 
planning and effort into the skit so we can 
portray just how much we love UCF." 
There is more to this event than just. 
entertainment, however. First-year LEAD 
Scholar Renee Logue explained exactly 
how much work can be involved. "LEAD 
[Scholars] started practicing over two 
months ago, and there have been a lot of 
people,.working their butts off to make it 
successful." 
UCF students have found other bene-
PLEASE SEE LEAD ON A6 
Rec center's opening pumps up students 
Gym bulks up with 
$10,000 treadmills, 
new Weight machines 
NATHAN POEKERT 
Staff Writer 
UCF students received a pleasant 
surprise early Monday morning. The 
Recreation and Wellness Center, not 
scheduled to open until mid-Decem-
ber, opened its doors for the first 
time since September. 
Although the half of the gym with 
the basketball courts and indoor 
track is not finished, the cardio 
machines and weight equipment 
have all been replaced. 
After suffering more than $2.9 
million in damage from Hurricane . 
Charley, the gym had undergone a 
complete makeover with all new 
machines, a gold and black color 
scheme, state-of-the-art treadmills 
and brand-new free weights. · 
The rec center's employees 
worked overtime throughout the 
weekend for the semi-secret open-
ing on Monday. Late Saturday after-
noon, employees of the rec center 
were told that they · could announce 
the opening to friends and class-
mates. 
Students who receive e-mails 
from Good Morning UCF, a daily e- · 
mail newsletter, received notifica-
tion Tuesday morning. 
A lot of the buzz about the gym's 
makeover center about the new 
treadmills - each of which retail for 
more than $10,000. A 13-inch flat-
screen· TV is mounted to each 
machine. In addition, the gym boasts 
eight new benches and more than 30 
new weight machines, and there's 
even more equipment to come. 
Freshman. Ashlee Workman said 
· that she loves all the new machines 
and the new look of the gym. 
"The treadmills and all the new 
equipment are awesome," she said. 
"I was really surprised when I found 
out they were opening. I thought 
they wouldn't be opened until Feb-
ruary or March." 
Christian Yepes, a finance major, 
said he's excited about seeing the 
new facility. · 
"I didn't go to or ientation, and I 
wasn't able to visit the gym in my 
first month here," the freshman said· 
."I am really looking forward to it. I 
hear that it is a really awesome gym." 
Rec Center Associate Director 
James Wilkening dedicates the 
opening of the gym to the hard work 
PLEASE SEE SGA'S ON A2 
Pegasus' roof up in smoke 
Cigarette left bufning on a La-Z-Boy 
ignites 3-alann blaze, displacing 4 7 
STEVE SOTLOFF & CHRISTINE DELLERT 
Senior Staff Writer & Associate Editor 
A fire broke out at Pegasus 
Pointe Apartments early yesterday 
morning, leaving 47 students tem-
porarily homeless. 
UCF Police and Orange County 
firefighters arrived at the Alafaya 
Trail complex at 6:25 a.m. The fire 
started on a third-floor bal.cony of 
Building ll, fire and police officials. 
said. 
No one was injur~d, but one. stu-
dent was carried away on a stretch-
er after he vomited and coughed 
from smoke inhalation. It was 
reported that he lived in the apart-
ment where the blaze originated. 
"The flames were 30 to 40 feet in 
the air," Fire Chief Carl Plaugher 
said. He said that it took about 40 
minutes to put out the fire, with . 
witnesses reporting at least 10 fire 
trucks and three ambulances at the 
scene. 
The cause of the blaze was a lit 
cigarette "left smoldering in~ La-Z-
Boy outside on the patio on the 
third floor," sai.d Cynthia Campina, 
PLEASE SEE UCF ON A7 
NATE POEKERT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Area news teams interviewed residents like Eddie Cessler, right, about the fire, caused by a lit cigarette. 
Cheerleading about sport, not pompoms 




Senior Staff Writer 
It was like a rehearsal scene from a 
ballet: four muscular men surround-
ed a small-statured woman and kept 
the imaginary audience waiting for 
the "big moment.". 
A few seconds later, the imaginary 
ballerina was up 23 feet in the air, 
then twisting and making a graceful 
decent into the arms of her compan-
ions. 
Instead of breaking into another 
ballet move, though, the slender 
CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Assistant Cheer Coach Ginny Welch helps prepare the 
team for competition by critiquing their routines. 
woman only said, "I am sorry guys." 
Staci Harris is a senior cheer-
leader on the UCF' cheerleading 
squad This was her third att~mpt at 
the ·~abian kick and a half," a cheer-
leading move that "no one else in the 
• entire country" can perform, said 
Linda Gooch. who was a UCF cheer-
leader in the late 1970s and has been 
coaching the · UCF cheerleading 
squad for the past 21 years. 
The UCF · cheerleading team, 
though largely ignored by students, 
has taken the state and the nation by 
storm since becoming nationally 
competitive in 1994. 
Starting in Division I-AA in 1994 
and moving up to Division I-A -
along_ with the .football team - in 
1997, the Knights have reserved a spot 
among the top 10 cheerleading 
squads in the natioIL 
The team placed third at nationals 
in 1999, second in 2002 and won the 
national championship title in 2003, 
defeating the defending champion of 
eight years, the University of Ken-
tucky. 
With 35 members dispersed in 
junior varsity and varsity teams, the 
UCF cheerleading squad is not about 
ruffled skirts and girly girl moves. 
"We say if you wear your hair 
down. you're not a real cheerleader," 
said Harris, whose hair was pulled 
back into a tight ponytail. 
"[Cheerleading] has never been 
about pompom girls for us," Gooch 
said. "From warm-ups, to tutors, to 
academic advisement, to study halls, 
they are treated like athletes here,'' 
she added. " 
Paving the way, Steve Sloan, UCF's 
previous athletic director, "embraced 
the cheerleading program and start-
ed a scholarship program [for the 
squad]," Gooch said. 
Following Sloan's path, Steve Orsi-
ni, the current athletic director, 
"always says that there are 18 NCAA 
teams [at UCF], instead ofl7," Gooch 
said, with a voice resonating nothing 
PLEASE SEE CHEERS ON AS 
Around Campus 
News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Talking to whales 
The Society for Marketing 
and Professional Services is 
sponsoring an internship expo 
for business, advertising and 
communication majors from 10 
a.m. to 1 p.m. today in the Stu-
dent Union Cape Florida Room 
316. 
More than 30 employers, 
including Sea World, the Tampa 
Bay Bucs, Universal Studios, 
Disney and Clear Channel 
Communications, are attend-
ing. 
For more information, con-
tact Cynthia Gundy at 407-823-
2677. 
The monster lives 
As part of the Library's 
Frank~nstein exhibit, Michael 
Bass, a professor of optics, pres-
ents "What Science Did Mary 
Shelley Know and When Could 
She Have Known It?" 
He is speaking at noon today 
in the Library Room 223. For 
more information, call Cheryl 
Mahan at 407-823-5308. 
Not Lord of the Dance 
Irish playwright Brian Friel's 
play, Dancing at Lugnasa. will 
show at 8 p.m. tomorrow at the 
Orlando Rep Theater in Loch 
Haven Park. 
The show runs through Nov. 
14. For more information, con-
tact the theater box office at 
' 407-823-1500. 
Multicultural students wanted 
The Multicultural Student 
Center is looking for a graduate 
assistant for Spring and Sum-
mer 2005. 
Applications are available in 
Student Union Room 305 and 
on the Office of Student 
Involvement's Web site at 
http://www.osa.ucf.edu. The 
deadline is 5 p.m. Friday. · 
For more information,' call 
407-823-040i. 
Asian dates 
The Asian Student Associa-
tion is hosting a Chinese New 
Year Date Auction from 6 p.m. 
to 9 p.m. Saturday in the Student 
Union Key West Room 218. Not 
only will attendees be able to 
buy a date, there will be per-
formances, free food, prizes and 
giveaways. 
· The event is a fundraiser for 
the 2005 Asian Student Associ-
ation Scholarship Pageant. 
For more information, con-
tact Wessan Kaddoura at 407-
342-3567. 
Founders 
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority 
Inc. will . present Founders 
Week from Nov. 7 to Nov.13. 
The events include: A Color 
Complex Forum at 7:22 on Nov. 
8 in Student Union Room 218, a 
"Who got Game?" contestant 
show at 8 p.m. on Nov. 10 in the 
Vtsual Arts Building, the third 
annual Ladies Night at the Pikes 
Ho~e at 7:22 p.m. on Nov.11 and 
the RHOlympics at 3 p.m. on 
Nov. 13 at Lake Claire Pavilion. 




The Future .wants 'to hear 
from you! If you have a club, 
organization or event and want 
your information to be consid-
ered for the Around Campus · 
column, send a fax to 407-447-
4556 or an e-mail to 
editor@ucfnews.com. Dead-
lines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the 
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m. 
Friday for the Monday edition. 
Nation.& World 
Keep current with headlines 
you may have missed 
For voters at polls, the process 
seemed to work this time 
T he big surprise of the 
2004 election: For the most 
part, the voting went smooth-
ly. ' 
By the close of polls across 
the country, despite heavy 
turnout and hints of a vote-
counting saga" dead ahead, 
there were only scattered 
reports of equipment trouble 
and human error at the vot-
ing stations. And none were 
major. 
After the disaster of 2000, 
when recounting stretched 
past Thanksgiving and the 
question of how long it 
should continue ended .up 
with the U.S. Supreme Court, 
pessimism had been in large. 
supply. 
Hamid Karzai declared the 
winner of Afghan election 
NATE POEKERT I CE~TRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Most students were unaware of the rec center's surprise opening, though an e-mail announcement was sent out on Monday night. Some passers-by came to see the brand-new equipment. 
KABUL, Afghanistan 
Hamid Karzai was declared 
the winner of Afghanistan's 
landmark presidential elec-
tion yesterday, after investi-
gators concluded that a string 
of irregularities were too 
minor tQ overturn his tri-
umph. 
SGKs sweat, money boosted rec repairs 
FROM A1 
of his staff and a lot ofluck. 
"Everything that needed to 
happen, happened," h.e said. 
"When we first sat down and 
went over what needed to be 
done, we decided to set the 
partial opening date to Decem-
ber. We said December 
because any time you undergo . 
a large-scale project like this, 
there are bound to be setbacks. 
Fortunately for us, we never 
came across any. I never 
thought we would be able to 
be finished by the first of 
November. 
"Students need to thank the 
SGA for their help," he added. 
"They were the biggest key to 
us being able to finish so 
quickly." 
The SGA has a reserve bank 
account in case of emergen-
cies: After gaining information 
from rec center advisers, SGA 
decided that the gym was a top 
priority for students and emp-
tied the entire account to ben- · 
efit the rec center. 
Wilkening also said that a 
lot of the praise goes to the stu-
dents themselves. 
Rather than having the 
directors go and pick out 
equipment, he recruited four 
of his student employees to do 
research on everything from 
the flooring to the free 
weights. 
The advice they gave him 
ended up being invaluable to 
the success of the project. 
Although the gym is partial-
ly opened, construction is not 
yet complete. The basketball 
and volleyball courts a!'.e still 
completely bare. The entire 
wood flooring was pulled up 
and is in the process of being 
replaced. Much of the roofing 
in that area still needs to be 
fixed as well. 
Wilkening said the entire 
gym should be opened by the 
start of the spring semester. He 
added that the new recreation-
al pool, tennis? stadium and 
new sand volleyball courts 
adjacent to the gym should be 
completed by Spring Break. 
Although niost students are 
ecstatic about the opening, 
some students are now finding 
themselves with two gyms to 
work out at. As reported in an 
earlier edition of the Future 
[Off campus gym not pulling 
its own weight, Oct. 21), many 
UCF students have gone out 
and signed up for member-
ships at local gyms like LA Fit-
ness and Blanchard Park 
YMCA. 
They signed up because 
they thought that the rec cen-
ter wouldn't be open until Feb-
Police Beat 
ruary or March. 
Junior finance major Mike 
Saylor said that he will be can-
celling his membership at LA 
Fitness, but he knows some 
who have gotten a member-
ship recently that won't be 
happy. 
"I got my membership [at 
LA Fitness] about two days 
after the rec center closed," he 
said. '1So it's not that big of a 
deal for me to cancel it. I do 
know some people that have 
gotten memberships within 
the last two weeks who will 
probably be upset that they 
wasted their money." 
LA Fitness required that 
students pay a $79 member-
ship fee and their first and last 
months' fees. Any student who 
paid the $150 total joining fee 
will now be stuck with a mem-
bership for at least another 
month. 
The country's joint UN.-
Afghan electoral board con-
firmed that the American-
backed incumbent had 
clinched a five-year term as 
the country's first popularly 
chosenleadeL -
Karzai won 55.4 percent 
support in the Oct. 9 election, 
39 points clear of his closest 
challenger and enough to 
avoid a second round. 
Woman took hostages; seeming 
upset over friend's firing 
CLAYTON, N.C. - Police 
believe it was a case of a 
friend defending a friend 
A woman who took three 
people hostage at a Caterpil-
lar factory Tuesday afternoon 
was apparently upset over a 
friend being fired by the con-
struction equipment manu-
facturer. 
Pam Arizona, armed with 
a shotgun and claiming to 
have explosives on her body, 
released her captives over the 
. course of two hours before 
surrendering to officers. 
MQ t popular campus cestuFp.e?· H~dcuffs By early evening, investi-. gators had found no evidence of explosives. 
Arizona, 55, was jailed on 
$1 million bail early yesterday. 
She was charged with kid-




Not a happy Halloween 
A routine license plate 
check led to the arrest of 
Valencia Community College 
student Daniel Nelson for pos-
session of cannabis less than 20 
grams and driving with a sus-
pended license. 
showed the officer two 
,~ tickets he received at 1¥.8 approximately 4:09 p.m. 
·~~r(W,'/1J.,rl' that day for the same 
r{ r· Jff~ lfi)t infractions. . .lff!!JJ 
"J lh According · to . the 
UCF police Cpl James Man-
gan was running license plates in 
the Pegasus Pointe parking lot 
Oct 31 when Nelson drove by in 
his green GMC pickup truck. 
When Mangan checked his 
plate, he discovered it was 
expired 
When he pulled him over, 
Mangan found that Nelson was 
also driving with a suspended 
driver's licen5e. 
He asked Nelson if he knew 
that his license was suspended 
and that he could' go to jail for the 
offense. Nelson said he .did and 
" 
report, Mangan found "a 
green, leafy substance" in Nel-
son's shorts during a search. It 
tested presumptive positive in a 
field test, indicating the pres~nce 
of marijuana Nelson was trans-
ported to the Orange County 
Sheriff's Office. 
Too much for his heart to handle 
Ayorinde George, a Wet 'n' 
Wild employee banned from 
UCF property, approached a 
UCF police officer Oct. 30. He 
was arrested and then transport-
ed to the hospital after complain-
ing of chest pains. 
When George walked up to 
Officer Colin Cialella in Pegasus 
Pointe just before midnight, 
Cialella recognized. him as a tres-
passer and asked for identifica-
tion. According to the report, 
Cialella asked George if he had 
been trespassed from UCF, and 
George said that he had 
While in the custody of UCF 
police, George said he had chest 
pains, but was cleared by~ physi-
cian at Florida Hospital East 
Orlando. He was then transport-
ed to the Orange County Central 
Booking Office. 
Officer Patrick Stewart gave 
George a trespass warning in the . 
Student Union on Sept. 30. 
Xanax, a speaker box and a doll 
Michael Sherman's broken 
brake light would have cost l~ 
than $5 to fix. It ended up costing 
him an arrest for a third-degree 
felony Oct~ 30. 
He was pulled over by UCF 
police officer Samuel Gonzalez 
in Pegasus Pointe at about 9:23 
p.m. for a non-functional brake 
light. According to the police 
report, Gonzalez smelled ''what 
. appeared to possibly be burnt 
cannabis" when he approached 
the suspect's black Chevy pick-
up truck. 
Gonzalez asked Sherman if 
he had any drugs inside of the 
truck. Sherman said no and con-
sented to a search of his truck. 
After signing the consent to 
search form, Sherman told Gon-
zalez that he had Xanax on top of 
the speaker box in his back seat 
Gonzalez wrote in the report 
that he thought the three grams 
of crushed Xanax might have 
been cocaine. A narcotics field 
test indicated the substance was 
not cocaine. 
Sherman was charged with 
possession of a controlled sub-
stance without a prescription 
and taken to the Oiange County 
iail . His• truck, including a CD 
player, CDs, a baseball bat and a 
doll, was towed by A-Reliable 
Towing. 
Muslim suspected of killing 
Dutch filmmaker apprehended 
AMSTERDAM, Nether-
lands - A suspected Muslim 
extremist with alleged terror-
ist ties was under arrest 
Wednesday in the death of a 
Dutch filmmaker who criti-
cized the treatment of 
women under Islam. 
Theo van Gogh, 47, was 
repeatedly shot and stabbed 
to death on an Amsterdam 
street on Tuesday. 
A police officer was slight-
ly injured in the shooting. 
Police arrested a 26-year-
old man with dual Moroccan-
Dutch citizenship. His name 
was not released. 
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Q.NAIL& SPA 
Full Service Nail Salon 
University Shoppes 
1222l University Blvd. 
(Behind McDonatds, Next to Shamrock) 
Mon-Sat 9:30am - 7:30pm 
Closed Sunday 
407-281-7665 
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I $25 !! $15 !! $lo ! 
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Discounts for UCF Students! 
Professional Eye Care • Contact Lens Exams 
Bob Yip, O.D. and Associates, P.A. 
Waterford Lakes Town Center 





































NOWAVAILABLE FOR UP TO 66 MONTHS! 
2004 GOLF GL 
P /Windows, P /Locks, Tilt, Cruise, 
Keyless Remote, Cossette and Much 
More! 
BUY S239 PER MONTH ·-TURBO DIESElS 
AVAllABlE 
0% financing for 66 months. WA.C, tax, tog and fees down. 
' · See Salesperson for details. 
< 
• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To~Bumper Warrantv 
. • 5 Yr /60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv 
2004 JETTA GL 
P /Windows, P /Locks, Tilt, Cruise, 
Keyless Entry, 6 Airbags, CD Player 
and Much More! 
BUY S2sa PER MONTH TURBO DIESElS 
AVAllABlE 
0% financing for 66 months. WA.C, tax, tag and fees down. 
, See Salesperson for details. . 
• 4 Yr /50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warranty 
• 5 Yr /60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv 
20·05 ALL NEW 
PASSAT GLS 
Side Curtain Airbags, ABS; Keyless Remote, 
Alarm Pwr Pkg, Monsoon, Sunroof, Alloys . 
and Much More! 
LEASE FOR 
$279 ucrrn~TrAx PASSAT WAGONS FOR 48 MONTHS ARE NOW HERE! 
*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 
0 sec. deposit, togs, title and license. See Salesperson for details. 
• 4 Yr /50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv 
•· 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty 
see sales person for details. 
2004 NEW 
BEETLE GL 
P /Windows, P /Locks, Tilt, Cruise, Coss, 
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm 
and Much More! 
BUY S2sa TURBO DIESElS 
AVAllABlE 
0% financing for 66 months. WA.C, tax, tag and fees down. 
See Salesperson for details. 
. • 4 Yr /50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warranty 
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty 
2004 All New GTI 
P /Windows, P /Locks, Tilt, Cruise, 
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much 
More! 
BUY S2aa PER MONTH BIG SElECTION! 
*Leases ore calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 
0 sec. deposit, togs, title and license. See Salesperson for details. 
HUGE SELECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY 
MODELS AVAILABLEI HURRY WHILE THEY LISTI 
2004 NEW BEETLE GLS 
· CONVERTIBLE 
P /Windows, P /Locks, Tiit, Cruise, 
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much 
More! 
'~~- GoToolessl 30 To Choose From 
*Leases ore calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 
0 sec. deposit, togs, title and license. See Salesperson for details. 
• 4 Yr /50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv 
• 5 Yr /60,000 ·Mile Powertrain warrantv 
*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. Leasing W.A.C. thru VWC. Expires 11 /30/04 
CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER 






VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or lease) 
AIC *I* . ell II :1• *41 
~· II I-<* -WA• ii N 
4175 · 5~ H\ftfY 17-92 
M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD) 
L)~....ollll~ 401-3 6 5-3 3 0 0 ....___s_ER_v1_cE_D_E_PT_o_P_EN_s_A_Ju_R_D~_~_9_-_s___, 
.1.. 
Higher Education 
What's in the news at 
colleges around the country 
Fired Macon State professor 
says past was held against him 
MACON, Ga. - By many 
accounts, Roger Roots was a 
gifted scholar, well-qualified 
for his position at Macon, 
State College. 
Roots joined the universi-
ty's Social Sciences Depart-
ment in August. When he 
was fired just two months 
later, he said officials unfair-
ly held his controversial past 
against him. 
In a termination letter 
dated Oct. 15, Macon State 
officials cited two felony 
convictions that they said 
made him ineligible for 
employment by the Univer-
sity System of Georgia. · 
But Roots has said his fir-
ing was actually based on 
allegations ofracist conduct. 
The 37-year-old scholar 
has written for several fringe 
publications, some dating 
back more than IO years. A 
Web search by the Macon 
Telegraph found articles 
purportedly by Roots that 
support the right-wing mili-
tia movement, deny the 
Holocaust and claim blacks 
are less intelligent than 
whites. 
College dub leader sentenced 
to 14 years in prison for rape 
TOKYO - A Japanese 
court sentenced a college 
social club leader to 14 years 
in prison for raping female 
students at rave parties he 
organized. 
The Tokyo District Court 
found Shinichiro Wada, 30, 
guilty of multiple counts of 
rape. 
Kyodo News agency said 
Wada had been found guilty 
of rape on tln:ee occasions, 
including a woman visiting 
his office in 2001, and a col-
lege student at a do\vntown 
Tokyo bar in May 2003. 
Students at Portland State 
ups'et about new ID/debit cards 
PORTLAND, Ore. - Stu-
dents at Portland State are 
upset about the school's 
contract with a Connecticut-
based financial services 
company that issues studerit 
ID cards that can double as 
MasterCard debit cards. 
The ID cards are manda-
tory, regardless if students 
choose to activate them as 
debit cards, and have. Mas-
terCard's double-circle logo. 
Administrators have said 
the new system was chosen 
to improve how students 
receive financial aid. 
Some students, however, 
are upset that their ID cards 
will link them with a credit 
card company and angry 
that they weren,'t consulted 
about the change. · 
About 1,000 students 
plan to boycott the cards, on 
a campus of more than 
23,000. 
Carolina student with 
meningitis in fair condition 
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -A 
freshman at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill was in fair condition 
Monday recovering from a 
case of bacterial meningitis. 
No additional cases of 
meningitis have emerged 
since Jonathan Parker Davis 
was diagnosed with the dis-
ease last week. 
UNC and North Carolina 
State University have issued 
thousands of doses of antibi-
otics as a precaution to peo-
ple who may have come into 
contact with Parker in his 
dormitory or at a party near 
the N.C. State campus last 
·weekend. 
Administrator resigns over 
plagiarism concerns 
DICKINSON, N.Y. - A 
top academic official at 
Broome Community Col-
lege has stepped down. say-
ing a new school policy may 
include plagiarism. 
Keith Cotroneo, the col-
lege's vice president of aca-
demic affair.s, resigned Oct. 
26 over a two-page adminis-
trative policy President Lau-
rence D. Spraggs distributed 
to the school's three vice 
presidents and .board of 
directors. 
The "Principles of 
Administration" document, 
printed on Spraggs' letter-
head, is almost identical to a 
similarly titled policy at Bre-
vard Community College in 
Florida. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Nation & World 
RON EDMONDS I ASSOCIATED PRESS 
President George W. Bush and first lady Laura Bush w~lk onto the stage ~ta vic.t~ry rally 
yesterday at the Ronald Reagan Buildi~g and International Trade Center m Washington, D.C. 
FROM A2 Two students plead not _guilty to 
plotting attack at Mass. school 
Arnold pumps up stem cell in 
California, gay marriage suffers 
Gov. Arnold Schwarzeneg-
ger, breaking with fellow 
Republicans to flex his own 
political muscle, persuaded his 
California constituents to 
spend $3 billion on stem-cell 
research. 
In another hot-button ballot 
issue, voters in 11 states over-
whelmingly supported ban-
ning gay marriage. 
On a day when voters in 34 
states considered 163 wildly 
disparate proposals, voters in 
Montana OK'd the use of med-
ical marijuana; Oklahomans 
opted to take a chance on a 
state lottery; and Arizona resi-
dents passed a first of its kind 
crackdown on illegal immi-
grants. · 
In Alaska, residents blew off 
a' proposal to decriminalize 
marijuana. 
Flu vaccine spoils in hospital's 
faulty refrigerator once more 
WEST ALLIS, Wis. 
Nearly 1,900 doses of the 
scarce flu vaccine spoiled 
when a refrl.gerator broke 
down, the second batch at the 
same hospital to be ruined in a 
month. 
The egg-based vaccine had 
been given to 300 patients and 
725 doctors and staff members 
at West Allis Memorial Hospi-
tal. 
Another 850 doses were 
discarded because it may have 
lost its effectiveness. 
Those who received shots 
were never in danger of falling 
ill and will be revaccinated. 
, Week in Science 
NASEEM SOWTI 
Senior StaffWriter 
A recent discovery suggests 
that the little creatures roaming 
around in J.R.R Tolkein's mas-
terpiece, Lord of the Rings, may 
have actually existed. 
Hailed as one of the most 
significant finds of the past cen-
tury, researchers have 
unearthed the remains of a tiny 
human species that lived on the 
Indonesian island of Flores 
until 13,000 years ago. 
The most complete skeleton, 
named BLl, belongs to a 30-year 
old female barely 3-feet tall. Her 
skull is as small as a grapefruit. 
Her remains were found in a 
limestone cave along with some 
tools and the skeleton of a 
dwarf elephant. 
At first, the scientists 
thought the skeleton belonged 
to a child, but further investiga-
tion revealed. that it was in fact 
the remains of an adtilt. 
"There are several ways to 
find the age of a skeleton," said 
John Schultz, an assistant pro-
. fessor in the UCF Department 
of Anthropology. 
"The teeth, the growth in the 
bones and other agin,g signs" all, 
allow scientists to estimate the 
age of the skeletal remains, he 
explained 
Based on the skeletal 
remains of BU and six other 
individuals found from the . 
same species, researchers 
believe that the dwarf inhabi-
tants of the island belong to the 
genus Homo. 
"You designate genus Homo 
to anything that's bipedal 
(walks on two feet)," Schultz 
said. 
The findings prove such 
characteristics, although their 
long t:trr1s suggest that the tiny 
PLYMOUTH, Mass. - Two 
students have pleaded not 
guilty to charges that they plot-
ted a Columbine-style attack on 
·their high school. 
Tobin Kerns, 16, and Joseph 
Nee, 18, were jailed without bail 
Tuesday, although a judge said 
she would consider a request to 
release Nee based on argu-
ments that he is not dangerous. 
A Plymouth County grand 
jury indicted the teenagers last 
month on charges of coru;pira-
cy to commit murder, promo-
tion of anarchy and threatened 
use of deadly weapons at 
school. 
Plymouth Superior Court 
Judge Suzanne Delvecchio 
took the defense request to 
release Nee on bail under 
advisement, and scheduled a 
Dec. 7 pretrial cqnference. 
Sharon's Gaza pullout plan faces 
crucial Vote in Israeli parliament 
JERUSALEM - Prime Min-
ister Ariel Sharon marched for-
ward with his Gaza withdrawal 
plan yesterday, with parliament 
set to vote on providing com-
pensation for the 8,800 settlers 
to be uprooted under the plan. 
Sharon was expected to win 
the vote, which would give him 
more momentum as he contin-
ues with the contentious plan. 
Sharon has already won a 
series of battles, including a 
parliamentary vote last week 
approving the withdrawal in 
principle. 
Yesterday's vote was the first 
time parliament has debated 
the specifics of the plan. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
humans spend most of their 
times on the trees, possibly to 
take shelter from predators. 
Hence, there is now a new 
species in the human family ' 
tree, a species that scientists 
have decided to call Homo flore-
siensis. 
Skeletal remains also 
revealed that the little humans 
had a long history in the island, 
dating back nearly 95,000 years. 
This means that H. floresien-
sis shared the planet with the 
modern Homo sapiens, who 
· arrived in the region between 
55,000 and 35;000 years ago. 
However, it remains a mys-
tery if the two species directly 
interacted with each other. 
Possible descendents of H. 
erectus, thought to have arrived 
in southeast Asia by about .1.7 
million years ago, the hobbit-
like humans probably shrunk in 
size "due to· limited food 
resources," Schultz said. 
Still, the sophisticated tools 
found around them - points, 
perforat9rs and blades -:- sul:?-
gest that their.brains and mtell1-
gence remained intact. 
Because the skeletal remains 
are relatively recent, scientists 
are hopeful that they might be 
able to extract DNA from the 
bones and fmd an entirely new 
perspective on the evolution of 
the human lineage. 
Interestingly, Flores' current 
inhabitants have legends about 
the existence of little people 
that were one meter tall, hairy 
and prone to murmuring to 
each other in some form of lan-
guage. 
The last legend featuring 
mythical creatures like this 
occurred less than 100 years 
_ago. 
- Some scientist speculate 
that a species like H.floresiensis 
might still exist somewhere in . 
the unexplored tropical forest 
of Indonest-t 
407-482-1900 
12090 Collegiate Woy 
Collegiate Square • Behind Applebee's 
Jumbo Wings 
Pick your flavor from the Flavor Zone 
5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) .... ................................. 3.99 
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ...... .............................. 6.49 
15 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranchj .... ... : ........ .................... 8.99 
20 (1 or 2 Flavors, 1 Ranch) ..................... .... 11.99 
30 (1 or 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch) ..... ... .... ............. 17.99 
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) ............ ... ..... .. 27.99 
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) .. .................... 37.99 
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 Ranch) ......... .......... .47.99 
Add Celery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .49 
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch.................... .... .. .69 
Add fries to any Wing order ....... ....... ....... ...... 1.99 
Buffalo Whig Basket 
(10 Wings, Ranch & Wedge Fries) 
$7.79 
Fresh Chicken Salads $6.99 
Pick your Salad 
Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fried Chicken Breast 
Pick your Flavor 
Plain OR any one of our 
25 flavors 
Pick your Dressing 
Bleu Cheese, Ranch, Honey 
Mustard, Lite Italian 
Chicken Fingers 
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor 
Dipped or On Side 
~ ~~ ~::~~~l ::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::: : ::::::::::::::: : ::::::::~:~~ 
10 (1 Flavor) ...... ........................................... 11 .99 
20 (UR to 2 Flavors) .................. .................. 21.99 
50 (Up to 3 Flavors) ............ .. ... ... ..... .......... .47.99 
Chicken Finger Basket 
5Fingers & Wedge Fries ................ .... ............. 7.49 
Chicken Sandwiches 
& 1 /2 Pound Burgers 
served w/Wedge Fries*$1 29 
*substitutions available for • 
an additional charge · 
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, 
Mustard, Mayo, Ketchup & 
Pickle Spear on the side 
Pick your Sandwich 
Grilled Chicken Breast • Fried Chicken Breast • 112 lb Burger 
Pick your Flavor 
Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors 
Cheese or No Cheese 
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $.99 
Wedge Fries ................ Regular 1.99 
...................................... Jumbo 2.99 
Cheese Fries ................ Regular 2.99 
............. : .............. ., ........ Jumbo 4.49 
Beer Battered Onion Rings ................. Regular 2.29 
. ........... ................................................ Jumbo 3.79 
Mozzarella Sticks (5) ............................. .... ..... .4.49 
Fried Mushrooms .... ....................... ................ ..4.49 
Ranch or. Bleu Cheese & Celery .. ....................... 99 
Garden Salad ................................................. 4.49 
Side Salad ....................................................... 2.49 
Kid'z Menu 
5 Wings & Wedge Fries .............. ........ .. ........... 5.49 
3 Chciken Fingers & Wedge Fries ................... 5.49 
Soft Drinks 
Cans .......................................... 99 
2-Liter ................ ..................... . 2.49 
Dessert 
Cheesecaka .... .......... ............ : .. 2.49 
Brownies ................................... 1.49 
~!1!~n~-~ .Sl!~!?L.JJI off k:~ .. 
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CHARLIE BENSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Former national champions, the UCF cheerleaders practice. as much as other athletes at the school, according to Coach Linda Gooch. • 
Cheers give athletes moral support 
FROM Al 
but pride. 
A look at the athletes reveals 
their incredible level of fitness 
) and preparedness. 
This question occurred to 
Princeton· student, Thomas 
Peebles, back in 1884. To raise 
the crowd's spirit, he created a 
cheer that went something like 
this: "Ray, ray, ray! Tiger, tiger, 
sis, sis, sis! Boom, boom, boom! 
Aaaaah! Princeton, Princeton, 
Princeton!" The cheer was 
done in a locomotive style. 
Two certified assistant 
coaches, Mike Pare and Rion 
Rinaldi, along with Gooch, the 
coach and program director, 
oversee every practice session, 
amounting to more than 20 · 
1 hours per week. 
Cheerleading as it is known 
today was initiated in 1898 by 
Johnny Campbell, an under-
graduate at the University of 
Minnesota 
Aside from placing in the 
top three in the past five· years, 
the Knight squad has achieved 
1 the highest number of commu-
nity volunteer hours among 
the 18 UCF sports team for the 
past three years, while main-
taining an average GPA of3.25. 
"This is a lot of fun. I do 
[cheerleading] because of the 
games and the excitement," 
said Kristal Johnson, a junior 
communicative disorders 
major. "I do this more than 1 do 
CHARLIE BENSON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Both men and women are on the team. 
He stood before the crowd 
at a football game and directed 
them in a famous and still used 
yell: "Rah, rah, rah! Sku-u-mar, 
hoo-rah! Varsity, varsity, varsity, 
agreed that the cheerleaders' Minn-e-so-ta!" 
job is "a lot harder than it A year later, Campbell and 
seems.'' five friends, all of whom were 
t parties," she said with a laugh. 
Screaming, "Black! Gold! U- men, formed the first cheer-
C-F, Knights!" at various UCF leading squad. Together, they 
games, the squad raises school organized cheers, fight songs 
spirit with its contagious zeal · and raised the school pride. 
and enthusiasm and helps . It wasn't until 1923 that 
A week prior to Homecom-
ing, the squad practiced well 
after 10 p.m. for two nights in a 
row, after long days of work 
and school. 
"[Cheerleading] is challeng-
ing and d'emanding, mentally 
and physically," said James 
Kersey, a senior criminal jus-
tice major. . 
inspire many ofUCF athletes. female students were allowed 
·"They keep me fired up," to cheer. 
said Gary Johnson, No. 5 on the Nearly 30 years later, the 
UCF basketball team first pompom was created. 
Joshua Peppers, No. 30 on And in 1999 ESPN said it felt 
the basketball team, added, competition cheerleading was 
"[The cheerleading team] gives . a sport. 
us moral support. They're a Today, cheerleading is one 
part of the sport.'' of the largest sports for young 
.-~ He said many students drop 
John Sanchez, a sophomore people in the United States, 
business major, found the pres- according to Pare. There are 
ence of cheerleaders as an more than 3 million cheerlead-
"image thing. It's like the mas- ers in the country. 
cot; they are the source of moti- "We are the ultimate fans of 
out of the program within the 
first year after realizing that it 
requires a lot more cqmmit-
1 ment than expected. · vation and inspiration.'' UCF sports teams," Kersey 
And, what fun is a game said. ''We always want to be the Legal studies freshman Fel-
isha Garcia and her fri~nds without a cheerleading team? best.'' · 






Got questions? We'd love to help you with them. Join us 
for a chat. All chats are from 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. 
Arts and Sciences 
October 20, 2004. 
Business 
Administration 
October 26, 2004 
Engineering and 
Computer Science 
October 27, 2004 
Hospitality and Tourism 
Management 
Novembe;r 3, 2004 
Health and Public 
Affairs 
November9,2004 
Optics and Photonics 
November io, 2004 
Education 
November 16, 2004 
Biomedical Sciences 
November 17, 2004 
To access chats, Visit 
www.graduate.ucf.edu/chat 
UNJVERSlTY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
GRADUATE STUDIES 
Huev Magoo's Chicken Tenders 
specializes in fresh, never frozen 
grilled and fried chicken tenders. 
Try one of our delicious tender meals, wraps, and garden fresh salads. 









, Alafaya Trail 
.. - .... - - - - - - - - - -- .. ,__ _____________ _, 
4293 Alatava Trail • Oviedo Fl 32765 • 407-977-0213 
Located in the 7 eleven shopping center on the corn.er of Alafaya and McCulloch 
1 .............................................. . 
· 1 
1Round the Clock 
Medical Advice 
Student Health Services announces a 
ustate of the Art" automated triage 
s y s t e m : 2 4/7 WebMe d . ·Sick· 
students can enter their symptoms and 
receive automated advice on self·c.are 
vs. need for a health center 
a pp o i n t m.e n t or emergency care . 
Check it out at www.shs.ucf.edu 
and· click on the 24/7 WebMed link 
MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
As others watched election results, hundreds of students went to Memory Mall Tuesday night for the UCF carnival. 
Today 
CamecijlCIJi;t 
Lewis Blad< fi'om 1he OoilyShowwithfon Stewatt 
With HallqridWilfiams andTess Drake. Doro open 





ing Satellite;lhe Dave MatttmwsCoverBandFree. 
f-anFaie 
Begins at 3 p.m.at llhker fitlld. 
UCF vs.ot.ro 
Game starts at 4 p.m.attheOtrus Bowf,wlth 





Meet the Homecoming Court ' 
FROM Al 
fits of participating in Skit Knight 
as well. 
Senior JeffRuberg, member of 
the Sport Club Council, pointed 
out, ''A college education is not 
gained solely in the classroom. 
Activities like this contribute a lot 
to a student's growth." 
To exemplify this concept 
Ru berg added, "Balancing the' 
time required with other respon-
sibilities along with trying differ-
ent management styles and dis-
tributing work among all that are 
involved are lessons I c'an take 
away from this year's Homecom-
ing.'' . 
Groups taking part in this 
year's Skit Knight included a 
strong representation of UCF's 
Greek community, the Baptist 
Collegiate Ministries, the Fellow-
ship of Christian Athletes, the 
Honors Congress, LEAD Schol-
ars and the Sport Club Council. 
Jason Ring felt that the compe-
tition aspett of the evening was 
only a small portion of what Skit 
Knight is. 
"The competition allows peo-
ple to compete for 10 minutes of 
the night and then enjoy the rest 
of the night by watching fun 
skits," he said. "It really adds a 
break to the week when most 
teams are working so hard on 
other stuff." 
In other Homecoming compe-
titions, LEAD has already 
received all 500 points possible 
for the black and gold ·sign com-
petition - all the entries can be 
seen on the Math and Physics 
Free Speech lawn. 
Vote for Homecoming king and queen at https://my.ucf.edu 
Laura Creegan 
Senior in psychology 
President of Pi Beta 
Phi sorority 
Elizabeth Hendrix 
SeniOf in sports and 
fitness 
Member of° Alpha 
Delta Pi 
Stacy McCord 
Senior in Ad/PR 
Member of Kappa 
Delta sorority 
Sandra Miles 
Grad student in 
education leadership 
Phanessa Pappas 
Senior in liberal 
studies 
Member of Chi Omega 
Willie Bentley Jr. 
Senior in legal studies 
Vice president of 
student government 
Randy Clark 
Junior in finance 
SGA Senator 
Member of Sigma Chi 
Erik Harte 
Senior in Ad/PR 
Mans fan cam at UCF 
football games 
Sean Lavin 
Junior in business 
Speaker of the SGA 
Senate 
Matt Shannon 
Senior in philosophy 
Director of Cultural 
Fine Arts (part of CAB) 
Many different beliefs 
have to be recalled now .. 
FROM Al 
American people's opinions, but I 
don't think they can accurately 
decide how the election's going to 
turn out. A lot of the polls only take 
into consideration likely voters, and 
I think there are going to be a lot of 
unlikely voters that are participating 
this year." 
Yesterday's result showed that 
many of those unlikely voters were 
surprisingly for the incumbent. 
Some political theorists believe 
that the president's job approval rat-
ing is the best way to forecast the 
election. The historical record 
shows that if the president's job-
approval rating is above 50 percent, 
then the party in power is likely to 
remain. · 
However, if an incumbent's 
approval rating falls below 50 per-
cent, his party may be on the way 
out of the White House. 
According to the latest polling 
data, Bush's job approval rating is 
hovering right around the 50 per-
cent mark. Some have it just over, 
some just under. 
When math and science and all 
other logical explanations fail, 
superstition and conspiracy theory 
spread. Some even link the outcome. 
of sporting events to the winner of 
the election. 
The winner of the Washington 
Redskins home football game has 
predicted the winner of every elec-
tion since 1936. In the previous 15 
elections, when the Washington 
Redskins lost their last home game 
prior to the election, the incumbent 
party failed to win re-election. 
When they have won, the incum~ 
bent has stayed in power. In 2000, 
the trend held true when the Red-
skins fell to the Tennessee Titans 
and Bush edged Al Gore. 
Last Sunday, the Redskins were 
defeated by the Green Bay Packers 
28-14. For the first time since 1933, 
the trend failed with the re-election 
of Bush. 
UCF student Paul Caped said 
that the two events are nothing 
more than a coincidence. 
"I don't think it has any bearing 
on the outcome. I don't really 
believe in superstition, and I don't 
really see any connection between 
the two." 
Bush supporter Christopher 
Mesa hoped the streak will stop at 
15. 
"Unfortunately, I was rooting for 
the Redskins this weekend because 
of that," he said. 
Kerry had tried to draw some 
luck from his home state's world 
champions. The Sox lifted the 86-
year-old "Curse of the Bambino" 
last week. 
As legend goes, the curse started 
in 1920 when Boston traded future 
hall-of-fame outfielder Babe. Ruth to 
the Yankees for $100,000. 
In the days before the election, 
Kerry was spotted several times on 
the campaign trail sporting a Red 
Sox hat. 
Bush may have potentially 
cursed the Texas Rangers in a simi-
lar manner when he was owner of 
the team back in the late '80s. 
During that time Bush made d 
what he later joked was the biggest 
mistake in his life. He traded slugger 
Sammy Sosa to the Chicago White -40 
Sox for designated hitter Harold 
Baines and utility infielder Fred 
Manrique. 
Sosa on to hit more than 500 '" 
hoine runs for the Chicago White 
Sox and Chicago Cubs. Meanwhile, 
the Texas Rangers have not won a 
post-season series in their 43-year , . 
existence. 
Despite the vast amount of differ-
ences between the two polarizing ., 
candidates, Bush and Kerry actually 
share some peculiar similarities. 
The two are distant relations -
ninth cousins twice removed. to be ( 
exact. 
They also have a celebrity in 
their bloodline that neither will ever 
"A lot of polls 
only take into 
consideration likely 
voters and I think 
there are going to 
be a lot of uolikely 
voters participating 
this year." 





ask to join the campaign trail: Play- t 
boy founder Hugh Hefner. Hef is a 
ninth cousin of both men. 
Another popularly held supersti-
tion states that the candidate with / 
the most royal blood is destined to 
win the election. 
According to genealogists at ..:. 
Burke's Peerage & Gentry, Kerry can 
link himself to the royal houses of 
England, Sweden, France and Rus-
sia. ' 
Bush is a descendent of King 
Edward I · of England and is also 
related to Qµeen Elizabeth II, along 
with 20 British dukes fllld sundry • 
European princes. 
Bush and Kerry can also be ' 
linked by their involvement in a 
secret organization while attending ~ 
Yale. Both Kerry and Bush partici-
pated in the Skull and Bones Society. 
Over the years, Bones members ~ 
included presidents, cabinet offi-
cers, spies, Supreme Court justices 
and captains of industry. 
Caped says that he's not shock~ '' 
to learn of these high society links. 
He said: "I wasn't aware of their 
connection, but it · doesn't surprise " 
me. A lot of these politicians are 
from wealthy and elite families. It 
seems like you have to have tons of 
money to promote yourself in the 
elections. So it shouldn't surprise 
anyone that the candidates are from 








a law enforcement detective 
With the State Fire Marshal's 
1' office. 
Campina said that the four 
residents of that apartment 
· would be held responsible for 
• • the fire, but no charges have · 
been filed. 
Firefighters evacuated the 
' residents of Building 11 and 
two adjacent buildings. 
r Matt Rosen, .a 19-year-old 
-molecular biology major who. 
, resided on the third floor of 
the burning building, awoke to 
the fire alarms. 
''.At first, I thought it was 
" just another drill," he said. 
, "But then my [resident assis-
tant] said, 'Come on, get!' and 
, was banging on the doors. I got 
up and ran to the door and 
there was thick black smoke 
everywhere in the hallways. 
The lnnova.tive Auction Site 
Pay 99% off Retail Price Or literally 
Pennies For New Fancy Products 
Scion xA, Digital Camera, Camcorder 
Plasma TV, DVD player, and more 
While supporting charity! 
l!1 ~ii• www.lowbidwin.com 
LOSE YOUR JOB? 
DOES YOUR FORMER EMPLOYER OWE YOU WAGES? 
DID YOU GET PAID FOR ALL OF YOUR TIME WORKED? 
DON'T LET THEM WRONGFULLY KEEP YOUR HARD EARNED MONEY! 
IF WE GET YOU ANY MONEY, THEY PAY OUR FEES AND COSTS 
(407) 67 WAGES 
• So, I rushed to wake my room-
mates and just grabbed my 
glasses, shorts and sandals. I 
didn't get my wallet, car keys 
JACK CUSUMANO I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Pegasus Point's Building 11's roof was engulfed in flames yesterday morning. It is estima.ted the building will cost about $500,000 to replace. 
(407)-679-2437 
The hiring of an attorney is an important decision that should not be based solely upon advertisements. Before you decide, 
ask us to send you free information on our qualifications and experience. Jeffrey W Albert, Esquire: Principle office: Maitland 
~ or anything." 
• 
Students from throughout 
the complex began lining up 
along their stairwells and 
grouping around the yellow 
police tape to get a better look. 
"You could see their faces, 
like they just woke up," said 
junior Loµis Aguila, a resident 
of the complex who witnessed 
the fire from an adjacent 
• building. 
"It just kept getting bigger 
and bigger," he said. "[Fire-
' fighters] started pouring water 
· on top of the fire, another fire 
, truck came and poured it on 
the other side. It looked like it 
• r was done, and then all of a sud- . 
den, it just erupted again." 
Psychology major Brian 
- Dionigi, 19, said: ''.Around 6:30 
a.m., I was awakened by the 
' sirens and decided to sleep 
1 through it. My roommate 
pounded on my door and told 
me there was a fire. At first, I 
was pretty sure it wouldn't 
· · affect my apartment because 
the fire was on the top left of 
.. the building, and my apart-
ment was on the bottom right, 
but I saw the fire keep spread-
ing." 
"I got up early to study at 
5:30 a.m. because I have two 
tests this morning," said 
... ' Jimmy Hughes, a 21-year-old 
mechanical engineering 
major. "I went out with my 
,, roommate and smoke poured 
into the room. My roommate 
was in front of me and took a 
mouthful of smoke and almost 
fell over. We ducked below the 
smoke, almost crawling to the 
stairs. The smoke was a lot 
thicker than I thought it would 
be." 
"By the end of the fire, it got 
the whole roof of the apart-
ment," Aguila said. "The roof 
is completely gone." 
Deputies and UCF Housing 
officials have declared the · 
building condemned. While 
the fire destroyed much of the 
third floor, apartments on the 
first and second levels sus-
tained severe water damage. 
Rebuilding should begin in 
two weeks and cost about 
$500,000, said Christi Hartzler, 
director of UCF Housing and 
Residence Life. Until then, the 
building will be boarded up. 
Michelle Dixon, regional 
manager of College Park Com-
munities, which owns Pegasus 
Pointe, told residents who lost 
their apartments in the fire 
that they would be relocated 
as quickly as possible. 
By 5 p.m. yesterday, Hart-
zler said 36 students had been 
moved into other apartments 
at Pegasus Pointe, while the 
remainirtg 11 were relocated to 
Pegasus I.anding. 
"We're trying to match 
[roommate] preferences as 
best we can," said Jeff Novak, 
assistant director of Housing 
and Residence Life. Novak 
added that the most important 
preferences would be smoking 
and study habits. 
Craig Ullom, the associate 
vice president of Student 
Development and Enrollment 
Services, told displaced stu-
dents that his office was faxing 
a list of their names to the uni-
versity so that professors 
could be contacted. 
"Hopefully a letter from 
Provost Hickey will carry 
some weight with professors 
taking it easy on the students," 
he said . 
"I'm in shock," Dionigi said. 
"Just the shock of all my stuff 
being destroyed. I grew up 
with all of my belongings and 
now it's all gone." 
By late nrorning, firefight-
ers were escorting stUdents 
one by one back into their 
apartments to collect salvage-
able items. 
"They were bringing down 
surf boards and . guitars," 
Aguila said. "Clothes and stuff 
like that just had to be gone." 
Novak said that some stu-
dents who lost belongings in 
the fire could claim renter's 
insurance or, if they were still 
considered dependents, could 
collect from their parents' 
homeowners insurance poli-
cies. 
College Park Communities 
is giving each displaced resi-
dent bedding and towels, 
Hartzler said. 
UCF Victims Services 
joined American Red Cross 
workers at the scene to hand 
out toiletries. Eckerd, Target 
and Bed Bath & Beyond are 
donating linens and gift cer-
tificates. Barnes & Noble has 
also agreed to replace all text-
books free of charge. 
Christine Mouton, coordi-
nator at Victims Services, said, 
"At this point, we have some 
clothes that have been donat-
ed to us by the [UCF] Book-
store, and we are still trying to 
get a whole bunch of personal 
items like toothpaste and 
shampoo." 
A TRUSTED TRADITION OF PERSONALIZED, 
/ COMFORTABLE AND AFFORDABLE CARE 
STATE-OF-THE-ART, LIFETIME D ENTAL E XCELLENCE 
• Cosmetic Care: Bleaching, Bonding and Porcelain Veneers 
• State-of-the-Art Procedures, Instruments and Techniques • Emergencies Accepted 
• Professionally Trained, Caring and Courteous Staff • Air Abrasion, Drill-Less Dentistry 
• Bridges and Crowns • Mercury-Free Dentistry • Convenient Payment Plans 
• Student Identification Card=10% Discount! 




personalized & comfortable 
GEORGE A. YARKO, DDS 
11780 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE • 0R1ANDO 
WE CORDIALLY INVITE You TO CALL 
(407) 282-2101 
1013 LOCKWOOD BOULEVARD • OVIEDO 
WE CORDIALLY INVJT'.E You TO CALL 
( 407) 977-6464 
F 111~ J.11/"JIA. 'll*~I~; A~!Jl,A· ,.,L_ ~ .. A.. "' 1: (;;/~ ~~, {fZe .;>UV" f' .... ..,.,,,.., .. ,. n 
RELOCATION 
Brand New Office! 
Dr. Tiffany Taylor, 
formerly located on UCF Campus 
Optometrist Owned & Operated 
3151 Alafaya Trail, Suite 102. Orlando 
(3 lights South of .University, 2 lights North of Colonial) 
407-447-7793 
• Advanced Diagnostics 
• Digital Imaging 
• Huge Designer Frame Selection 
• Prices Fit Every Budget 
INSIDE THE 
4 
UCF women's soccer 
players named to 
the A-Sun First Team 
UCF women's soccer 
player named to the 
A-Sun Second Team 
UCF women's soccer 
players named 
to the A-Sun 
All-Freshman team 
1 
Only other team 
with seven players 
earning A-Sun post-
season honors (FAU) 
UCF women's 
basketball tipped off 
its preseason with a 
70-47 exhibition win 
over the Miami Suns 




double with 17 
points and 11 
rebounds. Senior 
center Ali Roberts 
put up 10 points 
with seven rebounds 
and five assists, 
while sophomore 
Francine Houston 
put up 10 points in 
21 minutes. 
Football hosts Ohio 
for Homecoming at 4 
p.m. Saturday at the 
Citrus Bowl 
Women's soccer 
heads to Buies 
Creek, N.C., today to 
defend its A-Sun 
championship .. . 
Men's soccer travels 
north to face 
Jacksonville today 
.. . Volleyball hosts a 
doubleheader 
Sa!urday, facing 
Florida A&M at noon 
and Jacksonville at 6 
p.m. at the UCF 
Arena. 
Tune in Channel 21 
on campus TV from 
11a.m.to1 
p.m.every Thursday 
or log on to 
www.WGKB.com for 
the Central Florida 
Future Sports Show 
featuring Ashley . 
Burns and Jeff 
·Sharon. 
Quo tables 
"They've gone into 
every game with a 
great attitude, a 
'coach me, coach' 
attitude, and again 
we've fallen short 
not because of 
effort." 
- GEORGE O'LEARY 
ON HIS PLAYERS' 
ATIITUDES AFTER 
STARTING o-8 
"We have confidence 
from the FSU 
comeback win. 
Beating the No. 12 
team in the nation, 
we can ride high 
from that." 
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Alex Haynes targets rushing 
record against skidding Ohio 
ASHLEY BURNS 
Sports Editor 
Despite the nation's longest losing 
streak and a bevy of injured players, 
UCF football actually has something to 
look forward to. · 
This Saturday, senior running back 
Alex Haynes will take another shot ~t 
UCF rushing immortality as he is only 
126 yards away from breaking the 
school's career rushing record. 
The Knights (0-8, 0-5 MAC) will 
host the Ohio Bobcats (3-6, 1-5 MAC) 
Saturday for Homecoming, and they'll 
have to hope that the numbers are on 
their side. UCF has w~m its· last nine 
Homecoming games, and 17 of 24 all-
time. UCF Coach George O'Leary 
hopes that playing in front of the home 
crowd will rejuvenate his team for the 
last three games. 
"I think it's good to get home with 
the players," O'Leary said. "There's no 
question when you have a young team, 
they're comfortable at home and they 
know the environment. The routine is 
much bett~r and, for the most part, the 
fans have really kept in th~ game and 
we've kept it so they can get in the 
game." 
But Haynes will indeed need to have 
a strong performance if the Knights are 
going to end their 12-game losing streak 
against the Bobcats, who are in the 
midst of their own four-game losing 
streak. 
Two seasons ago, Haynes tallied 151 
yards on 27 carries to help the Knights 
defeat Ohio 42-32. But last year UCF 
only managed 22 combined rushing 
yards as the Bobcats shut out the 
Knights 28-0. 
Haynes has an uphill challenge 
ahead of him as the offensive line 
blocking for him is still young and inex-
perienced and the passing game has 
been anything but stellar. 
Despite the troubles, offensive line-
man Adam Butcher believes Haynes 
very well could find himself atop the 
PLEASE SEE ISRAEL ON A 10 
Soccer looking to defend A-Sun titles 
Planells knocks in Four named to all-
game-winning goal conference team as 
over Georgia State tournament opens 
ANDY VASQUEZ 
Staff Writer 
Last year's Atlantic Sun Conference' Champions 
have earned the right to defend their title later this 
month. 
With its 2-1 win over Georgia State on Sunday the 
defending champion UCF Men's soccer team 
clinched a spot in the 2004 A-Sun Tournament. 
Sophomore Alejandro Gessen netted a penalty 
kick in the 44th minute to give the Knights (7-5-2, 6-
2 A-Sun) the decisive goal of their match against 
Georgia State (8-6-1, 6-3 A-Sun). 
The penalty kick opportunity came when a UCF 
player was pulled down in the box. Gessen had no 
problem scoring as he beat Georgia State goalkeep-
er Paulo Gutierrez for his second penalcy kick goal 
of the season. 
Senior midfielder Jaime Planells scored the first 
goal of the game in the 27th minute after receiving a 
pass from redshirt freshman Adham Rashwan. The 
goal was only the second of Planells' career and the 
first since his freshman year. 
Georgia State's Jason Rivers came off the bench to 
score the game-tying goal less than a minute later. 
The game stayed tied at one until Gessen scored on 
the penalty kick 16 minutes later. 
Ryan Mcintosh, the junior goaltender, had anoth-
er stellar game. His seven saves included a number 
of stops in the final moments of the game. 
The Knights· outshot Georgia State 19 to 11, 
including a 13 to four advantage in the first half 
alone. · 
MATT DUNAWAY I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
PLEASE SEE MEN ON A 11 Junior Courtney Bai hes was named Atlantic Sun Conference "Defensive Player of the Year" yesterday. 
l o/ I 
ASHLEY BURNS 
Sports Editor 
Still basking .in last Thursday's upset victory 
over Florida State, the UCF women's soccer team is 
making one last Atlantic Sun title defense. 
The Knights are taking one last sho,t at a fourth 
consecutive conference championship and leaving 
as one of the best programs in A-Sun history. 
As if the win over No. 12 FSU didn't build 
enough momentum for the No. 2 seed Knights, the 
conference released this year's regular season hon-
ors and UCF was more than recognized for its dom-
inance. 
Four Knights were named to the A-Sun All-Con-
ference First Team, including Courtney Baines, 
who was named A-Sun "Defensive Player of the 
Year." Junior Jen Montgomery was named to the 
conference Second Team, while Kendra Flock and 
Jessica Hallgren were named to the All-Freshmen 
Team. 
Perhaps the biggest surprise was Flock being 
snubbed for A-Sun "Freshman of the Year." The 18-
year old led the Knights with 10 goals this season. 
But UCF Coach Amanda Ctomwell isn't really 
concerned with awards. She's focused on winning 
and she thinks her squad has everything it'll take for 
one more title. 
"We feel good,'' Cromwell said of the team's con-
dition heading into the tournament. ·~s far as 
injuries go, we're pretty healthy and that's always 
important. We have confidence from the FSU 
comeback win. Beating the No. 12 team in the 












~, BETWEEN THE LINES UCF VS. OHIO 
• . • l 
" Homecoming provides battle of losing-streaks 
:tt 
Football looks to · 
:~ . -





\), It's do~t offensive. 
Last week, UCF gained 104 
total offensive yards in a 2(}-3 road 
loss at Marshall. The Knights fell 
) to a Division I-A worst (}-8 with 
just thr~ games left. Now comes 
the good news. 
1 .;rbis week UCF faces the Ohio 
~~ who are 1-5 in the con-
ference, and the first of three 
w~ teams to fmish out the sea-
·' son. Two ofUCFs final three are 
at home, against opponents with 
a combined record of 2-9 in the 
MAC. On top of all that, it's 
H..omecoming for UCF, as the 
~ts look to snap the nation's 
le~St losfug streak at a dozen. 
;. ·. Let's break it down ... 
t . 
· UCF- offense 
'IS.Ohio defense 
, AdVantage: Ohio 
It's been a rough year for 
UCFs offense. It averages just 267 
yards, 90 rushing yards and 14.8 
points per game. Steven Moffett 
had one of the worst days of his 
career last week against Marshall, 
completing just seven of 14 pass-
es, and UCF averaged a mere 1.4 
yards per rush. Alex Haynes 
remains the team's leader in rush-
ing, with only 504 yards on the 
ground this season (thanks to a 
shoulder injury). He has a shot at 
UCF's all-time rushing mark 
before the home crowd Howev-
er, the offensive line has been 
unable to protect Moffett; UCF 
passers have been sacked35 times 
in eight games. For the season, the 
Knights are also averaging just 2.4 
yards per carry. 
Ohio's defense ranks 39th in 
the nation. Although the Bobcats 
score just 20 points per, game, 
they allow just 24, and the Bob-
cats are 26th-best in the nation in 
the turnover margin department 
They have forced 21 turnovers, 
and have held opponents to 41 
total points in the fourth quarter 
this season. They are lead by Matt 
Muncy, who is having a fantastic 
y~ totaling 76 tackles, nine tack-
les for loss, three and a half sacks, 
three forced fumbles, two fumble 
· recoveries and two picks. He and 
his mates will have to deal with a 
fired-up UCF team on Home-: 
coming. 
Magic number: 125 - Num-
ber of yards left for Haynes to 
become UCF's all-time leading 
rusher. 
Ohio offense 
vs. UCF defense 
Advantage: Ohio 
UCFs defense still hasn't put 
together a solid effort this year. It 
gives up an average of 35.4 points 
per game, and has surrendered 
177 first downs in eight games. 
This season, it ranks 94th in total 
defense, giving up 423 yards of 
offense per game. The loss of line-
backer Stanford Rhule has not 
helped, as the defense gave up 
more than 300 yards to the worst 
offense in the MAC last week 
against Marshall. Although last 
week was the lowest point total 
given up yet this season, the 
Knights have accumulated just 
six sacks, and opponents are con-
verting 45 percent of third downs 
against them. The bright spot 
continues to be Mike Walker, attempts. Punter Matt Miller con-
with his three piCks and seven tinues to impress, averaging more 
passes defended than 42 yards per kick and leaving 
The Bobcat offense hasn't had just one in the endzone for · a 
the best of years, either. It ranks touchback. The Bobcats' kick 
%th in total offense and scoring · return numbers are decent. but 
offense, hitting for just more than their kick coverage unit is giving . 
315 yards and 20 points per game. up more than 10 yards per punt 
It averages just 2.9 yards per carry, and 15 yards per kickoff return this 
and quarterbacks Ryan Hawk and season - not a settling prospect 
Austen Everson have combined with Tavaris Capers and Luther 
to complete barely more than 50 Huggins on the horizon. 
percent·Of their passes. However, UCF's kicking game has con-
they are both double-threat · tinued to struggle. Although Matt 
passers, with swift feet and strong Prater remains a model of consis-
arms. The rushing attack comes tency, ~~ Home suffered two 
from Kalvin McRae and his 507 punts of 9 and 13 yards last week, 
yards rushing this season. The dropping his net average to 373 
offense must. however, cut down yards per kick. Home has suc-
on the nearly two turnovers per ceeded in short-yardage pwiting, 
game it commits. nailing 12 kicks ~de the 20. The 
Magic munberi 40 - Num- kick returning ability of Luther 
ber of sacks surrendered by the Huggins and Tavajs CaJ?ers also 
Bobcats this year. lights th~ way on special teams, 
UCF special teams 
vs. Ohio special teams 
Advantage: UCF 
Ohio's place-kicker Brooks 
Rossman has been less that stellar 
this season, missing five ofll field 
goals and three extra points, and 
he's missed five of his last six 
and can provide some big plays 
against Ohio's suspect kick cover-
age. 
Magicnumber.201-UCFs 
team average per kickoff return. 
Coaching and intangibles 
Advantage: Tie 
Neither team is playing partic- -
ularly well right now; with UCF in 
possession of the nation's longest 
losing streak at 12. Ohio has had a 
few impressive non-conference 
wins, but its lone MAC victory 
came against Buffalo, ·34-0. Both 
teams have split the only two 
meetings, with Ohio winning in a 
28-0 demolition of UCF at home 
last year. However, UCF feels as -
though this may be its best shot at 
snapping the longest losing streak -
in the nation - on Homecoming, 
before its home fans. 
Brian Knorr of Ohio is just 10-
34, but the 1former Air Force 
Academy grad is not letting his 
. squad take UCF lightly, especial-
ly after last year's dominant per-
formance against UCF. Coach 
George O'Leary remains winless 
in his first year at UCF, but has 
done the job grooming the team's 
youth in preparation for recruit-
ing and the 2005 seasori. A sur-
prise win on Homecoming in the 
Citrus Bowl could serve as a 
springboard for the final two 
games of the season, against Ball 
State and Kent State. 
Magic number: 9 - Con-
secutive Homecoming wins for 
UCF at the Citrus Bowl. 
· Slumping volleyball backing into conference tourney 
) Ojie's team swept 
by Georgia Tech; 
two series remain 
MATT DUNAWAY 
Senior Staff Write; 
, . After losing two conference 
) :r:mitches over the weekend, and 
·five of the last six. UCF headed to 
Atlanta to take on ACC opponent 
Georgia Tech. 
. ., • Tue Jackets (19-5) won their 
17th straight match with a sweep 
ov~ .the Knights (13-30, 18-30, 25-
30),.smashing a 0359 team attack 
pe~ntage. 
_ ~rgia Tech set the tone 
earl'~ without committing an 
-; attaCk: error in game one, pound-
. ing 16' kills. The Jacket defense 
forced ll errors and held the 
Knights to six kills in the opel}ing 
·~ game. ' 
Both teams registered 13 kills 
in game two, but the difference 
was once again attack errors. 
Georgia Tech committed only 
tWo compared to UCFs nine. 
· The UCF defense turned up 
the intensity in game three, forc-
ing nine attack errors, but the 
Jackets ripped 19 team kills while 
the Knights posted nine kills. 
: "'outside hitter Tanya Jarvis 
paced UCF, corralling a double-
double with 13 kills and 13 digs, 
while outside hitte:r: J~ Mitchell 
added six kills. 
For Georgia Tech, outside hit-
ter Lauren Sauer and middle 
blocker Lindsey Grey plucked ll 
kills each. 
UCF next meets No. 25 FAMU 
at noon Saturday. The Knights 
reSUille conference play at 6 p.m. 
Sunday against Jacksonville. 
Scouting FAMU and Jacksonville 
The Rattlers (20-2, ll-0 
MEAC) bring a No. 25 national 
ranking to Orlando, and are win-
ners ofl9 straight. FAMU has not 
lost since a setback to Michigan 
State on Sept. 4. Of the 20 wins 
this season, 17 have come in three-
game .sweeps. 
FAMU leads the MEAC with a 
0369 attack percentage and is the 
only squad in the league with an 
attack percentage over 0200. 
Five of the team's six starters 
pace the conference individually 
in attack percentage. Setter 
Mariela Portocarrero dishes out 
13.09 assists per game. 
Outside hitter Adriana 
Kostadinova' is second in the 
MEAC, averaging 4.74 kills per 
game, and has a team-high 308 
kills. Middle blocker Maria 
Andonova, sister of FAU middle 
blocker Iana Andonova, is clip-
ping Kostadinova's heels, posting 
3.59 kills per game. 
The Rattlers defense is also 
tops in the MEAC, holding oppo-
nents to a 0.138 attack percentage. 
Libero Andreina Rµiz pulls out a 
league-high 4.04 digs per game. 
JU (10-ll, 6-2 A-Sun) comes off 
a3-0 sweep of Savannah State, but 
lost to FAMU last weekend The 
Dolphins travel to Florida 
Atlantic on Saturday before com-
ing to the Dungeon on Sunday. 
Five players have tallied more 
than 100 kills this season, led by 
middle blocker Eva Stoilova, who 
smashed 188 kills. Outside hitter 
Candice Rose is close behind, 
smacking 173 kills, while outside 
hitter Lindsay Ward powered 
home.153 kills. 
Setter Erin Donivan and Erin ' 
Hickman have split time at the 
setter position, but it's Donivan 
who emerged once conference 
play started She has recorded 506 
assists. Hickman has 252 assists. 
Both are averaging slightly more 
than seven assists per game. 
JU is third in the league, post-
ing 2.06 blocks per game. Middle 
blocker Danielle Neville leads the 
conference with l.ll blocks per 
game.• 
Around the A-Sun 
FAU, Belmont. Georgia State 
and Jacksonville have already 
claimed spots for the A-Sun tour-
nament at UCF Arena Nov.19-20. 
All of the attention entering 
the final weekend of conference 
play is focused on which two 
teams will qualify for. the last 
spots of the tournament 
UCF (8-13, 5-4 A-Sun), Mercer 
(12-14, 4-5 A-Sun) and Stetson (8-
n; 4-5 A-Sun) all have a chance to 
qualify. If the Knights beat Jack-
sonville on Sunday, UCF is in 
With the No. 5 seed 
UCF is also in if Mercer or 
Stetson lose on Friday night The 
only way the Knights ·will miss 
the tournament is if UCF loses 
and both Mercer and Stetson win. 
If Mercer and Stetson stay in a 
two-way tie, the Bears own the 
tiebreaker by winning the regu-
lar-season meeting between the 
two teams in five games. 
Another question entering 
the weekend is where everyone 
will be seeded Florida Atlantic 
has already clinched the No. 1 
, seed and a first-round bye. The 
Owls (19-4, 8-0 A-Sun) will lock 
up an undisputed conference 
championship with a win over 
St~tson or Jacksonville. Two loss-
es, and FAU splits the regular-
season crown with Belmont 
Belmont (18-7, 8-2 A-Sun) has 
already plafed all of its confer-
ence matches. The Bruins 
already have the No. 2 seed and a 
· first-round bye. 
Junior Amanda 
Stotujesdyk has 
recorded 1 SO kills 
and leads UCf 
volleyball with 
66 blocks in the 
63 games she has 
played in this 
season. The 
Knights have two 
games remaining 
in their regular 
season. 
.. 'tr •. 
• 
Georgia State (ll-15, 6-2 A-
Sun) owns the tiebreaker with 
Jacksonville (10-ll, 6-2 A-Sun) 
due to a 3-1 regular-season vic-
tory over the Dolphins. Even if 
GSU and JU win out to tie Bel-
mont, the Bruins have the sec-
ond se_ed, having beat both in 
the regular season. 
f;Gme GD 
and take a 
FREE RIUE 
SGA is offering free transportation to 
this year's homecoming game vs·. Onio. 
The bus~s are open Jo all UCF students 
and will depart Saturday, November 6, 
from the VAB parking lot at 1 :00 pm. 






TONY TRIBBLE I ASSOCIATED PRESS I Toledo running back Richard Davis fumbles in the Rockets' 23-16 loss to Miami of Ohio. 
l 
Miami of Ohio wins 








Senior Staff Writer 
There was high drama in 
the MAC on election night as a 
key crossover pitted two 
championship contenders 
against each other. 
Two receivers had record 
evenings. Toledo's Lance 
Moore broke a school record, 
and is now closing in on 200 
. · career receptions. . Miami's 
Michael Larkin has now 
caught a pass in 46 consec.u-
tive games, and has tied a 
MAC record held previously 
by Toledo's Mel Long, Jr. 
Here is an in-depth look .at 
Toledo-Miami from Tuesday 
night, and a look ahead to this 
weekend action. 
Miami of Ohio 23, Toledo 16 
The .RedHawks victory 
gave No. 24 Northern Illinois 
the upper hand in the Western 
. Division, but the · advantage · 
"ti could be short-lived. NIU and 
Toledq hook up on Tuesday, 
and a Rocket win could force a 
• three-way tie. 
l The Miami defense forced 
~ · four turnovers that led· to 17 
Miami points. A fumble by 
running back Trinity Dawson 
f 
set up the go-ahead score in 
the fourth quarter, a I-yard 
plunge by tailback Luke I Clemens to put MU up 23-16. Viith Toledo driving in the finaf minutes, consecutive 
ft sacks on quarterback Bruce Gradkowski deep in Miami 
'Ir ' territory sealed the victory. 
Miami grabbed a 6-0 lead 
I , on two first quarter field goals. 
~; Gradkowski's 2-yard · sneak 
ti.< tied the game later in the quar-
ter, but the extra-point kick 
was blocked. 
Flanker Lance Moore 
1 - caught a screen pass and ran 
I 36 yards to give Toledo its only lead at 13-6 in the second quar-
1 ter, but Miami responded with I a 7-yard run by Clemens. That 
1 drive was set up by a Rocket 
I fumble. 
i · The two teams traded field 
goals in the third quarter. MU 
quarterback Josh Betts threw 
for 295 yards, completing 24 of 
4~passes. 
Marshall (5-3, 5-0 MAC) 
at Akron ( 4-4, 4-1 MAC) 
If Marshall emerges from 
this showdown tonight on 
1 ESPN2, the Herd will be one 
step closer to regaining the 
Eastern Division crown. An 
Akron win will force a three-
way tie for the top spot. 
The Herd come in as win-
. ners of five straight, while the 
' Zips have reeled off three con-
secutive wins of their own. 
Bob Pruett's team looked 
sluggish last week in a 20-3 
win over UCF, but the Herd 
seized momentum after a 
scoreless first quarter. 
The Marshall defense has 
allowed just 14.4 points per 
conference contest. Defensive 
ends Jonathan Goddard and 
Jamus Martin anchor the front 
seven. The duo has combined 
for 27 tackles for . a loss, 16.5 
sacks this season, and seven 
forced fumbles. 
In the secondary, safety 
Chris Royal leads the nation 
with six interceptions. Royal 
• got Marshall on the board last 
week, returning an intercep-
' tion for a touchdown. 
Akron features a high-
~· octane offense. led by quarter-
back Charlie Frye and running 
back Brent Biggs. 
Frye has completed 64 per-
cent of his pass attempts, and 
has racked 1,675 yards to go 
along with 11 touchdowns. 
Biggs has come on strong in 
the last three games, posting 
510 rushing yards and break-
ing his career high twice. 
Marshall leads the all-time 
.series 8-3, and has won five of 
the six meetings since rejoin-
ing the MAC. The only slip-up 
was the last meeting at the 
Rubber Bowl. 
Interesting fact: Marshall 
wide recei,ver Josh Davis is 
two receptions away from 
breaking the school and 
league records held by former · 
teammate Darius Watts. 
Central Michi9an (3-5,2-3 MAQ 
vs. Eastern Michigan (3-5, 3-2 
MAC) 
Bragging rights will be up 
for grabs between two in-state 
1ivals Saturday afternoon at 
Ford Field in Detroit. 
Mount Pleasant was over-
joyed last weekend when 
CMU came back from a 21-7 
deficit with 3:14 remaining to 
force overtime. Kicker Ronald 
Budd booted a 25-yard field 
goal in the extra period to lift 
the Chippewas to victory over 
Western Michigan 
CMU quarterback Kent 
Smith was named· Western 
Division co-offensive "Player 
of the Week" completing 21 of 
29 passes for 205 yards and a 
touchdown. Smith also ran in 
the game-tying score from 4 
yards out. 
Running back Jerry Sey-
mour was held to 94 yards by 
th~ WMU defense, but still 
ranks second in the MAC as 
well as 14th in the NCAA 
positing ll2.9 yards per game. 
EMU i~ coming off a 41-20 
setback at Bowling Green last 
weekend that snapped a two-
game win streak. BG. signal 
caller Omar J e'nkins torched 
the Eagle defense, throwing 
for 333 yards and three touch-
downs. 
The Eagle offense has been 
much improved this season, 
with 434.6 yards of total 
offense, good enough for 
fourth in the MAC. 
Wide receiver Eric Deslau-
ries hauled in nine catches for 
189 yards last week, and is 61 
yards away from breaking the 
I,o·oo-yard mark for the sea-
son. Deslauries leads the MAC 
with nine touchdown recep-
tions this season. 
CMU has a commanding 
52-23-6 advantage in the series, 
and has won the last three 
meetings between the two. 
This is the first-ever neutral-
site game between · the 
schools. 
Interesting fact: Wayne 
State and Hillsdale will meet 
at noon on the Ford Field turf 
prior to the Chippewas and 
Eagles at 4:30 p.m. · 
) 
In other games, Western 
Michigan looks for its first 
league win at Bowling Green. 
The Broncos have won two of · 
their last three at BG. 
Kent State looks for its sec-
ond straight-win taking on a 
Buffalo squad that was off last 
week. Flashes quarterback 
Joshua Cribbs .posted his 10th 
career double-double, rushing 
for 223 yards and throwing for 
150 rards. 
November4,2004·(eutn(1foriba :Jutiui. " 
Israel back at quarterback f oi; 
Homecoming game against Ohio 
FROM A8 
UCF all-time rushing list 
against Ohio. 
"Being on the offensive line, 
we all take great pride in our 
running back and how many 
yards he can get," Butcher said. 
"If we get the right schemes in 
hopefully we can get AleJi; his 
record with~ couple games to 
spare." 
The Knights' offense has 
been among the worst in the 
Mid-American Conference 
· this season, and it appears as if 
the early season quarterback 
carousel, seenllngly a thing of 
the past, has resumed as true 
·freshman Kyle Israel will be 
behind center at the start of 
· Saturday's game. 
Sophomore quarterback 
Steven Moffett had been show-
ing increasing signs of prom-
ise, culminating in a 322-yard 
passing performance against 
Akron. However, Moffett hit a 
brick wall against Miami and 
Marshall as he threw for only 
55 yards against both teams. 
Israel hasn't seen playing 
time since Sept. 18 when he 
completed, 6-of-19 passes for 52 
yards. 
O'Leary is still convinced 
that his team has not reached a 
plateau as far as offensive 
improvement. 
"There are only so many 
sunrises to sunsets as far as 
how many hours you can put 
into getting better," O'Leary 
said of his young players' 
learning process. "The next 
level is getting stronger and 
getting more experience." 
One area in which the 
Knights have shown they are 
getting stronger is defen~e. 
Despite the losses and injuries, 
a number of players have 
stepped up and, at times, have 
been stifling opposing offens-
es. 
Saturday. ''You really can't tell 
by looking at the score .but we 
have made improvements as 
the season's gone along. We 
just had two games on the road 
and I think playing at home in 
front of our crowd is going to 
be a big advantage.'' 
O'Leary has echoed those 
defensive sentiments over the 
past few weeks and knows that 
the 0-8 record is anything but 
misleading. Yet he also feels 
there is some promise on the 
field. 
"It's been a tough year," 
O'Leary admitted. "0-8, I've 
never been through that. But 
you have to look at the posi-
tives in each game and draw on 
that. The last couple weeks, at 
times, the defense has played 
much better and kept us in the 
game early." 
Carrington also acknowl-
edges that being winless is 
frustrating, this defensive unit 
is coming around and correct-
ing the mistakes from earlier in 
the season. 
In the first quarter of last 
Saturday's game against Mar-
shall, the Knights held the 
MAC East-leading Herd to 14 
yards of total offense. Defen-
sive . end Paul Carrington 
believes that's the kind of per-
formance that, coupled with 
playing at home, could put the 
Knights in the win column. 
''We're tackling a lot better," 
Carrington said. ''.Aside from 
the Buffalo game our defense 
has improved steadily as the 
season has gone on. We knew 
it was going to be rough and 
we knew it would tak~ time, 
but we're continuing to get bet-
ter." ' 
MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL fl{)RIDA FUTURE 
Steven Moffett, top, was benched for Saturday's after two-straight games with only SS 
passing yards. Mike Walker, above, has two catches for 38 yards si~ce returning to offense. 
/ 
working out the kinks of the 
passing game. The Knights 
haven't seen any consistency 
for the majority of the season. 
plays, which we h~ven't had 
since earlier in the season." 
"I think it's possible," Car-
rington said of defeating Ohio 
Finding wins in the remain-
ing three games will rely heav- · 
ily upon Israel or Moffett 
Said O'Leary: "The offense 
has to start making some big 
The big plays will have to be 
plenty if the Knights want ~o 
put an ertd to this agonizing 
losing streak. 
Show your spirit with· style 
UCF Golden Knights vs. Ohio Bobcats 
Homecoming Game November 6, 2004 at the Citrus Bowl. 
Get your spirit merchandise and more at the UCF Bookstore! 
Even this bobcat knows who to root for. 
Visit us at the store or at the tents at the Citrus Bowl and Tinker Field on game day! 
LJC.:1::-
~ 
Bookstore .. ,.,, 
• 
Store Hours: Monday-Thursday 8am-7pm Friday 8am-5pm 
Saturday 10am-2pm & at Fan Faire and the Game 
Phone (407) 823-2665 www.ucf.bkstore.com 
LJC.: F:-
~ 









nation, we can ride high from 
that. We have to remember 
that these A-Sun teams are 
good. They always play their 
best this weekend becau5'! 
there's a lot on the line. We're 
focused and there's a lot of 
energy at practice." 
., The Knights head into this 
weekend's tournament with a 
first-round bye and will play 
r the winner of today's Florida 
" Atlantic/Jacksonville matchup. 
: UCF players have been looking 
fi ' forward to a potential champi-
$ onship rematch with regular 
,. season champion Campbell, 
~ which defeated the Knights 1-0 
i ., in September. Cromwell insists 
t that the focus is still on the 
• Knights' first matchup as both 
teams are big rivals. 
UCF will be led by Flock 
and the Knights' offensive jug-
gernaut that spread around 55 
I 
1 goals this . season. Despite 
being a freshman, Cromwell is 
confident that Flock will be 
t able to continue her regular 
• season success this weekend. 
"They don't know to be 
nervous," said Cromwell of the 
,... pressure on her younger play-
' ; ers. "They don't know what to 
expect. They don't feel as much 
pressure sometimes, but she's a 
high-level player. She [Flock] 
played nationally in Canada so 
she knows what's on the line. 
1 She's done it all year long as far 
> t as coming up with big goals. I 
l don't feel like I have to put my 
arm around her and nurture 
her along. She's a quality player 
with a lot of experience, so I'm 
MAIT DUNAWAY I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF women's soccer freshman standout Kendra Flock was snubbed for Atlantic Sun "Freshman of the Year'' honors despite leading the Knights with 10 goals this season. Flock will lead No. 2·seed UCF in the A· Sun tournament this weekend. 
•• 
· confident she can get some 
goals this weekend." ! Though Cromwell believes 
" her freshman star can handle 
I 
the tournament pressure, she 
does admit that her seniors 
might be adding more pressure 
to their own plates. 
·~n year long the seniors 
have put a lot of pressure on 
themselves to make it their best 
year ever since it's their last 
year," Cromwell said. "We had a 
meeting a couple weeks ago 
and I told them to play with 
freedom and enjoy it. Since 
then they've been able to take a 
deep breath and they're a little 
more relaxed now." 
. For the seniors, this is one 
last shot to go out as the best 
four-year trio the A-Sun has 
ever seen. Ali Blagriff, Becca 
Eshelman and JoAnna Black 
have helped lead the Knights to 
their previous three-consecu-
tive titles and Will be essential 
in bringing home a fourth. 
"They had great careers 
with three in a row and I know 
they want to go out on top 
again with a fourth," Cromwell 
said. "There's a nervous energy 
and anxiety but when the game 
starts they're just going to play 
and have fun with it." 






UCF came quickly out of the 
• gates in A-Sun conference play by 
reeling off six ·straight wins. How-
ever, the Knights' tenacious pace 
. had slowed recently as they strug-
gled to losses in their last two 
gan}.es gohlg into Sooday's contest 
versus Georgia State. 
Their double overtime loss to 
., Mercer last Thursday marked. the 
first time the Knights were not at 
the top of the A-Sun standings since 
conference play started more than~ 
month ago. 
The game was a thriller, which 
included a goal in the last minute of 
each ha:J.f. 
The Bears struck first when they 
scored a goal with only 15 seconds 
remaining in the first half. Alan 
Colgan scored the goal and was 
assisted by Vici.J!te Arze. 
In the second half' the Knights 
dominated the Bears. They outshot 
Mercer 8-1 and during a one-minute 
stretch the Knights had four con-
secutive corner kicks but were 
unable to capitalize on any of them. 
Their hard work was fin~lly 
rewarded dramatically in the 90th 
minute when John Sobczack 
deflected a Billy Judino free kick 
into the back of the net to force 
overtime. 
Knights empty handed all three 
times. 
In the first minute of the second 
overtime Mercer's Del Olaoye took 
a pass from Colgan and beat Mcin-
tosh and the Knights despite the 
fact that UCF had consistently out-
played Mercer throughout the 
match. 
The Knights look to continue 
the good form they showed on Sun-
day against Georgia State as they 
close out their conference schedule 
this afternoon at Jacksonville. 
UCF currently is one game 
behllld Florida Atlantic University 
(11-2, 7-1 A-Sun) whose only confer-
ence loss came to t):ie Knights on 
~ ' Oct. 8, when UCF beat the Owl's I-
O in Boca Raton. 
UCF nearly snatched the come-
from-behind victory in the first 
overtime when they had three legit-
imate chances to end the game with 
a golden goal. But it was not to be 
as the Bears defense. left the 
The Knights' final regular sea-
son game is at 1 p.m. on Sunday 
when Florida International Univer-
sity visits the UCF Soccer Com-
plex. While the FIU game is not in 
the conference it is still quite an 
intriguing matchup. The Knights 
·have been knocked out of NCAA 
Tournament play the last two years 
by FIU, and some UCF players con-
sider it to be the most important 
match of the season. 
Last Thursday's game was a 
' physical contest with a total of 33 
fouls being called during regula-
tion, and eight more in overtime. 
1 I 
BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Junior midfielder Billy Judino leads the UCF men's soc~er team with five assists and is second with four goals this season. 
8 
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Join Us On The Field . 
tor Homecoming 
UCF Football vs. Ohio 
Saturday, November 6, 2004 
SGA is giving YOU the chance to get closer to the action. Register online and win ·2 _free tickets 
to the VIP Tent at this year's homecoming game. The VIP Homecoming Tent is located behind 
the n.orth endzone on the field. 
You Can ,Be A Winner 
For More Information Log On To ••. 
. sga.ucf .. edu "' 
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OUR STANCE 
Homecoming: 
More than a game 
J ust because the football team is on a depressing, unforeseen losing ·streak 
doesn't mean Homecoming 
can't be fun. Homecoming is 
about more than just knocking 
the socks off,of the other team, 
it's about school spirit and per-
severance. 
. Hon;).ecoming is also about 
having a common goal. 
Too often in the past school 
year, it seems as if UCF has lost 
any unifying features. The 
school is more divided than 
ever - letters raging back and 
forth with political 'sting and 
partisan groups on campus no 
longer seen as mildly.amusing. 
The SGA Senate, which pre-
viously had been rather decisive 
- being mostly made up of 
white, Republican members of 
fraternities - led to pretty 
smooth runnings without a lot 
of disagreement. This new Sen-
ate is so split and diverse that 
practically every motion has 
resulted in recounts, tie-break-
ers and name-calling. 
Before this split in the school 
grows, students need to realize 
they're all at this university for 
some reason. If nothing else 
unifies them, the fact that they 
all - in one way or another -
chose UCF is significant. While 
here together, students can 
either just move through their 
classes to get a degree or 
attempt to make UCF a better 
place to be. 
UCF has never had a great 
football team, but it has always 
had a great Homecoming. The 
Office of Student Involvement, 
Student Government Associa-
tion and clubs on campus have 
come together for years tp make 
a series of fun events for every-
one to enjoy all week long. 
Tuesday night, while the rest 
of the world watched anxiously 
at blue and (pr~dominately) red 
states, hundreds of students put 
aside their differences to experi-
ence the UCF carnival. 
Friendly competition has 
been paramount this Homecom-
ing season. Three of the men on 
Homecoming court work 
together in student government. 
Another works closely with 
them at his post on the Campus 
Activities Board. Six of the 10 
members of Homecoming 
Court are part of the Gree).< 
community. Yet the competition 
has been not only civil, but even 
nice. 
The black and gold sign com-
petition has already been deter-
mined, with many light-hearted 
entries fyom various campus 
organizations. 
The university community 
OUR STANCE 
should follow these student 
leaders' examples. Despite lack-
luster feelings for the football 
team, the players still need sup-
port. Other sports are doing 
well this season and should be 
encouraged. The best way to 
show support this week is to 
enjoy. a fanciful Homecoming 
week, participate in events and 
show up to cheer for the team 
on Saturday. 
Perhaps students at UCF will 
be the first in a trend across 
America - the president ~as 
already called for a healing and 
a un,ity between people of dif-
fering political thoughts, but 
there needs to be a unity in 
common, local ideals as well. A 
university is a great place to 
start this. 
This weekend, it's important 
to show up at the football game. 
Football and Homecoming are 
both about two things: Cama-
raderie and perseverance. . 
Whether UCF wins is irrele-
vant, as long as supporters are 
there to cheer on the team and 
have fun together. 
Know that pride for Central 
Florida goes deeper than having 
a conference-winning football 
team. It comes from loyalty, 
strong academic presence and 
rising prominence around the 
country. 
No excuses left 
for this election 
N o recounts, no hanging chads, no voting lawsuits 
and no excuses for the 
boys in the blue states. 
In what seems to be a repeat 
of four years ago, President 
George W. Bush narrowly 
edged out Sen. John Kerry and 
the Democratic party to retain 
power in the White House, 
leaving many Democrats won-
dering, "How did this happen? 
What do we do now?" 
When the first polls closed 
on Tuesday, Democrats were 
hopeful. The initial numbers 
showed Kerry with a slight lead 
in key swing states. As the night 
progressed, though, the differ-
ence in votes between the two 
candidates increased. , 
Bush cleanly took Florida . 
and landed the final blow to the 
Kerry campaign by,squeaking 
out a win in Ohio. That both the 
states, saturated by rallies and 
campaign stops, went for Bush 
surprised many political ana-
lysts. 
As if the White House wasn't 
enough, the Grand Old Party 
walked all over the Democrats 
in almost every other race. 
In the Senate the Republi-
cans expanded their control by 
winning three more seats, leav-
ing the balance at 55 to 44. 
Not even the leader of the 
Democrats, Sen. Tom Daschle, 
could keep his seat representing 
South Dakota He lost to 
Republican newcomer John 
Thune. 
The House was no different. 
The Democrats lost one net 
seat; both houses are complete-
ly ruled by the GOP. Democrats 
have not held power for 12 
years in the House and it does-
n't seem to be changing any-
time soon. 
There was one little bright 
spot for the Democrats. In Illi- · 
nois, the people overwhelming-
ly voted Barack Obama to a 
Senate seat. Obama is only the 
fifth African-American to be 
elected to that chamber since 
Reconstruction. 
As for the· reported Republi-
can mandate possibility, Obama 
had this to say Wednesday on 
NBC's Today show. ''You still 
need 60 votes in the Senate to 
make things happen. The 
Republicans don't have 60 
votes. My hope would he that 
they recognize that, and the 
Democrats are willing to serve 
as a loyal opposition." 
Democrats also hoped for a 
defection to ease the pain. 
Rhode Island Sen. Lincoln 
Chafee, a Republican, said he 
would consider switching par-
ties if Bush were re-el€cted. 
"I'm not ruling it out," 
Chafee told the Providence Jour-
nal. Known for moderate views 
that often run counter to the 
Bush administration, Chafee 
said he cast a write-in vote for 
Bush's father, George H:W. 
Bush, in Tuesday's election, 
calling it a "symbolic protest." 
What can we expect in the 
next four years? Nobody can 
argue that Bush is pro big busi-
ness. His future agenda will 
likely favor those people heavi-
ly. 
Look forward to more tax 
cuts, oil drilling in national 
reserves and outsourcing of 
jobs to Third World countries 
where people work for less. 
Let's not forget the continual 
hatred of America globally, 
spiking gas prices and the deci-
mation of Social Security. 
The youth of America 
should feel sick with the burden 
of problems that Bush will now 
bestow upon them. 
Only one in every 10 voters 
were in the 18-24 age bracket, 
according to exit 'polls. This is 
the same ratio ,seen in 2000. 
The Democrats were hoping 
for much larger numbers from 
the youth to propel them to vic-
tory. Indeed, young voters were 
· strongly in favor of Kerry, a 
sharp contrast to 2000 when 
the youth vote was split 
between Gore and Bush. 
Even P. Diddy, with his Vote 
or Die promotions, didn't m~ 
enough of a difference. 
Once again, young America , 
failed in making any difference 
in the national election, and we 
wonder why they don't address 
our issues. 
Even if you voted for Bush, 
you can't help but be disap-
pointed in the turnout of the 
youth. They decided that they 
would rather risk the possibility 
of being drafted and pay 
through the nose for college 
instead of turning off Family. 
Guy and penciling in a choke. 
When will we learn that we 
control our own future by the 
legislation that we pass t<?day? 
Our parents are still making 
decisions about our future and 
nobody seems to give a damn. 
In the end, it'll be nobody's fault 
but our own this time. 
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This is a sad day for America. Not on).y 
has the worst president ever to take office 
somehow been re-elected, but the Republi-
cans have retained control of both the 
House and the Senate. 
I hay~ never felt such a combination of 
sadness and rage in my life. As a student 
preparing for life after college, I must look 
at my future with disdain. Bush's America 
is not an America that I want to be a part 
of. 
I am fearful of beginning my adult life 
under this horrible administration. Iraq will 
continue on the wrong path, the rich will go 
on sending the poor to war, jobs and the 
environment will continue to suffer, quality 
and affordable education will continue to 
be at the bottom of the priority list, 
women's reproductive rights will be mar-
ginalized to the point where Roe v. Wade 
could be overturned, healthcare will contin-
ue to be privatized and unaffordable, stem 
cell research will not be fully-utilized, civil 
liberties will continue to be eroded and big 
corporations will keep taking over the 
country. 
Up until election night, I had been so 
inspired by the record numbers of voter 
registration among young people, people 
who have not yet been corrupted by propa-
ganda. My fellow students and I were able 
to band together in support ofJohn Kerry, 
and, just as importantly, in rejection of the 
Bush regime. We demanded change and I 
am proud to have been a part of the move.:: 
ment that will hopefully carry on and make 
the aforementioned prediCtions not come 
true. 
Unfortunately, we were not enough this 
time. What can I say? We are outnum-
bered by the elderly, the Bible belt, and the 
people that just foolishly believe that what 
is going on is right. Uninformed voters are 
always the death of us. People who believe 
41 
the media spin and ignore all of a candi-
date's policies just because they disagree 
with one of his views. 
Religion and this notion of "values" have 
also permeated and corrupted the demo-
cratic process. A president should not be 
elected based on what religion, if any, he or 
she prescribes to, nor should he or she leg-
islate according to personal religious doc-
trine. This president has. This undermines 
the very basis of the system. While a candi-: 
date's character should be a factor, his or 
her value!!. are not the values of all Ameri-
cans. As such, one should not only be 
thinking about what policies are best for 
himself or herself when voting for a candi-
date, but more importantly about what is -
fair to the entire country . . 
I refuse, as all of you should, to be 
silenced by the unfortunate outcome of this 
election. This will make our passion 
stronger, and we will continue to stand up 
for what's right, what's honest, and what's 
fair. 
- STEPHANIE MAKAR 
In the red 
Today is a sad day in America. With the 
official victory of the incumbent president, 
the American public has once more demon-
strated tts ignorance, paivety and fear. 
It proves me right U1at I will never b~ -
able to understand this society. The elec-
tions seemed to have gone without any 
major problems (except that I still do not 
comprehend why out of all "civilized" 
countries, the United States is the only one 
which Election Day is not a holiday nor on 
a Sunday, which decreases and discourages 
lower or working class. turnout, usually· 
known to be Democratic). -
However, the results are disturbing. The 
majority of Americans believe that this 
PLEASE SEE READ~R VIEWS ON A 13 
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MAN ON THE STREET 
T H E WORD AROUND CAMPUS . 
'How do you feel about the 
outcome of the election?' 
TERRENCE SIREN 
Theater 




"I'm upset that P. Diddy didn't come 
through with m7 voters." 
RACHEL MOOSE 
Education 




"I'm a little bit disappointed, I thought 
Florida would back Ke~" ,, 
JOHN THOMPSON 
Computer engineering 
"Disappointed. None of the 
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country is going in the right 
direction by re-electing a 
president who misled (and is 
still misleading) them. 
On the map last night, it 
looked like an overwhelming 
Bush victory (if we ignore 
the electoral vote system). It 
was scary to watch the 
returns and states turning 
red one after another. I told 
myself this country is "going 
red" or going to be "in the 
red" (that is the exact color) 
for a downhill four-year jour-
ney. 
It is definitely moving 
right (see Congress results) 
but is it moving in the right 
· direction? The richest coun-
try Jn the world but yet the 
most indebted. 
The most powerful coun-
try but yet the most feared 
and non-respected. 
The most melting pot-ori-
ented country but yet with a 
persisting level of racism and 
discrimination. 
The most "democratic" 
country but yet with the gap 
between rich and poor get-
ting wider everyday. 
The most "religious" 
country but yet with inc,reas-
ing military involvement all 
over the world. · 
The largest in size but yet 
with the least history and 
culture. 
I have lived here for nine 
years, studied, worked hard, 
paid all my taxes, did not 
commit any crime, but yet I . 
still do not have the right to 
vote, as many others ih my 
case. 
Yesterday was the one day 
every four years where I felt 
like a nobody becau.se I was 
not allowed to voice my 
opinion. Regardless, I had 
some hope with this election 
result but it is now fading 
away. Understandably (I 
admit), an American 
acquaintance kindly suggest-
ed to me: "You should go 
back to your country." 
Yes, maybe I should. 
yvhat else is new? 
- CHARLES H. CHO 
· Liberal media 
I found in your opinion 
regarding the supposed 
missing explosives in Iraq 
[Missing explosives give 
Kerry ammo, Oct. 28] that 
several important facts had 
been conveniently omitted. 
Particularly, you made no 
mention of the source of this 
information or any explana-
tion as to why it hasn't sur-
faced in the last 18 months. 
This wasn't a top-secret gov-
ernment project that was 
declassified yesterday; an 
NBC embedded reporting 
unit was there, and they had 
nothing newsworthy to say. 
The munitions dump was 
empty when the lOlst Air-
borne Division arrived, and 
there are documented testi-
monials from soldiers in that 
division that the explosives 
they expected to find were 
in fact not there and it was 
clear that they had been 
recently moved. 
Additionally, 350 tons of 
explosives is not exactly an 
easy boost. You can't throw 
more than a half ton in the 
back of a Cold War-era ter-
rorist pickup truck. That 
kind of volume requires 
cranes and flatbed semis. 
It's clearly all but impossi-
ble to let 350 tons of explo-
sives slip out from under our 
nose, if those munitions ever 
existed in the first place. 
This story is a poorly 
plotted ploy by the liberals 
and their media to change 
the minds of voters in the 
last days of the campaign. 
How else can you explain 
the difference in time 
between when this event 
happened and when the 
story surfaced? 
- BRIAN CROSS 
Scare tactics 
War has never solved any-
thing (except slavery, fas-
cism, Nazism, and commu-
nism). 
In response to the exclu-





ments militantly distributed 
in the Future, the "We're being 
sent to war" entry is ridicu-
lous. 
I've never seen a more off-
the-wall stretch of the liberal 
imagination. Scare tactics 
aside, it's time to check the 
facts. With more than 200,000 
soldiers in Iraq and less than 
8,100 killed or injured, this is 
not another Vietnam. 
We are winning this war, 
and here's why it is necessary: 
Our military and the press 
have seen the mass graves, 
the women and children shot 
n 
with small arms. 
As. far as all true Catholics 
are concerned, a human life is 
a human being. While we 
may value our soldiers' lives 
over those of complete 
strangers thousands of miles 
away; those voluntary military 
men and women are saving 
innocent lives. Saving lives is 
both an American value and 
necessarily humanitarian; 
George W. Bush is a humani-
tarian. 
John Kerry wants mandato-. 
ry military or peacekeeping 
service in return for financial 
aid, not Bush. , 
While I believe service to 
the nation and our world to 
be a great idea, foreign work 
is not for evecyone. · 
Everyone able to compre-
hend the phrase "I.will not 
reinstate the draft" has heard 
and understood that neither 
(real) contender in this elec-
tion has the desire, or will 
ever have the need to bring 
back the draft. It's a dead 
liorse; bury it. · 
Our generation will not go 
to combat unless we sign up 





do, go with the blessings of 
the entire country, except the 
Campus Peace Action. 
Try to hear the screams of 
all the Iraqis silenced by Hus-
sein's regime. Also, disregard 
those who lack the courage to 
fight for a cause such as this. 
- TREVOR JORDAN 
Editor's note: The partisan 
advertisements were paid ads 
and not endorsements from 
the Future. The editorial staff 
of the Future does not choose 
the advertisements that run in 
or with the newspaper. 
Sponsored By: 
Pegasus Landing & Pegasus Pointe ~&he Citnts !Bowl · . 
UCF Affiliated Housing 
Get. them W'bDe th y ... 
www.collegeparkweb.cOn} "'' ; 
-.,1, ~~·~ ;·. ~· 




CLASSIFICATIONS OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS HOW TO PLACE AN AD SUBMISSION DEADLINE AD RATES 
375 For Sale: Pets 
400 Services 
500 Events 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
By Phone: (407) 447-4555 
By Fax: (407) 447-4556 
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue 
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue 
(tnttal :floriba 'utun Seminole Chronicle 100 HelpWanted:General 125 Help Wanted: ParHime 
150 HelpWanted:Fulf.Time 
175 BusinessOpportunities 
200 For Rent: Homes 
225 For Rent: Apartments 
250 Roommates 
525 Events: Greek life 
550 Events: UCF 
600 Travel 
OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS 
3361 Rouse Road #200 
Orlando, FL 32817 . 
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com 
In Person: University Court, Suite 200 
PAYMENT METHODS 
Cash, Check, Mastercard 
VISA, AMEX, Discover 
UCF's award-winning newspaper Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs, 
published twice-weekly. distributed every Friday. 
·Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle 
·Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week 700 Worship Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A 
275 Sublease 800 Miscellaneous 
900 Wanted 
• Economic way to lie placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues 
300 For Sale: General 
325 For Sale: Automotive 
350 For Sale: Homes 
999 Lost & Found (407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com • Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and E<;ist Orlando ·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day 
l~ HELP WANTED: ~General 
UCF Ollite is Expanding! 
• flexible S1hedules to 
lit Students 
• guaranteed salaries 
• paid training 
• _weekly pay<he<ks 
• hourly bonuses • 
$9·$ 19 aug <omm. 
• no exp. ne<essary 
• bilinguals for Orlando 
offi<e 
$ 100 sign on bonusl 
Referral bonusl 
Call now to set up an 
immediate interview 
UCF Area 407-673-9700 or 
Orlando 407-243-9400 
-- (tnttal 1loriba 1uturt -
Seminole Chronicle 
I NOW HIRING I 
I 
I · I 
DISTRIBUTION MANAGER 
Join our team! · 
• 30 hrs/wk in and out of office 
• Excellent driving history 
• Some heavy lifting 
• Flexible schedule required 
• Bold, energetic 
• Professional appearance 
• Ability to work efficiently 
and independently 
E-mail resume to Brianl@knightnewspapers.com or fax to 407-447-4556 
Bartenders wanted. 
$300 a day potential. 
Good for students. 
Training provided. No exp. needed. 
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107. 
FAST CASHl!I 
FEMALE MODELS WANTED: 
18-25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" 
to 5'1 O". For lingerie photo & 
portfolio demo's. Call 407-898-7900. 
LOOKING FOR A BABYSITTING JOB? 
Log on to www.OrlandoBabySitters.com 
to have access to hundreds of jobs 
today. Financial aid is child's play when 
you earn your tuition the FUN wayl 
Get Paid for Your Opinions! 
Earn $15 - $125 and 
more per survey! 
www.moneyforsurveys.com. 
Need servers for busy Nature's Table in 
office bldg -by UCF. Must be friendly & 
energetic with positive attitude and able 
to work 20+ hrs/wk. Taking apps Mon· 
Fri, 6am to 4pm. Inside AT&T Wireless, 
12150 Research Pkwy. Ask for Camille. 
Make Money taking Online Surveys 
Earn $10-$125 for Surveys 
Earn $25·$250 for Focus Groups 
Visit www.cash4students.com/ams·ucf 
GET PAID CASH 
To Answer Text Messages on Your 
Cell Phone! Get 1 to 3 messages per 
week. It's FREE. It's easy. Opt in @ 
www.PollCast.net 
La Nueva Mega 98.1 FM 
Central Florida's #1 Spanish Radio 
Station is hiring qualified candidates for 
. Account Executive for Marketing Sales. 
BA degree preferred, looking for 
enthusiastic and motivated people, 
Experience a plus. Please fax resumes 
to 407·830·6223. 
MUSICIAN/CHOIR DIRECTOR WANTED 
for Sunday Morning Worship Service at a 
predominantly African American Church, 
located in East Orlando. Please call: 
• (407) 894-7316 or (321) 662·4269. 
LOVE PETS? 
FT groomer/PT kennel help in Oviedo. 
Experienced only. Pet Bowmque. 
407·366·8187. 
Q: What do 
~ * lliJ: 
and Jlfh fhDRRISDn 
have in common? 
A: They both 
donate plasma at 
DCI Biologicals 
Orlando! 
*Of course, J-Lo doesn't live in Orlando and Jim Morrison is 
dead, but we really do have donors with these names. 
Earn $180/month. donating 
your lif e-sa·ving plasma. 
\ 
DCI Biologicals Orlando 
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500 
(Across the street from Racetrac) 
321-235-9100 
_________ w~w.ddplas~a.com 
FT for our therapeutic group home in 
Chuluota. HS diploma & valid FL driver's 
license reqd_ Exp working w/ 
adolescence pref. Excellent benefits 
package w/ generous paid time off & 
tuition assistance. Please send resume 
w/ job code: TLC to 407·816·6465 or 
email to fljobs@devereux.org 
GET PAID TO DRIVE A 
BRAND NEW CAR! 
Now paying drivers $800·$3200 a month. 
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today! 
www.freecarkey.com 
New store at Sand Lake & Orange 
Blossom Trail. PT & FT avail. All hours 
6am·10pm, we will work around your 
schedule. Call 321·287·6359. 
New Pizzeria Now Hiring 
all positions: cook, hand-toss pizza 
maker, servers, cashiers, drivers, exp 
needed. Apply wfln 407·736·8001 
1 707 N. Goldenrod Rd. Ste A 
Valet parking attendants needed for the 
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal 
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate 
openings available. 407 ·971 ·9131 . 
Two Men and a Truck is looking for 
FT/PT team members to move 
residential/commercial customers. 
Must be neat in appearance, have 
clean driving record, strong work ethic, & 
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent 
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407·816-0915. 
We are located west of the airport 
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between 
Conway and Orange Ave. 
HIRING NOW 
Preschool in Oviedo 
Teachers, Assistants & Bus Driver 
' ( 407) 366-2100 
·. Healthy 
"Men & Women 
Clinical Research Study of an Investigational Medicine 
Volunteers paid up to $1600.00 for time and travel 
; 
• 18-65 ears old 
• Stay in dorm 2 days/2 nights, return 
for 19 scheduled visits then stay in 
dorm a ain for 1 da /1 ni ht 
• Non Smoking, No prescription 
medicines 
NEW Research Dormitory 
•Pool Table *High Speed Internet 
Access •satellite TV •cable TV in all 
rooms •vcRs •nvn players •separate 
slee in areas for men and women 
Call ( 407) 240-7878 M - F, 8 to 5 for more information. 
www.OCfC.net 
Orlando Clinical Research Center 
5055 S. Orange Avenue - Orlando, FL 32809 
It's never easy getting through to a kid who's troubled, hurt and angry. But you'll f ind 
it's always worth it - because there's no greater reward than giving a child the chance 
for a better futu re. And it's just one of the many benefits you'll enjoy as a youth 
counselor at Eckerd Youth Alternatives. 
You'll teach and work outside. You'll go beyond the limitations of textbooks and lesson 
plans. You'll form fr iendships that'll last a lifetime. And you'll find the toughest job you 
ever took on, is also the most rewarding. 
Contact Eckerd Youth Alternatives today - and start making a difference. 
Now hiring youth counselors/teachers* in 
FL, GA, TN, NC, VT, NH and RI 
Mail or fax a resume: 
Attention Recruiting/AN 
P.O. Box 7450 •Clearwater, ·FL 33758 
Fax: 727 442 5911 
*Teaching certification not required - all degrees 
considered. EOE/Drug-Free Workplace 
Find out more 
and apply online 
www.eckerd.org 








.c Wtttal '1odba :.futun • November4,2004 
Outback Steakhouse on 
Redbug and Tuskawllla Rd. Now 
lfr1Ti1 HELP WANTED: ~General lfr1Ti1 HELP WANTED: ~General 
'\. Hiring for servers, host, bus boys 
,, 
•• 
and cooks. Servers must have 2 yrs. 
exp. Must be willing to•work 
holidays. Apply within M-Th 1-3 p.m.-
or Call for appt. 407-699-0900. 
UNLIMITED MOVIES 
for $20/month, www.DVDFUN.tv 
Unlimited Income Opportunity 
www.DVDFUN.biz 
Movie Extras, Actors, Models! 
Make $100-$300 per day 
No experience required. FT/PT 
All ages and looks needed! ' 
Call 800-773-8223 
MARKETING REP - ON CALL 
Film Advertising 
Place movie posters in stores. 
$1 O/hr, 30 cents per mile, plus bonus. 
Need c;ar/camera/flexible schedule. 
800-852-6250 
Need extra cash? - $6/hour 
LOSE YOUR JOB? 
DOES YOUR FORMER EMPLOYER OWE YOU WAGES? 
DID YOU GET PAID FOR ALL OF YOUR TIME WORKED? 
DON1 LET THEM WRONGFULLY KEEP YOUR HARD EARNED MONEY! 
IF WE GET YOU ANY MONEY, THEY PAY OUR FEES AND COSTS 
. (407) 67 WAGES 
(407)-679-2437 
The hiring of an attorney is an important decision that should not be based solely upon advertisements. Before you de<ide, 
ask us to send you free information on our qualifications and experience. Jeffrey W Albert, Esquire: Principle office: Maitland 
<> Disabled person in UCF area would like 
your services to do menial work. Please · 
contact Erika 407-657-6936. Schedule 
very flexible. leave msg. & time to call. 
PT ICE DELIVERY DRIVERS 
For Central Florida restaurants & events. 
Evening weekends - flex schedules. 
Class "D" license, 26K GVW experience 
and good driving record required. 
Fax resume to: 407-296-8118 
or apply in person. 
Action Ice, LlC dba Winter Park Ice 
1920 Commerce Oak1 O Avenue 
Orlando, Fl 32808 
407-296-8300 
Part-time Marketing position with 
leading real estate company. 
Transportation required. Average of 
$7-10/hr. Call 866-833-7355 
PIT runner position for downtown law 
firm. Weekday mornings for filing and 
runs. Must be reliable and have own 




CROSS INTQ THE BLUE 
THINK OUTSIDE 
F 0 UR PER P.E ND IC.ULA R 
SIDES ON ,A 
GEOMETRICALLY 
SQUARED BASE. 
It takes ingenuity, teamwork and a great deal of effort to pull off some of the high-profile 
engineering projects being done in the United States Air Force. Engineers who come 
aboard are immediately put on the fast track and have advancement opportunities 
typically not found in the private sector. From weapons systems and space station 
materials to the next generation of X-planes, whatever the project is, it's always fresh, 
always important and always cutting edge. If this sounds like something you might be 
interested in, visit our Web site at AIRFORCE.COM or call us at 1-800-423-USAF to 
request more information. 







Career Services & Experiential Leaming needs 
responsible and professional students to 
volunteer their time to help with the ·planning, 
registration and setup process of Career Expos 
and Job Fairs. · 
Fe~turing 
Over 100 Top 
Employers 
Receive Vo·luntee,r Hours 
Interact with recruiters from top national, 
regional and local employers 
Come Sign up at Career Services & 
Experiential Leaming. We are located 
in the Student Resource Cenfet, across 




All Students are Invited to the 
Public Administration 
3rd Annual Career Fair! 
Where: HPA I Atrium 
When: November 9, 2004 
10am-2pm 
A Networking Breakfast will 
take place before the event 
from 9am-· lOam 
in HPA II, Room 247 
For more information, contact Mary Jane Suarez 
at 407-823-2361 or msuarez@mail.ucf.edu 
Hosted By: 
Organization for Public Administrators 
& 
UCF~~ 






Part-time nanny needed to assist 5 year 
old son when I have late night meetings 
and out of town travel (1-2 times/month). 
Pickup from Page Academy (on 
University), homework, & dinner. Approx 
2-5 hours, 3-4 days per occasion. N/S, 
Earl}' Education majors, bilingual 
preferred. MUST LOVE KIDS! 
Call 407-509-6234 
Energetic and outgoing female clerk 
needed for smoke shop on University 
and 436. Flex. hours. Call City Tobacco 
at 407-679-8365 for more info. 
PT Cleaning, Evenings 
Cleaners pay $7.00-$8.00/hr. 
Supervisors $8.00-$10.00/hr. 
Looks good on resume, flex hours must 
be neat, honest, reliable. 407-481-0180 
View all classifieds online anytime 
at www.UCFnews.com! 
Regional Proctor-Administrator 
Schedule a/o administer tests Orlando-
Tampa:Daytona. Process payments, 
courier w/ tesis daily. 4-5 hours/day 
w/travel, 15+ assignments/mo. Prefer 
PT educators, administrators, couples, 
retired. bruceadams@bellsouth.net 
Model & Host to work the Orange Co. 
Convention Center, November 17-20. 
$125/day. No experience necessary! 
Call 831-566-5850 or ,email by 
November 9 to Jon@che~tnutid.com. 
Servers wanted PT/FT. No exp. 
necessary. Energetic people with 
positive attitudes. Only 20 min. from 
. UCF. Come in between 10 and 2. 
The Briarpatch Restaurant 
. 252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651 
View all classifieds online anytime 
at www.UCFnews.com! 
Attention Hospitality Mgmt. 
students! There is an opportunity for a 
Management I Administrative Assistant 
position available! Contact Celeste at 
The Briarpatch Restaurant 
•• 252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651 
TIRED OF LIVING PAYCHECK TO 
PAYCHECK? 
Simply complete the form online to get 
more information. Visit us at: ' 
www.911PlanB.net 
200 
UCF AREA HOME FOR RENT 
3/212 Available November 1 
$1150/month incl. washer/dryer 
Go to http://www.amorox.com for more 
info or call 561-602-5042 ~ 
UCF Cypress Bend 
Powerful and Supersized Gated/Brand 
New 2004. 5 Fancy Bedrooms 3.5 Great · 
Baths. Sep Living/Fam/Dining. All Appl. 




HOMES FOR RENT 
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes 
and apts. for rent. $595 to $1295. 
Call 407-629-6330 or 
www.ORLrent.com to view our 
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty. 
WINTER PARK FOUR 
SEASONS CONDO 
Large 2/2, includes w/d, $800/$750 a 
month. Elizabeth Larsen 
Julie "B" Realty Inc. 407-415-1553 . 
LAKEFRONT HOME WITH DOCK 
41212 w/ bonus room on 1 1/2 
acres. Behind UCF on Lake Price. 
Skiable lake, newly renovated 
bathrooms. 407-421-8132 
UCF AREA HOUSES 
3, 4, and 5 bdrms. New homes. All 
appliances and lawn services incl. '-
Low rent, leases avail today. For 
more info call Nick at 407-810-7622. 
. BEDROOM AVAILABLE 
Avail Dec 15th, start pay Jan 1st. 1 
mi from UCF in quiet neighborhood. 
31212 incl w/d. $385/mo plus 1/3 
util. Call Lisa 954-547-1911 
( 
., \ 
Over 4 million Americans have Anxiety. 
In other words? youre not alone. 
People with Anxiety can be highly functional individuals. Symptoms may include: 
[] constant scared feelings 
[3 a pessimistic .outlook 
D worrying 
EJ trouble sleeping 
-- ~·-· 
0 
.... : .. 
CORE™ 
If any of these symptoms sound familiar, you may qualify for a medical research 
study involving an investigatlonal medication. Call for immediate evaluation. 
Eligible participants will receive a study-related psychiatric evaluation and 
compensation. Appointments always available. 
RESEARCH 
understanding. informing. improving lives. 
ORLANDO 407-644-1165 
LEESBURG. 352-728-4646 
All WaltDisney World® Resort Cast Members receive: 
• Theme Park admission and discounts at select 
dining, merchandise and recreation locations 
• Flexible schedules to fit around your college 
obligations 
• Great holiday opportunities that let you earn 
extra income 
• Pleasure Island admission on Cast Member night 
APPUCANTQUA.LITIES: 
Height ranges for males are 5'0" to 5'2" and 
5'5" to 6'4" 
Height range for females is 5'0" ·to 6'1" 
Positjve attitude, good speaking voice _and resemble 
characters in look and height 
Strong dance experience required for select roles 
Performers should be prepared to learn movement 
combinations _ 
Selected candidates will also be required to perform 
as costumed Gharacters 
November XVI, MMIV • 7~00pm 
· [November 16, 20041 
Valencia Community College, Ea.st Campus 
Building VI, Room CIV 
[BUILDING 6, ROOM 1041 
Dance Studio 
Disney. Where Imagination Works. 











3 BO/ 3 BA house in Avalon Park. 
Cable/Washer/Dryer incl. Nearby Golf 
Course, Comm swimming pool. $550/rrio 
UCF/OVIEDO AREA 
._ Contact Keith 407-207-6425. 
N/S female seeks same. tlean, quiet, 
beautiful room w/ private bath. 
New W/D, cable. $425 + 1/3 utilities 
Call 407-971-6805 
Pegasus Landing Apartment 
Looking for Female/Private Rm & Bath 
WO/Internet Access/Cable/Utils/furnished 
$490 per month/ (4.07)482-0597 or 
Nicciw3@hotmail.com NEW EAST ORLANDO HOME 
Waterfront, 412.5~ two-story, low 
rent. lncls W/D, cable. Close to UCF. 
ROOMMATE NEEDED PEGASUS LANDING 
• Call Alex 321-277-5150 
For immediate occupancy in 4/2 home in 
Waterford Lakes. Spacious home, 
female preferred. $475/mo incl all util & 
high-speed internet. Won't last longl 
Call 407-282-7774. 
1 unit avail In 313 now thru Summer. 
















UCF AREA 2BR/2BA Apartments for rent 
, within 1 mile of campus. $950/mo. 
including water. Pool & tennis court! 
Call 407-484-0343 
QUIET COUNTRY APT 
1/1 close to UCF. $800/mo all util incl. 
Furnished/unfurnished. Pets ok. 
407-443-7024 
2 BR/2 BA available in luxury condo 1/2 
mile from UCF. $1050/mo. 
Fully Furnished! 
Call Ana 407-281-3708. 
Available Immediately! 
SHERWOOD FOREST DUPLEX 
212, avail immediately. $750/mo + first 
mo., la.st mo. & 1 mo deposit. Util not 
incl. lncls W/D. Close to UCF. No pets . . 
Call 321-277-6195 
250 
FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED 
2 story house behind UCF w/ pool table 
and big living room. $450/mo, incl high-
speed + util. Call Bethany at 
321-258-4052 to take a look. 
1 room avail for female in spacious 4/2.5 
house. All included .j. internet & cable. 
Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact Maritza 
954-290-3564 -or- email , 
ucfnews4me@yahoo.com 
FEMALE STUDENT ROOMMATE 
NIS, 212 condo, downstairs, yard, 5 
mlns from UCF, small dog ok, util 
included. $395/mo plus $150 
sec dep. 407-625·1678 
2 Roommates Needed 
3BD/ 2BA Rent $400 utils incl 
Only 1 O mins away from UCF. 
Pets welcome. 
Cail 407-729-9846 
2 rms for rent in 3BR house. 2 mins from 
UCF. Huge yard, upstairs patio, wireless 
int. W/D. House furn/BRs not. Start Jan. 
'01. Approx $500/mo. w/util. Responsible 
+ Considerate Roommates Only! Email 
UCFOviedoHouse@hotmail.com. 
FEMALE TO ROOM WITH FEMALE 
Master $375, standard $325, house w/ 
pool, cable, indr. gym, all privileges. 5 
mins from UCF. Sec dep $100 .. Ask for 
Jose 407-298-1556, 9-6pm or leave msg. 
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in 
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh. 
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve. 
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys., 
high-speed wireless Internet. Room 
w/other students. $50Q/mo. all util. 
incl. 954-816-3127 
Nonsmoking male wanted for brand new 
3/2 house close to UCF. Fully furnished 
except bedroom (14 x11). $425/mo. + 
1/3 util. Community pool, flex. lease. 
Avail. now. Call 407-719-4420 
Rooms In new house. Fully furn., 
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool 
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP. 
Female pref. All util. incl. $600/mo. 
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291. 
F wanted in 4/2 Beautiful New House 
Huge bedroom, W/P, Ethernet, Gym, 
Pool, Sec Sys, all utilities incl. $525/mo. 
1 O mins from UCF - 1 semester or 1 yr. 
Lease avail Call Katie: 561-596-1205 
3 HOUSEMATES NEEDED 
Brand new 4 bedroom lakeside 
home. 5 mins from UCF. Everything 
incl: all util, maid service, gardener, 
wireless web, w/d, etc. $600/mo. 
Call my cell 561-213-1805. 
Village of Alafaya Club. Can move in 
12/11, will pay for Dec rent and transfer 
fees; $515/mo. 813-300-3387 
College Station apt, $470/mo. Ethernet, 
HBO, all util. -incl. M needed. Priv bath, 
fully furnished. Half off March rent! Avail. 
beginning January. 407-625-6148 or 
klugemark@hotmail.com 
JEFFERSON COMMONS APARTMENT 
4/4, $490/mo incl util and ethernet. 
Amenities incl pool and covered 
basketball court. Avail Dec or Jan. 
Call Chris at 407-421-5219 
PEGASUS CONNECTION APARTMENT 
$490/mo, all utilities included. 
Female wanted. Available now. 
Call Melanie at (407) 719-9665. 
Pegasus Pointe • Spring/Summer Term 
1 unit. avail. in 4/2 - Roommate matching 
avail. Only $445/mo including util + W/D 
Fully Furnished, No move-in fees 
Call Now! (954) 292-7572 
NORTHGATE LAKES 
F sublease, 1/1 in a 4x4 avail Dec 12. 
$470/mo all inclusive, no move-in fees. 
First month FREE. Call Sarah @ 
321-501-1363 
Fountains at Waterford Lakes. 1/1 in a 
2/2 available. $458 + 1/2 utils. Ready for 
Spring Semester. Pool, gym, business 
center. Gated comm. 407-234-4394. 
10! 
TVs from $101 
Police seized property! 
For Info 800-747-9372 ext. M383. 
. Sublet in Pegasus Connection 
$465/mo, incl. utilities, NO move-in 
fees! F only wanted, Available 
Immediately! Cail 561-248-9798 
Take over my lease at Pegasus Pointe! 
$450/mo. I'll pay all transfer fees and 
the first month! 321-443-4522 or 
jpuglia@cfl.rr.com 
November rent free! 407-314-5857 
or Srumsey@cfl.rr.com 
MISSION BAY APARTMENT 
M/F wanted, private bd & ba. Pets 
welcomed. $407/mo + 1/2 util, no moving 
fees. Short term lease. 5 mins from UCF. 
Move in Nov. 1st. 407-924-2923. 
Village at Alafaya Club. 1 unit available .. 
in 4/4. W/D, cable, fully furnished. 
$495/mo. for Spring/Summer. Move in. 
Dec 10, Dec. rent free I 
Call Kat 727-224-0594. 
r·-·-·~· 
' 
$500 FREE CASH WHEN MOVE-IN 
$495/month 1 out of 4 bedroom 
apt. Private bathroom! Utilities 
included! Across from UCF. No 
.move-in fees. Call 407-687-3316 
. ., 
L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~ 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 
3 bdrm furn unit w/ private bath. Avail 
Dec 15th. Northgate apts next to UCF. 
$494/mo, incls util, ethernet, cable, and 
W/D. No rent due Iii Jan 407-421-1951 
2 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE ASAP 
1\vo female roommates wanted for a 
4 bdrm apt at Boardwalk on Alafaya. 
Fully furn. Plus electric, internet1 and 
cable. Room A $470/mo, Room B 
$475/mo.407-810-4082 
PEGASUS LANDING APARTMENT 
1 bd & ba avall in 414. $490/mo incl _ 
all utll, ethernet, and w/d. Amenities 
incl pool & gym. Short term le.ase, 
Jan. 1st - May 1st. 732-407-2331. 
College Station apt, $470/mo. Ethernet, 
HBO, all util. incl. F needed. Only 2 other 
roommates. Priv bath, fully tum. Hall off 
March rent! Avail. Jan. 904-229-9378 
or stephmark25@hotmail.com 
1 M/F needed for a 4x4 
. College Station Apartment, P.fvt bath, 
internet, cable, pool, gym, all utils incl 
$470 a mo. Lease can begin ASAP. 
Willing to help out with Nov rent. 
407 -383-9653. 
Pegasus Pointe Apartment 
Bd avall for F in 212 w/ private ba. 
No move-In fees. $560/mo incl all 
utll, w/d, N/S. critters0818@yahoo.-
. com 863-381-6404 
Move-in at Pegasus Landing. No Move-
in feesl Graduating early. Close to 
campus w/ shuttle service. $500 per mo. 
Need to be out by January. Will give 
$200 at move-in. Call 386-299-1155. 
Tivoli Apartments - 1/1, $750/mo. 
Includes cable, DSL, Security System, 
Fitness Center, pool, volleyball courts & 
UCF Shuttle. Available December or 
January. Call 954-608-7103 
Place your ad In minutes! Cail 
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mall your 
ad to classlfieds@UCFnews.com 
We'll take you to "The Housett 
I -r 1s ALl. ABOu. -r c.oi..LeGe ~1f:e.,. 




12024 Royal Wulff Lane 
Orlando, FL 32817 





ioSolodUllih c OM.M.u..l'i::cTY FEATQ~ES 
Business Center w /Fox, Computer & Copier • Game Room • 24 rttness Center • Bltiords 
frtgh Speed Ethernet • Basketball Court • Sand Volleyball Court • Two Sparkling Swinming Pools 
Car Wash• 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance• ProfessionaUy Landscaped Grounds 
U~F Shuttle • Covered Parking • Wireless Internet at the Pool 
A t>AR:THEr:--\T AH.Ef'.irnES 
Individual Alarm Systems • Berber Corpef • Ceramic Tiie Entries • Coble TV w /HBOs 
Ceiling Fons• Utihties Included• Washers/Dryers• Kitchen Pantries· 
Carpeting & Designer Colors • Wood Floors • White·on·Wlite Kitchen Appliances 
Frost free Refrigercttors with Ice Makers Miuowaves • Dishwashers • Large Patios • Mini Binds 
Sublease for Spring & Summer 
1 M/F needed for a 4x4 in Jefferson Lofts 
prvt bath, walk in closet, ethernet, cable, 
W/D all utils incl $580 a mo. Sublease 
will go from Jan ~ntil Aug. 954-8.68-6855. 
03' Kymco People 50 Scooter 
Travels up to 50 mph, only 575 ml, 
creme colored, helmet and carrying 
case Included In price. $1700 OBO. 
Call 773-315-0716 
MUSIC EQUIPMENT 
Guitars, Mandolins, Banjos, 
Basses, Keyboards, Amps, 
Upright Bass, and Violins 
Call 352-394-0052 
LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS? 
TV'S & ELECTRONICS 
including but not limited to video games 
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc. 
•••••••www. BUYTVSNOW. COM•••••••• 
'96 CHRYSLER SEBRING 
$2600 and other vehicles at wholesale 
prices. Financing available for students! 
ALTERNATIVE LEASING is your source 
for affordable deals on great cars. 
Call Ray 321-278-6595 or 
Dan 321-377-0515. 
2004 Nissan Sentra SE-R 
Orange, sunroof, spoiler, 4 doors. 
Only 4,000 ml. $16,200 obo. Over 
$5k already paid for. Moving, must 
sell. Call Jose at 407-855-3989 or 
407-721-2267. 
Email at jozantonio@hotmail.com 
1998 Saturn SC2 White 
Power everything, Auto, leather, 
sun-roof, CD, 59k miles. $6000 OBO. 
407-257-0319. 
Mitsubishi Mirage LS - 1999 
1 owner/silver gray/ 4-door/ auto/ NC, 
PW/ PL, AM/FM/Cassette , cruise 
control, tilt, new tires, 80k mi, excellent 
. condition. $4495. 407-324-0956 
98 Civic LX 
Pristine Inside and Out, perfect engine, 
tinted windows, $7300. Contact Matthew 
or Brad: 407-381-3480 or 407-619-0094. 
$5001 
Police lmpoundsl Cars, trucks, SUVs, 
from $5001 For info and listings 
800-747-9319 ext. V502. 
98' Jeep Cherokee Sport 
blue w/ tinted windows, 2 door, 113k mi, 
automatic, 6 cylinder, great gas mileage, 
$4400 obo call 407-702-3472 
WINTER SPRIN.GS/TUSCAWILLA 
Country club community. Like new 2/2, 
$125k. Hurry won't last longl 
Elizabeth Larsen 
Julie "B" Realty, Inc. 407-415-1553 
RUSSIAN LESSONS & TRANSLATIONS 
All ages and levels. $25 per lesson. 
407-971-7125 or 321-663-1926 
COMPUTER INSTALLATION & 
UPGRADES 
Flat rates and low prices. 
On-site and off-site. 
· Kahn Consulting 
www.ucfcomputer.com 
.Orlando Bartending School 
Become a bartender in 1 or 2 weeks. 
We have affordable courses, 
Day, Night, and Flexible classes. 
Bar code certification included. 
Lifetime Job placement assist. online. 
1-800-COCKTAIL or 407-265-0008 or 
visit www.orlandobartendingschool.com 
WANT TO BE A ROCKSTAR? 
Is your band missing that one piece? 
Think someone needs your skills? Get 
your band's name out there. Call Rene 
every Fri. 407-447-4555 #209. 10-5pm. 
Tony's Hauling 
Hauling Yard Debris, Light treework, 
Garage and Storage unit clean outs. 
407-721-0483. 
Customize your headrest with custom 
logos, installed in 1 hr. or less. Gold 
plating, Wood grain, Carbon Fiber, Dash 
Kits, Car Candy. We come to you! 
Visa/MC accepted - Lou@ 407-461-9222 
Having trouble with statistics? 
Former college professor available 
for tutoring. One on pne or small 
groups of three or four. Reasonable 
rates and flexible hours. Call Dr. M. 
B. McCormick at 352-385-0697 
. Tutoring Available 
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools, 
and many other classes available. 
$20 per session or a full term rate. 
Call Harel new # (407) 353-6528. 
Get Paid to Play! 
The Platinum Poker Club 
www.PPCSignUp.com 
Promo Code: VK001, Use your Promo 
Code to receive a Limited Time Offer. 
Offering tournaments and live games! 
$450 Group Fundraiser 
Scheduling Bonus 
4 hours of your group's time PLUS our 
free (yes, free) fundraising solutions 
EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in earnings for 
your group. Call TODAY for a $450 
bonus when you schedule your non-sales 
fundraiser with CampusFundraiser. 
Contact CampusFundraiser, 
(888) 923-3238 or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com 
Place your ad In minutes! Call 
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your 
ad to classlfieds@UCFnews.com 




i Felt regret 
5 Tax letters 
8 Sheep farmer's 
tools 
14 Pelion's twin 
peak • 
15 Aglledeer 





20 Reunion group 
21 Dinghy movers 
23 Auditory organ 
24 Verifies 
dimensions 
28 Ceremonial act 
29 Dental , 
malocclusions 
30 Passenger 
31 Wheel on a 
rotating shaft 
32 Poems of 
exaltation 
33 Actor Duryea 
34 ·A Separate 
Peace" author 
36 Subtle signalers 
40 ·-Girl Friday" 
41 Actor Parker 
42 Stooge name 
43 Savory jelly 
46 Tranquilizing 
48 Ticket datum 
49 Chews 
50 Used chairs 
51 Oven glove 
52 Goon snow 
53 Call for 
55 Morally corrupt 
place 
60 Wall bracket 
61 Grow older 
62 Author Ferber 
63 Dispatcher 
64 Laver of tennis 






4 Closer to black 
5 Cromwell 's 
nickname . 
6 Horizontal lineup 
@ 2004 Trtbuna Modla Senricff, tnc. 
All rtghts reserved. 
11/04/04 
7 Gentlemen from 
Madrid 
8 Wound marks 
9 Bad actors 
10 Period 
11 Virgil's epic 




22 Dem. candidate 
of the '50s 
24 Hard _ Cafe 




27 Shoshone tribe 
members 
26 Ice expanse 
30 Plunders 
33 Let go 
35 Tiniest bit 
36 Whipping scar 
37 Give off 




Student Credit Cards! 
Reward Credit Cards! 
(REDITFN.COM 
SHOP FOR YOUR CREDIT! 
ml•IJI 
~[II] 
Balance Transfer Credit Cards! 
41 Dragster, e.g. 
43 Take stock of 
44 Spirit-raising 
oacasion? 
45 WWII general 
46 Hipster 
47 Taiwan's capital 
49 Bannister or Coe 
51 Rodent pests 
54 In add~ion 
56 "I' problem? 
57 Peculiar 
58 Inseparable 
59 _Vegas · 
Please see solutions in next issue - Mon. 11/8 
LowBt dWt14 
, The Innovative Auction Site 
Pay 99% off Retail Price Or literally 
Pennies For New Fancy Products 
Scion xA, Digital Camera, Camcorder 
Plasma TV, DVD player, and more 
While supporting charity! 






Round-trip luxury cruise with food . 
Accommodations on the island at your 
choice of ten resorts. 
$189°0 j 5 Davs/ 4 Nights ' 
9239°0 1 Daisi 8 HIUhts . 




WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE[ 
Must book be.fore Dec. 1 '04 
SPRING BREAK BAHAMAS 
CELEBRITY PARTY CRUISE! 
5 Days $2991 Includes Meals, Parties! 
Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau, 
Jamaica from $4591 
Panama City & Daytona $1591 
www.SpringBreakTravel.com 
1-800-678-6386 
SPRING BREAK IN BRAZIL 
Trips to Rio de Janeiro from $969 
VIP Passes, airfare, hotel, & more 
Earn a Free Trip; Call 877-456-WILD 
www.springbreakbrazil.com 
Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's 
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring 




Round·trip luxurf cruise with food. Accommodofions 
on the islon~ at your choice of ten resorts. 




We'll beat anv Package Price! 
Must book before Dec 1 . '04 
.A.ssistant needed for wheelchair 
bound student start - Spring 2005. 
MWF 10a.m. - 5p.m. Avg. $8/hr. 
Comp. skills a MUST. Call Anna Meeks 
407-847-0788 or Purple@kua.net 
Attention all Bachelor of Arts & 
Science Graduates! 
I need graduation tickets for Fall 2004. 
Anyone who has extra please 
call Ebonni at 407-625-4830 
T. Matthew Johnson 
Journal/Sketch book FOUND in MAP 
building - lecture hall, belonging to 
T. Matthew Johnson. Please email 
classifeds@knightnewspapers.com. 
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» 4 nights at Oasis America 
$589 
» 4 nights at El Presidente 
$539 
- -------~--~ -·- -~ 
Edward James Allen IV 
AmeriCorps volunteer at Padre 
Island, Texas, helping maintain , 
the Island's environment. 
For more information 
on this and other 
volunteer organizations 
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It's Hom~coming, 
so come home 
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Hqmecoining goes out on 
hilarious, fun bang 
ASHLEIGH EISINGER 
Staff Writer 
It's that time again! Yes, Homecoming; the 
time when we are all encouraged to dress in 
bla~k and gold, attend sporting events and 
hop merrily into a fountain full of chlorinated 
water in order~to prove our school spirit As if 
paying tuition wasn't enough. 
'4. . ·~ .. 
And along with said events, of course, are 
the Knightmare festivities including a movie 
night, carnival ·night and concert featuring 
none other than Further Seems Foreve~ the 
Ataris, and, the perfect endnote to the 
emo/hardcore lineup," Ludacris, because rap· · 
and alternative rock are always a good combi-
nation. 
INDIE ARCHIVE 
Saturday, there's sure to be tailgating goodness, like this beer Slip N' Slide, above, seen in 2003. Before then, catch the parade downtown . It will probably look like the one below in 2.003A 
Tonight is ·comedy Kriight, where The 
Daily Show with Jon Stewart member and 
comedian extraordinaire Lewis Black will be 
featured in the arena at 8 p.m. 
Black has been bringing the American 
. public laughs for yem:S with his bitingly ironic 
bits and irritated enthusiasm that has you 
wondering how the man hasn't had a heart 
attack yet 
For the best view of this slightly spastic 
funnyman, a good idea is to camp out in front 
of the entrance to the arena a good two to 
three hours in advance or else your seats will 
be, shall we say, "less than optimal" 
Along with the stroke-prone Black comes 
Harland Williams, an awkward-looking 
romedianfeaturedin such films as Dumb and 
Dumber (he .was .the cop that drank the piss), 
Freddy Got Fingered (he was Darren), and his 
most famous film, Half-Baked, where he 
played Kenny, the overly animal-friendly _ 
kindergarten teacher who winds up in jail 
after feeding a cop's horse junk food He's also 
been featured on Comedy Central in a few of 
their variously named stand up series'. 
And, ·of course, tomorrow at 3 p.m. is Spir-
it Splash, the time when the Reflecting. Pond 
will be open to all, and you-can live out your 
dreams of wading in its impossibly blue 
waters while UCF administrators stand by, 
unable to stop you. 
Walk on, Renegade, walk on. 
All of this in preparation for Saturday's 
game against Ohio University at 4 p.m. at the 
Citrus Bow], in one of the last attempts to fend 
off a winless season.- Before that, catch the 
UCF Homecoming parade mei:ging with the 
Veteran's Day Parade at 10 a.m. in downtown 
Orlando. 
The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Florida 
Future, the free independent campus newspaper of the University of Central 
Florida. Opinions in the indie are those of the individual columnist only and not 
necessarily those of the editorial stall. All content is property of the indie and 
may not be reprinted in part.or in whole without permisfilon from the publisher. 
EDITOR: 407-823-6397 x214 indie@UCFnews.com ffi 
SALES: 407-447-4555 x204 sal.es@UCFnews.com 
FAX: 407-447-4556 e 
CO-EDITORS: Brandon Hardin, John Thomason 
Sr.\f11 WRlll!RS: Briar Aleksun, Joe Anderson, Brett Ryan 
Bonowicz, Dana DeLapi, Efuabeth Fernandez, Geno Mehalik, 
Sharon Pare, Emily Jane Scott, Christopher Schwarz, Ricley 
Surillo, Dianna Zisman 
COPY EDITOR: Victoria Itiat 
PRooucnoN: Ben Henderson, Jerrod Rockhill 
(eutral ~odba '1ttuie 







IN'THE ·ISSUE Vol. V, No. 11, Nov. 4 - 9, 2004 
We at the indie feel it's our civic duty 
to provide coverage of the poor, the 
struggling, the disenfranchised ... -
theme parks, that is. While the com 
maize wasn't a park, per se, it does .fit 
the criteria of being an untraditional 
amusement facility. This time, we 
unravel the continued and surprising 
success of GatorLand, a pure, natural 
and longer-lasting alternative to the 
Mouse. · 
We promise we'll stop rambling 
about politics after this issue, but check 
out Near Life Experience - as Michael 
Lawrence · , writes congratulatory 
columns for both presidential nomi-
nees - and Web Less Traveled, for 
more great political humor that's still 
funny no matter who's in office. 
·_ We'll be coming out Wednesday of 
next week, in observance of Thursday, 
Veterans' Day. So be sure to look for us 
on hump day. 
- JOHN THOMASON 
• ..1! 
the muie • NOV. 4 -9, 2004 
CALENDAR 
CAMPUS 
Mary Shelley lecture 




Lewis Black, Harland Williams, 
Tess Drake 
Nov. 4, 8 p.m., free to UCF students 
UCF Arena 
407-823-6471 
Halloween Juggle Fest 








Chinese New Year date auction 
Nov. 6, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., free 
Student Union 
Key West Room 218 
407-342-2567 
Saeenwriters' mini-workshop . 
Nov. 8, 2 p.m. to 3 p.m., free 
UCF library 
Room 145 · 
407-823-5308 
Scary movies and their saeen-
writers 




Biotechnology: Boon or bane?· 







Fresh off of his introduction to Jon Stewart's America: The Book, former president and 
statesman Thomas Jefferson will be performing at a dinner theater in a play entitled"Dinner 
with Thomas Jefferson at Monticello." Now, seeing .as how Jefferson has been dead and 
buried for about 200 years, this is going to be a difficult task. That's why J.D. Sutton is going to 
do it for him. 
Sutton, an actor, has been doing the play over the last year or so and is wrapping up his 
tour on Saturday right here in Winter Park at the fashionably trendy bookstore/restaurant 
Chapters on Park Avenue. Anyone interested can go down to Chapters and check out Sutton's 
two-act Jefferson impression for a mere $34.95 plus tax. The performance starts at 7 p.m. 
And be sure to ask him about his illegitimate grandchildren - he has pictures of them all. 
Bioethics panel discussion 






Nov. 4, 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m., free 
Valencia Commu~ity College Winter Park 
Campus - -
850 W. Morse Blvd. 
407-628-1976 
AIA Orlando Powwow 
Nov. S to Nov. 7, various times, free-$6 
Central Florida Fairgrounds 
4603 W. Colonial Drive 
407-295-3247 
Lunch with Bob Eubanks 
Nov. 5, noon, $10 
Chapters on Park 
358 N. Park Ave. 
407-644-2880 
Any Cool Music? 
Nov. 6, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., free 
Urban Think Bookstore 
625 E. Central Blvd. 
407-650-8004 
Fall Fiesta in the Park 
Nov. 6 to Nov. 7, various times, free 
North Rosalind Avenue and East Washington 
Street 
407-246-2827 
Rotary Air Show 
Nov. 6, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., $12-$15 
Orlando-Executive Airport 
400 Herndon Ave. 
407-422-9686 
SHOWS 
Switchfoot, The Format, 
Hcmorary Title (rock) 
Nov.4, 7 p.m.,$15-$17 
House of Blues 
Downtown Disney West Side 
407-934-2583' 
Big Sandy & his Fly-Rite Boys 
(rock) 
Nov.4, 8 p.m., $10 
The Social 
- 54 N. Orange Ave. 
407-246-1419 
The Kissers, Marc with a "C" (rock) 
Nov.4, 9 p.m., admission TBA 
Will's Pub 
1850 N.Mills Ave. 
407-898-5070 
Kevin Kinney, Terry Binion, John 
Gallagher and the Orange · 
Blossom Trails (rock) 




PLEASE SEE CALENDAR ON i4 . 
·r 
Clinical Research Study of an Investigational Medicine 
Volunteers paid up to $635.00 
Qualified men must be 18 to 45 
years of age, in general good health 
and willing to make 8 scheduled 
visits over 14 weeks 
Call ( 407) 240-7878 M - F, 8 to 5 for more information. 
www.ocrc.net 
Orlando Clinical Research Center 
5055 S. Orange Avenue - Orlando,- FL 32809 
HAPPENINGS. 
FROM i3 
Deep Dish, Jimmy Joslin 
(electronic) 
Nov.5, 9 p.m., $17.50-$19.50 
House ofBlues 
Downtown Disney West Side 
407-934-2583 
King Britt, Q-Bums 
Abstract Message (elec-
tronic) 
Nov.5, 9 p.m., $10-$13 
The Social 
54 N. Orange Ave. 
407-246-1419 
Jucifer, Dove (hard rod<) 
Nov. 5, 9 p.m., $8 
Will's Pub 
1850 N. Mills Ave. 
407-898-5070 
My Man Mohammed, 
Skylight Mines, Gabe 
(rock) 
Nov.5, 9 p.m., free 
• Holly and Dolly's 
500 E.SR 436, Casselberry 
407-834-0069 
John Korbel (acoustic) 
Nov. 5, 8 p.m., free 
Natura Coffee and Tea 
12078 Collegiate Way 
407-482-5000 
Mercy Falls, The Greater 
Grey, Pretty Ugly (rode) 
Nov. 6, 9 p.m., $5-$7 ' 
The Social 
54 N. Orange Ave. 
407-246-1419 
Subhumans, Caustic 
Christ, 7 Crowns (punk) 
Nov.6,6p.m.,$10 
The Social 
54 N. Orange Ave. 
407-246-1419 
Blowfly, The Evidents 
(various) 
Nov. 6, 9 p.m., $8 
Will's Pub 
1850 N.Mills Ave. 
407-898-5070 




Copper Rocket Pub 
106 Lake Ave. 
407-645-()069 
Ludcy Boys Confusion: 
Dynamite Boy, Army of 
Freshmen (rock) 
Nov.7,6p.m.,$10 
· The Social, 
54 N. Orange Av.e. 
'407-246-1419 
Funker Vogt, god module 
(electronic) 
Nov. 7, 6 p.m., $17-$20 
Screamers 
360 State Lane 
407-244-0299 
Premonitions of War, 
Embrace Today, Ion 
Dissonance (hard rode) . 
Nov. 7, 9 p.m., admission TBA 
Back Booth, 37 W. Pine St. 
407-999-2570 
Dave Matthews Tribute 
Band(rock) 
Nov. 8, 8 p.m., $8 
The Social 
54 N. Orange Ave. 
407:24fr:1419 
Gold Chains, Sue Cie, Yip 
Yip, Cratker Jackson · 
(electronic) 
Nov. 8, 9 p.m., $8 
Will's Pub 
1850 N. Mills Ave. 
407-898-5070 
Story of the Year, My 
Chemical Romance, 
Autopilot Off, Letter Kills 
(rock} 
Nov. 8, 6 p.m., $1650-$18 
Hard Rock Live 
CityWalk at Universal Orlando 
407-351-5483 
Sparta, Further Seems 
Forever, Copeland (rock) 
Nov. 9, 6:30 p.m., $14-$16..50 
House of Blues 
Downtown Disney West Side 
407-934-2583 
The Oumsy Lovers (rock} 
Nov.10, 9 p.m., $8-$10 
Will's Pub 
1850 N. Mills Ave. 
407-898-5070 
Mr. Marley, hi_dm, 
Bishop (electronic} 





Windows and Doorways 
(artist reception) 
Nov. 9, 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., free 
Gallery on Virginia 
1003 Virginia Drive 
407-898-8343 
•.; 
LUCKY BOYS CONFUSION 
After being struck by a drunk driver on the way 
home from practice, Chicago five-piece Lucky Boys 
Confusion admits they are lucky to be alive. Although 
suffering concussions and some bruises from the 
crash, it didn't take long for the boys to get back on 
the road. 
Having already toured with Reel Big Fish over 
the summer, they are currently headlining 'the 
Suburban Curse Tour, which makes its way to The 
Social on Sunday. LBC combines catchy, melodic vocals 
with guitar riffs ranging from rapid-fire rock to 
soothing reggae. · 
Whether you're a die-hard fan or you've never 
heard of them, you'll be singing along with the Lucky 
Boys in n2 time. And with a price tag of only 10 
bucks, it's the best thing to do at 6 p.m. on Sunday 
night in Downtown Orlando. 
SUNDAY 




WEDNESDAYS =. nMIC·llabt Ramaz 
. SMOKEE--J 
' ,_ . TAVERN-..r; ............ Friday-Nigiit" ......... -' 
Bobby G, Sweet Kisses 
10 p.m. - close 
---$3 cover---
Saturday Night 
Bobby G, Halloween Party 
10 p.m. - close 
----No cover--·--
SMOKERS WELCOME 
CLASS A PLACE 
401-211-1665 
11:/27 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida 
(At 408 & E. Colonial) 
-THE BARBER ZONE 
FADES, FLATTOPS,&· REGULAR HAIRCUTS 
BEST PRICES IN THE AREA! 
M-R l 0-6 - 1 FRI 9-5:30 
SAT 9-4:30 ·SUN Closed . f s1-~oo-1 
OFF 
407~681-671 s 




CHOICE OF ONE: 
. Wonton Soup 
(stuffed with chicken and shrimp) 
or 
Chicken Spring Roll 
or 
Small Mixed Salad 
(topped with house vinaigrette dressing) 
863 N. Alafaya Trail 





CHOICE OF ONE ENTREE: 
Thai Seafood CrePie 
111ai style crepe s/Jellftlling uli.t; bean 
sprout, .tofu, crabmeat, sl1rlmp, s/Jredded 
coc0nut meat seroed with cucumber salad. 
or 
Spicy Chicken Basil 
Stir-fried c/Jicken breast, onion, bell pepper, 
sioeet basil with sweet chili paste sauce. 
or 
Salmon Red Curry 
Golden brown salmon.fishftlet topped wi.th 
• Thai Red curry cream sauce. 
Critic's Choice 
BEST THAI RESTAURANT 
- Scott Joseph ; Orlando Sentinel 
Foodie Award 2003 
This Ad Good 
For 1 Free Program 
(Any Performance) 
MUSIC 
Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for 
the week of Oct. 24-30 
1. R. Kelly and Jay-Z 
Unfinished Business 
2. Trick Daddy 
Thug M~trimony 




S. Simple Plan 
Still Not Getting Any 
6.311 
Live in Concert New Orleans 
7.MosDef 
The New.Danger 
8. Straylight Run 
Straylight Run 
9.Pinback 
'Summer in Abaddon 
10. Ben Folds 
SuperO 
11. Ben Harper/Blind Boys 
There Will Be a Light 
12. 1 Can Make a Mess ... 
I Can Make a Mess 
13. Pavement 





16. Head Automatica 
- Decadence 
17. Postal Service 
Give Up 
18. Bright Eyes 
Take It Easy (love Nothing) 
19. Denison Marrs 
Denison Marrs 
20. Elliott Smith 
From a Basement on the Hill 
21. Green Day 
American Idiot 
22. Number One Fan 
Compromises 
23.Keane 
Hopes ana F~ars 
24.R.E.M. 
Around the Sun 
25. Various artists 
Enjoy Every Sandwich 
r r 
~- , /_ , , , 
LQ~~a.; BAND".~,POl;'LIGtfli '· 
Local band fires up punk rockers 
COURTESY SHORT CIRCUIT RECORDS 
For the best in Orlando's punk/metal scene, catch Warped Tour veterans Fire at Will tomorrow night at Back Booth with Sleeping Girl Drowning. And hope it's really hot in the building. 
Metallic hardcore band 




I n the dimly lit warehouse stall, Fire At Will is in full force. Danny is leaned in close to the skins, his hands a flash of 
motion while Brett throws his body rhyth-
mically back and forth to his bass beats and 
. Marcus is tilted back, ripping out guitar 
riffs like nobody's business. At this point 
the song is without lyrics, Marcus having 
assured both his present band mates as 
well as their manager, Neil, that he can 
· have the lyrics by Friday, when Fire At Will 
is scheduled to play at Back Booth. So far 
the song sounds amazing, even without the 
vocals. 
While by no means veterans, Fire At 
Will is not a new group. Formerly kno'Wn as 
Side Out, the guys have been playing 
together for almost two and a half years 
with their current lineup, . consisting of 
Marcus on guitar and lead vocals, Marcelo 
on guitar and backup vocals, Brett on bass 
and Danny tearing up the drums. The 
blooming metalcore group has played with 
such names as Yellowcard and Rufi.a, even 
making an appearance at this yeai:'s Vans 
Warped Tour in Orlando. They've toured 
up and down the · east coast C;Uld are plan-
ning to make the rounds in Brazil this Feb-
ruary to promote their soon to be released 
five-song EP The Enemy of Progress, on 
Short Circuit Records. 
"The part we love is the energy we feel 
when we play in front of an audience. Being 
onst~ge -and feeling that spark is what 
drives us. It's incredible," the band said. 
While enjoying playing both local 
shows and out-of-town tours, the guys 
admitted that their favorite touring 
moment was in Richmond, Va., when they 
played in a 120-year-old building that was 
"120 degrees-as well. The place had no air 
conditioning and one main electrical sys-
tem, so when we plugged in we blew the 
whole thing," Marcus said. 
"That was by far the best we had played 
because we were just so pissed off that it 
all came naturally," Brett added. 
But don't label them as a bunch of uppi-
ty rock-star wannabes; these guys are all 
trying to make it through. the same strug-
gles that every college-age student deals 
with. Danny delivers pizza, Marcus sells 
guitars while "on hiatus" from UCF (he 
will be returning next fall if all runs as 
planned) and Brett is a self-proc,laimed 
community school dropout who does 
graphic design specializing in advertising, 
all to make a little money to keep their 
lives intact while working on making it at 
music. 
At first glance you might mistake the 
members as mere kids with a dream, but 
each of the 20-something members is sure 
to convey that they plan to go as far as they 
can with this project. "We want to do it 
all," Marcus comments, ''We want to tour, 
record, do all that we can to promote the 
music that we believe in." 
According to them, the music is what 
it's all about. Marcus said that he wanted 
to join a band when he "first heard music 
that mattered. Punk was music that I could 
relate to, and that's when I knew · that I 
wanted to do something like that." 
Brett and Danny agree that, above all, 
the meaning has to be in the music. And 
what music it iS. Touting influences such 
as Bad Religion, Killswitch Engage, Rise 
Against, Strike Anywhere, Thrice and Iron 
Maiden, Fire At Will brings together an 
intriguing mix of hardcore and metal that's 
sure to win the hearts and ears of anyone 
fond of a fast beat and a growling sound. 
They are currently creating songs for their 
upcoming full-length album due to be 
. released in mid-2005. The guys are anx-
ious to begin recording, to say the least. 
Fire At Will is playing at 6 p.m tomorrow 
night at Back Booth with Sleeping Girl Drown-
ing and Murderbook. Entry is $5. For more 
infonTiati.on on Fzre At Will or to hear songs off 
the EPThe Enemy of Progress, visit their Web 
site at http~ /www.myspace.com/fireatwilljl. 
• 
MUSIC 
~NIONTH IN SHOWS 
Month in shows: The Faint, 
·Ratatat and Fin Fan Foom 
Each month, the indie will feature a few shows from around the area. This month, all 
the photos were taken by.the indie staff photographer Joelle M. Alcaidinho. 
Clockwise from top: synth-goth-rockers The Faint played Oct. 23 at the Social Pavil-
ion. Futuristic electro-pop artists Ratatat played on Oct.17 at The Social. Dynamic Post-




Still Lites are Failing · 
Genre: no wave/post-punk 
Label: Gold Standard 
Release date: Nov. 2 




Release date: Nov. 2 
THE MINUS S 
At the Organ EP . 
·Genre: indie rock 
Label: Yep Roe 
Release date: Nov. 2 
Sometimes when a band tries so hard to 
be different, the results sound like a dashed-
off, unorganized mishmash of genres. The 
Vanishing is such a band, situating itself so 
haphazardly in the amorphous genre gaps 
between no wave, goth, techno and post-
punk that any kind of distinct focus is lost 
And granted, while this fusion may be 
pretty "out there" in today's independent 
music landscape, if you do your homework 
you'll find The Vanishing is little more than a 
compilation of its hip influences, . like 
Siouxsie and the Banshees, X-Ray Spex, 
Lydia Lunch and James Chance and the Con-
tortions. If you haven't heard any of these 
bands' classic records, The Vanishing may 
sound original; to the rest of us they sound 
stuck in a late '70s-early-'80s time warp, and 
their lazy dance beats now sound dated. 
· To be fair, the band is strongest when it 
doesn't try to bit every demographic, and it 
plays its best lu¢.d in Still Lifes Are Failing's 
With its Nov. 2 release date, A Perfect 
Circle's third full-length release, eMOTIVe, 
couldn't have been plunged into the politi-
cally charged palms of America at a more 
perfect time. 
Described by frontman Maynard James 
Keenan as "a collection of songs about war, 
peace, love and greed," the 12-track pack-
age meshes fresh material with a multi-fla-
vored mix of covered protest song classics 
like Joni Mitchell's "Fiddle and the Dnim" 
and John Lennon's "Imagine." Folk rock, 
rhythm and blue~ and punk are but a few of 
the unexpected genres bravely spanned by 
the five-piece group, birthing an altogether 
more provocative product than its previ-
ous conceptual album, Thirteenth Step. 
Keenan, who became known for his 
angst-ridden lyrics and media-shy persona 
after launching Tool, adopts a stronger, 
more plain-spoken approach in e¥OTIVe, 
bluntly preaching the evils of war and pol-
What do you get when you put disparate 
indie and alternative rock superstars into one 
band? If you guessed that this band's most. 
recent project was heavy on psychedelia (a la 
the Doors) and garage-tinged rock 'n' roll, 
you'd be absolutely correct. 
The Minus 5 is.a side project born of Scott 
Mccaughey of the Young Fresh Fellows, who 
is known for his prolific output. Here, 
McCaughey has enlisted the help ofl'1ngtime 
contnbutor Peter Buck from RE.M. as well as 
Wtlco's Jeff Tweedy. Having released In Rock 
earlier this year, it's easy to see that McCaugh-
ey doesn't take much time-off 
As is common for side projects, this EP has 
a slight eX:perimental nature. Use of various 
percussion instruments, most notably a xylo-
phone, add to an overall groovy record. While 
drawing comparisons to Simon and Garfw_lkel 
and the aforementioned flm Morrison-front-
ed group, The Minus 5 mixes in just the right 
ratio of pure indie-pop to make this a widely 
. appealing record. 
- EMILY JANE SCOTT 
opening track, "Lovesick." The intense 
dancehall beat, jagged Gang of Four drum-
ming and signature saxophone licks 
(Though James Chance sexed up the sax 
even better 25 years ago) swirl over Jessie 
Eva's imperceptible vocal wails. It's a stellar 
opener, and rarely will the band be able to 
capture the immediacy and energy of it. 
Still Lifes Are Failing plods along for sev-
eral more tracks of overwrought darkness 
and ineffective dissonance before stumbling 
to its feet again. "Skin" tries to be creepy -
Eva's vocals are distorted to animalistic 
howls until they are mufiled - but it's too 
repetitive and predictable to really get under 
your skin. Similarly, the rampaging drums 
and buzzsaw guitars of "Paralyzed" seem to 
simulate a freaked-out acid trip, but it's so 
steeped in avant-garde discord that the scene 
of potential horror never totally delivers. 
The instrumental "l.10," with its bland 
synths and electronic washes, sounds like a 
itics while somberly hinting at America's 
downfall. The addition of weeping violins 
and piano accompany A Perfect .Circle's 
signature atmospheric presence, high-
lighting a newfound maturity and redefin-
ing Keenan's openness to change. The 
messages conveyed, however, are by far 
the most drastic difference - more so 
than the album's unforeseen instrumental 
nuances. 
On his cover of "Imagine," Keenan uses 
a series of haunting harmonies to empha-
size world peace - a message few listen-
ers would expect from the master of 
melancholy and discomfort. This shock-
ingly positive aura of red, white and blue 
continues throughout, infusing listene.rs 
with hope while suggesting that it may 
already be too late to polish a crumbling 
nation. Freedom of choice is urged in A 
Perfect CirCle's rendition of "Freedom of 
Choice," by Devo, and the search for har-
STRUNG OUT 
Exile in Oblivion 
Genre: punk 
Label: Fat Wreck Chords 
Release date: Nov. 2 
New Order toss-off at best, but on another 
instrumental, ''8.18," the band finally finds 
the merger of the avant-garde experimenta-
tion and spastic glooin they seem to be 
shooting for. Aphex Twin electronic jitteri-
ness bounces atop a Brian Eno-like sound-
scape, a paradoxical fusion that gives the 
song effectively nervous tension. Ominous 
marching-band drums enter the composi-
tion later to add a doom-laden atmosphere to 
the song. 
Unfortunately; this track is an exception 
to the rule. While anyone who saw The Van-
ishing live at Will's Pub this year can attest to 
their bravura stage presence and nonstop 
energy; it just doesn't translate onto CD. Still 
Lifes Are Failing relies on the same tired beats 
and echoing, buried vocals throughout Like 
Animal Collective, since they're so presum-
ably hip it's easy to want to love The Vanish-
ing. But it's even easier to. be put off by them. 
- JOHN THOMASON 
mony is emphasized in their version of 
"(What's So Funny 'Bout) Peace, Love and 
Understanding," by Elvis Costello. Keenan 
dreamily chants that "war is not the 
answer" in Marvin Gaye's, ''What's Going 
On," stressing that "only love can conquer 
hate." 
To bring this freakish 12-blend mix of 
patriotic cover songs and original material 
to an end, Keenan belts out an incredibly 
harmonious version of "Fiddle and the 
Drum," by Joni Mitchell, in a three-minute, 
barbershop quartet-style conclusion. 
Hearing the rebellious virtuoso address the 
nation as, "Oh America, my friend," evokes 
a rather inexplicable feeling within, but 
once one's · grown accustomed to the 
shockingly different imagery expressed 
throughout eMOTIVe, it's easy to admit 
that A Perfect Circle has tackled the · chal-
lenge flawlessly. 
- PAULA FERGUSON 
Strung Out, the melodic punk band 
from the Fat Wreck Chords family, has 
just come out with its seventh album 
entitled Exile in Oblivion, a reference, no 
doubt, to where their originality and 
diversity has gone. While the first few 
songs on the album show some differen-
tiation, after a while you find yourself 
wondering if this is the still the same 
song you were listening to 10_ minutes 
ago. 
The first · track, "Scarlet," breaks into 
an incredible metal intro to start the 
album off right, and track two, "Blueprint 
of the Fall," follows in its footsteps with a 
stepped-up beat and some great guitar, 
busting out in the middle with a short-
lived guitar solo that is straight out of 
metal textbooks (if there were such 
things). After that, it's all hit or miss. 
Unless you know what you're getting 
into, proceed with caution with Exile in 
Oblivion . 
- ASHLEIGH EISINGER 
LIFE· BLEEPS & BLOOPS 
Reality is, the show· sucks 
. . 
The first animated 
reality show, Drawn 
Together, flounders 
MICHAEL LAWRENCE 
. Staff Writer 
~ DRAWN TOGETHER · 
~ BY Comedy Central . • ~enre: Comedy • Air date: Wednesday, 10:30 p.m . 
• 
T he first animated.reality show, Drawn Together, premiered last week on Comedy Central. An interesti.Ilg 
enough concept, it revolves around eight 
animated characters, based on famous 
archetypes, that live in a house together. 
There's Ling Ling, the Pikachu-type charac-
ter, Xandir, a carbon copy of Link from the 
Zelda games, q1ptain Hero the superhero, 
etc., etc. Each character not only embodies 
the look of a well-known cartoon character 
but also the mannerisms of reality show 
cast mates. For example, the Disney-esque 
princess on the show also serves as the 
obligatory racist who's thrown into every 
reality show for extra tension. 
Whether you like this show or not 
depends on how funny you think the char-
acters are and how long they can keep you 
amused The characters are all one-dimen-
sional stereotypes. While that's supposed to 
be a part of the appeal of the show, but how 
many times can you see the same pig take a 
crap in the kitchen? Toot being called fat, 
followed by a closeup of her thunder thighs 
wasn't funny the first time, and it's unlikely 
it will be when they do it every subsequent 
time. It employs a repetitive, SNL-like men-
tality to its humor too many times. That 
rinse, lather and repeat formula kills jokes 
long before they're meant to die. Consider-
ing that reality shows are starting to run out 
of gas, this show might have been seen orig-
inal and biting three_ or four years ago. 
The bottom line is that the show tries 
too hard (even the musical number about 
lesbians was dreadfully tacked-on and 
poorly done) and its 1()'30 pm. Wednesday 
time slot is death. Compared to the satiric 
brilliance of South Park, it comes off as a 
crass, cheap Internet cart<;><)n you'd expect 
Spanky Ham came from. Its premise and 
humor are outdated, especially wheri it fol-
lows a show that gets made the week before 
it airs. However it's not too late for the show 
to rise above the sophomoric level it's at 
now, as I'm only reviewing the pilot. But if it 
continues on its current path, a decent idea 
will be burnt out long before it had any right 
to. As it stands now, this is a turd that even 
Mr. Hankey would shy away from. 









G rand Thef! Auto is back and ~eady to 
I 
. once agam corrupt young, rmpres-
sionable minds. The name's a little 
different, the music's a little more contem-
1 porary, but it's still the video game Sen. Joe 
Lieberman knows and loves. 
This time the game focuses on the life of 
Carl "CJ" Johnson. CJ's home· of San 
Andreas is comprised of towns inspired by 
cities such as San Francisco, Los Angeles 
and Las Vegas. Music from groups like 
NW A, Bell Biv Devoe and Living Colour 
help ground this world in an early '90s set-
, tin , g. . 
While the story isn't drastically different 
from.past GTA games, the characters share 
deeper bonds this time around. Betrayal this 
time comes from more than temporary 
allies - it comes from friends. Add in the 
responsibility of keeping CJ's brother Sweet 
and sister Kendl safe, and San Andreas' pro-
tagonist has a lot more to lose than just his 
life. 
The voice casting in Vice City was bril-
liant, but San Andreas overshadows its 
predecessor in terms of raw star power. 
Charlie MurphY, Ice T, Peter Fonda, James 
1 Woods and Samuel L. Jackson voice the co'f-
rupt, scummy characters that keep the story 
moving in San Andreas. Radio stations also 
get the star treatment with hosts being 
,voiced by George Clinton, Chuck D. and 
AxlRose. 
Game difficulty can be surprisingly high 
early on. It almost feels like players need 
prerequisite experience with past GTAs in 
order to survive San Andreas. Rockstar did, 
however, provide a compromise to this new 
ramped-up mission difficulty with hordes 
of statistics for CJ to build up, such as skills 
in driving and weapons. CJ can also work 
out to develop a "gansta physique" and deck 
Drawn Together captures the aesthetic and authenticity of the reality show, but it suffers from repetitive SNL-style humor. PLEASE SEE PROFANE ON i9 
-. .... . 
LIFE 
Damn, girl, your 
column· is hot 
The 10 best 
and worst 
pick-up lines · 
T 
he · week before last 
sucked. I have had a: 
_ lack of inspiration ever 
· since my boys let me 
down in Game 7. Yes, my Yan-
kees lost to the dirty BoSox ... 
please stop calling me and 
rubbing.'it in. ' 
The utter humiliation of 
that game kept me iildoors for 
a few days. Finally on Satur-
day I ventured out for a pick-
me-up. Little did I know just 
how literally the guys at the 
bar would ta:ke that. 
Pick-up lines, as a general 
·rule, are usually lame and · 
should only be used as a last 
resort. ~owever, one good 
zinger that sends-me into a fit 
of hysterics will get you at 
least a few song's worth of 
bump 'n' grind. 
I'll admit, I use them 
myself. It is a· great conversa-
tion starter that c;an m!ly-work 
when you are really drunk, but 
it works. I once had a guy buy 
me all my· drinks for the night 
simply because I told him I. 
was "fighting the urge to ma:ke 
him the ·happiest guy on earth 
tonight." Haha, suckahl 
Here are my top 10 favorite 
pick-up lines that, believe it or 
not~ guys still use. Trust me, 
I've heard them. 
· 1. That skirt is hot. It would look 
better crumpled up on my floor. 
Next to the dirty porn maga-
zines you're going home to? I 
think not. 
2. Do yQu have a guarter? I need to 
call my mom and tell her I met the 
girt of my dreams. . 
My cous!n uses this and it is 
sad Here's a quarter, ca:n some-
one who cares. 
3. Do you have a map? I just keep 
on getting lost in your.eyes. . 
I get this a lot, partially due to 
my bright blue eyes, but mostly 
because guys are unoriginal. 
4. What is a nice _girt like you doing 
in a place like this? · 
It sounds _genuine enough, 
but oome on How do you know 
I am nice? Nice girls wear short 
skirts and revealing tops? Arid · 
the answer to your follow-up: 
. No, I will-n.ot give you my num-
ber. · 
5. Did it hurt? When you fell from 
heaven? · , 
Haha. If you have enough · 
·balls to actually use this piece of 
cheese, I'll let you sit do\,Vll and 
buy me a drink. 
6. ls that a keg in your pants?'Cause 
fd like to tap that ass. 
Furiny, but unoriginal, no 
points here. Iri fact, you may be 
toq chunk to continue, I'll take 
your drink. 
7. What do you like to eat for break-
fast? (insert answer) 111 remem~r 
that in the morning. 
Definit~ly not an opener . . 
Sorry, it ain't a closer either. But 
I'll give ya points for at least ask-, 
ing me something about myself 
8. If you were yogurt, would you be 
fruit at the bottom or stirred? · . 
Now that's good, if you can 
get it out without slurring. With 
this, there is a chance I'll sit with 
you for two drinks, provided 
you don't pester me .for an 
answer. · 
9.1 lost my puppy. Can you help me 
find him? I think he went into that 
cheap motel room across the 
street 
For some-odd reason, I like . 
this one. It is not easy to pull off, 
howev~r, so unless you have a 
shining smile and six-pack abs, 
keep on walking. .-
1 O. I'm an undercover cop and I 
think rou may be too drunk to 
drive~ think I should take you 
home with me. 
Now that is funny. The guy 
who said this to me, said it 
straight faced with just a tiny 
smirk at the end I cracked up. 
You know where it's heading 
with a pick-up line like ftiat, but -
what the hell. I bought him a 
drink. 
r-
The indie now has full access to the Future's 
archives, so each week we're bringing you an old 
editorial cartoon.. This gem turned ~p on Oct. 20, 
1993. All non-Greek students must be apathetic. 
Whoop-dee-frea:kin'-doo. 
' / ;/ . -
/ 
CFF ARCHIVES 
Profane game best in franchiSe 
FROM i8 
hifilself out with tattoos, hair-
styles, clothing and accessories 
to raise his respect and sex 
appeal, which help recruit folks -
to watch Cf s back as he en.Uses 
the streets. 
. So even if players initially 
suck at the game, they can make 
CJ stronger and recruit allies to · 
back him up in tough times. . 
But even newbies don't have 
to fret about getting stuck in this 
game. GTA has ·a:iways provided 
numerous mini games and scav-
enger hunts to reward players . 
who prefer some exploration -,._ extremely difficult to play for two 
with their gang banging. CJ can minutes and not hear at least a 
play basketball, dance in _night ~andful of f-bom}?s. But if that's 
clubs; ta:ke women on dates, 
. cover up pya:I gang graffiti and 
burgle sleeping victims in the 
night. Add this to an already gar-
gantuan list of mini games like 
taxi_ driving and scavenger hunts · 
from past GTAs and San Andreas 
swells up as one of the biggest ' 
PS2 games on the market. 
Do keep in mind that the big 
prominent M on the cover ofthe 
game isn't just' for show. Vio-
lence~ profanity, sex and drugs 
don't just happen to be in the 
game - they de(me it. It's 
not a problem for you, then. you 
should definitely check out one of 
the-best games on the ·PS2. · 
,..., 




· Gatorland avoids one travesty after anot 
MATT HEDGECOCK 
Staff Writer 
F ifteen minutes \_south of I-4, sou~ of the Mouse and the roller-coasters, tourists and locals ~arm to catch a glimpse of old 
Florida 
A goateed man in overalls wraps a piece of 
plastic-coated wife around a bisected half of raw 
chicken. He secures the dripping chunk of fowL 
then pulls a guide-wire and the st1$pended P:llck:-: 
en shoots away on a line., coming to a stop direct-
ly above a pit of hungry alligators. . 
The chicken chunk dances above the water 
like a marionette missing half of its strings. The-. 
gators eye the treat voraciously. 'jump! JUI11p!" . 
screams a crowd of200 excited.on-lookers. Slow-
ly, a huge, black alligator looms up out of the 
water and focuses in on the jiggling meal.· The 
crowd grows wildei: The mighty jaws open and 
snap closed like a bear trap, the white conical 
teeth piercing the pink flesh. The gator drops 
back in the water and gulps down the snack The 
COURTESY GATORLAND ZOO 
These jaws have opened Gatorland for more than SO years. 
crowds cheer and the man in the overalls strings 
up another finger lickin' morsel 
For niore than 50 years, Gatorland ~ enter-
tained central Florida-visitors. People from all 
around the world walk through the gator jaws at 
the attraction's entrance. What makes the park's 
success remarkable are the 
faced during its existence~ ­
vived Disney, Universal_ 
nature of Florida tourism : 
dozens of other ''traditional" 
Gatorland started out a 
of Owen Godwin, Sr. Tho 
rained a mother gator and h 
win observed people's · fas 
the reptile8 and was inspw 
create an attraction show 
After World War n, God 
· 16-acre plot of land off of 
South Orange Blossom 
operied the Florida Wildlife · 
in 1949. Godwin's choice otI 
. was illstrumental . in" e 
attraction's success. 
For early roadsid~ a 
successful, "it was all pre 
ity;' according to UCF 
Robert Cassanello. Whe 









Kidman loses some hair 




B irth, the newest in a series of unending Nicole Kidman vehicles - she's the hardest working 
woman in show business and thank God! 
-- made a lot of promises. The trailer 
promised a proactive Kidman, an enig-
matic and fast-moving . plot and a stead-
fast young Bright boy, intent on loving 
the Kidman character come ·what may. 
Director Jonathan Glazer (Sexy Beast) 
only kept some of those promises. But 
t:h.aCs not to say he didn't store any sur-
prises in this somewhat bridled meta-
physical love story; a story that touts "be 
careful what you wish for" as its tagline 
and involves ·a contr-oversial bathtub 
scene between the esteemed Kidman 
· and her immatUre love interest. 
The film opens to a frolicky and blithe 
soundtrack, virtually creditless, as the 
voice-over of the Sean character shares 
his beliefs on the afterlife. Long shots 
alienate and isolate the character from 
audiences and within a few tiring min-
utes of icy jogging in Central Park, Sean 
has keeled over. Cue fade to black. 
Cut to 10 years later at the Upper East 
S1<te engagement party of the less-than-
enthused Anna (:Kidman) and an inse-
cure Joseph (timed exc.ellently by, Danny 
Huston). Anne Heche's Clara is just as 
maniacal on screen - you know what 
we're talking about __;_ and she breaks 
from her plus one, Clifford (a 2D Peter 
Stormare), to bury the engagement gift in 
Central· Park. Weird, Anne Heche, but 
pivotal. In the lobby sits the stoic young 
Sean (Cameron Bright), curiously watch-
ing the aristocratic party sip and cackle, 
as if on cue. 
G:lazer's Birth moves slowly and oper: 
ates from the appropriate angle of pure 
dif.belief. Once Sean reappears and med-
FILM REVIEW ****• 
No kidding, Kidman ... That little boy down there (Cameron 
Bright, bottom left) might be your dead husband. You can 
court him, but don't expect him to pay for everything. 
dles into the home of Eleanor (an arctic 
and curt Lauren Bacall and .onscreen 
motlier to Anna), the plywood Anna is 
completely undermined by the hope she 
has been stockpiliilg for 10 years. The 
boy has a grab bag of impossible memo-
ries tha~ leave everyone - including 
Anna's fiery fiance -skeptical, but Anna 
doesn't need much convincing. In fact, 
just how quickly a complacent Anna falls 
_ back in love with the fa<;ade of her for-
mer husband is shocking. 
The only real skepticis_m Anna 
encounters is a penchant for the details. 
For instance, in one scene she humors 
the boy and aslcs in a roundabout way 
how they'd have. sex. Inside, she is exact-
ing the specifics and charming herself 
into the idea. In fact, the only real Birth in 
this film is a rebirth of the contented 
Anna character. (When her sister has a 
child, Anna seems distracted ·and the 
child's delivery is rendered almost 
minute.) 
The film has its downfalls. It tarries in 
some places and legendary actresses 
like Bacall end up looking decorative, 
like the fine linens and verdant wallpa-
p~& . 
But the dilatory nature of Birth comes 
to fruition in an irreproachable sound..: 
track by Alexandre Desplat and perfect 
performances by Kidman, dissected 
close-up by renowned music video 
director Harris Savides. 
M.oreover, Kidman's Anna is com-
pletely depressing but inimitably believ-
able as a desperate widow willing to 
overlqok anything in an attempt to fmd 
something riostalgic. The scene most 
illustrative of this principle is the film's 
r.: 
evocative closing, in which Anna stands 
on a beach embellished and completely 
distraught. 
Birth, however lagged, accomplishes a 
lofty goal. It presents to audiences a com-
plex decision while asking them to sepa-
rate love, morality and what they never 
thought possible. What would you do if 
faced with a similar decision? Before 
Birth, the answer seemed obvious. 
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Holiday movies 
aplenty this year 
Winter film season 
h~avy on bio-pics, 
epics, remakes 
the. creative team at Pixar Ani-
mation, makers of Finding Nemo 
ana Monsters, Inc. 
Also on the animated front: 
The SpongeBob Squarepants 
Movie, the big-screen debut for 
DAVID GERMAIN . the underwater guy from the 
Associated Press Nickelodeon series, and the 
. Christmas tale The · Polar 
M ovies are getting real Express, featuring Tom Hanks in for the holid~ys. multiple roles ·~or th.e adaptation Along with such of the best-selling picture book 
fictional folks as Santa, a Christ- the season's other holiday 
mas grinch, a bottom-dweller - tale features one of Hollywood's 
named SpongeBob, a womaniz- favorite Kris Kringles, Tim 
er named Alfie and a romantic Allen, in Christmas With the 
named Bridget, Hollywood's fes- Kranks, based on John Grisham's 
tive season is packed with fact- Skipping Christmas, about a 
based films. modem grinch who decides to · 
Among the real-life figures: forgo the yule festivities. 
are eccentric billionaire Howard The · holiday . season also 
Hughes, played by Leonardo includes: Jude Law in Alfie, . a 
DiCaprio in Martin Scorsese's remake of the 1960s tale about a 
The Aviator; sex researcher man questioning his womaniz-
Alfred Kinsey in Kinsey, starring ing ways; Lemony Snicket's A 
Liam Ne.eson and directed by Series of Unfortunate Events, 
Bill Condon (Gods and Mon- ..r-· adapted from the children's 
ster.s); s4iger Bobby Darin in - books, with Jim Carrey as a vil-
Beyond the ·sea, starring Kevin lain trying td swindle three 
Spacey, who also directed; Peter orphans; Andrew Lloyd Web- · . 
Pan creator J.M. Barrie, por- ber's The Phantom of the Opera, 
trayed by Johnny Depp in Find- starring Gerard Butler as the dis-
ing Neverland, from director figured fiend in Joel Schumach-
Marc Forster (Monster's Ball); er's musical adaptation; Fat 
and Alexander, with Colin Far- Albert, a live-action and anima-
rell as the legendary Greek ruler ti on combo that updates· Bill 
in Oliver Stone's epic. Cosby's old TV cartoon; and 
The movie has a built-in Closer, with Julia Roberts, Law, 
Oedipal comple~ with Angelina Natalie Portman and Clive 
Jolie--one year older than Far- Owen in a drama of passion and 
rell, 28--co-starring as Alexan- betrayal involving two couples. 
der the Gi:eat's mother. Jolie gets Among other upcoming 
to play a sort of Mammie Dear- releases, Kevin Bacon in a daring 
est · of ancient times, with role as a child molester trying to 
~e:xander never quite able to tum his life around after prison 
rut the apron ~trings even as he in The Woodsman; Bride and 
conquers. the world, Farrell said. Prejudice, from director 
More contemporary real-life Gurinder Chadha (Bend It Like 
stories feature Don Cheadle as a Beckham), retelling Jane 
hotel maruiger who risks his life Austen's nuptial tale a5 a Bolly-
and family to shelter refugees wood musical; In Good Compa-
displaced by the Rwandan geno- ny, with Dennis Qµaid as a vet-
cide inHotel Rwanda; Javier Bar- eran ad man working for a new 
. dem as a paralyzed Spaniard boss (Topher Grace) half his age; 
who fights for his right to die in the foxing tale Million Dollar 
The Sea Inside, directed by Ale- Baby, .directed by-Clirit East-
jandro Amenabar (The Others); wood, who also co-stars with 
and Sean ·Penn as ·a 1970s busi- Morgan Freeman and Hilary 
ness failure who plots to kill the Swank; The Merchant of Venice, 
president iri. The Assassination with Al Pacino and Jeremy Irons 
of Richard Nixon. , in an update of Shakespeare's 
The· holiday season kicks off tale of romance and vengeance; 
Friday with The Incredibles, the and Renee Zellweger returning 
latest cartoon collaboration 




U.S. movie revenues for Ort. 29-31 
All ~!ar figures in millions 
RANK· FILM-WEEKEND GROSS 
• GROSS TO DATE ·WEEKS IN RELEASE· SCREENS 
1. The Grudge- $21.8 
$70.7 ·Two weeks· 3,348 
2. Ray~ $20.0 
$20.0 • One week • 2,006 
3.Saw-$18.3 
$18.3 •One week· 2,315 
4.SharkTale-$7.5 
$146.9 ·Five weeks· 3,381 
_ .. 5, Shall We Dance?- $6.3 
$33.9 ·Three weeks· 2,476 
6. Friday Night Lights- $4.1 
$52.9 • Four weeks • 3 ,004 
7. Ladder 49- $3.3 
$66.1 • Five weeks • 2,382 
8. Team America: World Police-:- $3.1 
$27 .2 ·Three weeks· 2,335 
9. Surviving Christmas - $2.4 
$8.0 •Two weeks • 2,755 
lO;"llii-$2.1 
$32.7 •Four weeks· 1,884 
SOURCE: AP 
~·::~MOVIE TIMES 
REGAL WATERFORD LAKES · 
541 N. AlAFAYATRAIL,407-977-1107 
Alfie(R) 
12:00 3:20 7:109:5012:20a 
The Forgotten (PCi-13). 
12:10 2j0 6:409j012:40a 
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4:1010:40 
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11:00 
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12:401:10 3:404:20 7:00 7:409:4010:2012:20a 
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FILM REVIEW ***** 
COURTESY ZEITGEIST FILMS 
The suppression 
of the common 




is one of the 




exposes in its 
145-minute 
thesis. 
The. Corporation. strikes 
down corpor~te America 
Film is a sprawling, extraordinary doc;ument of greed 
JOHN THOMASON 
indie Editor 
I twas wise of the folks at DMAC to hold off the release of The Corporation ·until Hal-loween weekend, because the , staggering 
finds in this astonishing documentary are far 
scarier than Cary Efares chained to a grimy wall 
or Sarah Michelle Gellar slaying grudges. Far 
transcending the specific scopes of the recent 
political entp.es in· the J'ake Back Democracy 
Film Festival (which was inspired muckraking 
at its best and mere liberal propaganda at its 
worst), The Corporation is nonpartisan, sprawl-
~' ambitious, and truly terrifying cinema.. 
This exceptional treatise on the rise, subver-
sion, crimes and global dominance of corporate 
America takes the viewer on a two.:and-a-half 
hour journey through the sad and brutally hon-
est truths about today's corporations. 
Watch as one. man recounts the .corporate 
benefits _of Sept 1L going as far as to say that for 
some, the Twin Towers' demise was a ''blessing 
in disguise." Watch as our natural resources like 
air and water are bought out and privatized by 
corporations. Watch as corporations are grant-
ed permission to patent living animal cells and 
human genes, so that when the Human 
Genome Project is completed, its groundbreak-
ing findings will be owned by individual com-
·panies. 
Even people are becoming sponsored by cor-
porations, as in the case of two students who 
received a free ride through college in exchange 
for whoring themselves to whatever company 
shells out the most dough. 
The Corpqration is thrilling from the get-go; 
with a broad' narrative focus encomp~sing 
everytbing from the state of corporate America 
and its tactics in general to going in-depth about 
specific cases, no corporate rock is left 
unturned. The film's 145-minute length does not 
drag at all, thankS to the clever direction by 
Mark Achbar and Jennifer Abbott. They realire 
that even the most educated hipsters· may not 
get around the complex ideas exchanged by 
talking heads like Howard Zinn and Noam 
Chonisky, so entertllimng archival footage, spe-
cial ·effects, intertitles and visual signifiers 
abound to make all arguments accessible. 
While the film is essentially investigative 
journalism at its finest and its message is a liber-
al one, it reaches its conclusions without preach-
ing to Democrats or trashing Republicans, and 
gives as much talking-head time to corporate 
leaders as it does hberal spokesmen like Chom-
sky and IYfichael Moore. 
Still, the :(tlm is bound to be spun by some as 
maddeningly anti-Bush or maybe even socialist 
hippie fuel But the focus here is on a problem 
festering for decades, dating back to the Third 
Reich's manipulations of and partnerships with 
corporate America to ensure the Holocaust ran 
as smoothly qs it did Indeed, it's not the diree-
tors' fault the Bush administration has exacer-
bated the already-growing problem of corpo-
rate domination his last four years in office. 
While it may not be the most standard sea-
sonal horror film, the grim reality of The Corpo-
ration is horrifying, and ·saddest part of it all is 
that most Americans go about their daily lives 
with no knowledge (for some, it's a blissful igno-
rance) of the si<;k inanipulatio11; privatization 
and profiteering that represents Corporate 
America. You've all heard of big-business envi-
ronmental neglect, the Wal-Mart sweatshop 
controversy and the way Fox NeWs shamefully 
purports to be an investigative ne\vs channel 
But until you've seen The Corporation, you ain't 
seen nothing yet 
COMING TO DVD - NOV. ·9 -
Stay up to watch , 
the Sunset again 
Also, influential comedy 
troupe gets massive· set 
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU & JOHN THOMASON -
Staff Writer and indie Editor 
· Before Sunset 
Quite possibly the best movie released · 
in cinemas this ye~, Before Sunset picks 
up nine years after its counterpart, Before 
Sunrise. Taking place in real time, never 
has a conversation flowed as well as it 
does between our two leads (Ethan 
Hawke and Julie Delpy). The DVD has 
nothing besides a trailer and the requisite 
audio tracks that any common DVD has. 
What the release does have· that most 
DVDs don't is a good movie, and some-
times it's good to be reminded that it's not 
just the bells and whistles that define a 
release but the quality of the film in the 
first place. 
Marx Bros: Silver Screen Colledion 
Including the great films Duck Soup, 
Animal Crackers, Horse Feathers, The 
Cocoanuts and Monkey Business, this Sil-
ver Screen Collection compiles some of 
the finest of the Marx Brothers and makes 
a fine companion piece to the already 
released Warner Brothers DVD set that 
included their other classics, A Night at 
the Opera and A Day at the Races. The set 
also includes a bonus disc and an exclu-: 
sive book, with sure to be revealing infor-
mation about the brothers Marx. 
The Stepford Wives 
This remake (as a comedy!?) helmed 
by Yoda fared well at the box office this 
summer. · While it might be interesting in 
concept to remake a non-comedy as a 
comedy, think Schindler'S, List. Usually 
there's a reason the. film finds its genre all 
on its own. Nicole Kidman stars alongside 
Matthew Broderick in this film, whose , 
DVD features audio commentary from 
Yoda (Director Frank Oz), five featurettes, 
six deleted scenes, a gag reel and trailers. 
-f atoichi: The Blind Sworasman 
Part humanist fable, part ultra-violent 
_opera, part comedy and part musical, 
Takeshi Kitano's whirling dervish of a (tlm 
is a dazzling mosaic of gepres and 
rhythms. A perfect example of a ftlm 
wholly accessible to both arthouse devo-
tees and commercial drama lovers,' Zato-
ichi's DVD also includes the director's ear-
lier classic Sonatine. The two-disc set 
featllres a behind-the-scenes special and a 
video with crew members like the cine-
.... matographer, production designer. and 
even master swordsman! 
M VIE 
-Hal Hartley drops _hjs shorts 
Indie cult director releases six 
short films for the first time 
JOHN THOMASON 
indie Editor · H al Hartley, one of Amerieas best 'directors, has 
been a busy man despite not helming a film 
since 200l's No Such Thing. A strong advocate 
of both the short film format and the theate:4 his cre-
ativity has blossomed in areas that offer more freedom 
than the feature film's rigid constraints. 
After releasing a stellar soundtrack of music from 
all his films and shorts in 2003, his production compa-
I?Y Possible Films released this collection of Hartl~y 
shorts dating back to 1994. 1bis is the first time almost 
everyone will get to see these six short films. 
Opera Na 1 
****• 
Foregoing chronological orde~ the disc opens with 
1994's Opera No.1. Shot in a sllnilar style to the direc-
tors 1994 Amateur and presumably using the same 
sets, this p4tyful conceit follows Adrienne Shelly, -
Parker Posey and James Urbaniak around a cluttered 
yet barren building as they sing every line of dia-
logue. 
The film is greatli indebted to the great French 
directors Rene Clair and Jacques Demy; from C~ 
Hartley borrows the technique of unsynchronized 
sound, as the soundtrack is purposefully juxtaposed 
With the images, and fromDemy he employs the oper-
atic narrative style. The story tends to get muddled and 
lost among the formal zeitgeist, but unlike Hartley's 
thematic and dialogue-heavy features, this time it's the 
purely aesthetic principles that count 
The Other Also 
**• .. 
The Other Also, made in 1997, is a one-take, out-of-
focus image of two people and a pole that played as 
part of an art exhibit Experimental film buffs and 
visual artists may enjoy the interplay between music 
and movemen!, but most others will be bored. 
COURTESY MGM 
Hal Hartley, right, Qn the set of his 2001 feature No Such Thing. His 
latest film The Girl from Monday will open in 2005. 
war-stricken New York street (though we only hear 
the evidence of battle) and James Urbaniak reading 
some obscure text into a boom Ilric. Focusing on 
seemingly insignificant images like a shaking coffee 
cup while the sound of war thunders in the back-
ground, Hartley forces as much importance on what 
he does show as what he doesn't 
Sisters of Mercy 
***** Sisters of Mercy, Hartley's most recent short, is also 
TheNew Math(s) 
**• .. 
the best on this DVD. An enlightening look into the 
creative process, Sisters of Mercy is more of a ''making-
of' a short than a completed film. It manages to be both 
an avant-garde film buff's and a lonely indie boy's wet 
dream, as Parker Posey and Sabrina Lloyd's beautiful 
faces fill every frame. We hear off-screen direction 
from Hartley himSelf as the two actresses, frustrated 
but willing, struggle to meet the director's precise 
framing and cadence demands, and by the end of it all, 
- something approximating a short film finally comes 
from the actress' labors. 
2000's The New Math(s), on the other hand, is just 
as experimental but features frenzied, kinetic editing. 
The dialogue-free scenario, involving a teacher and 
two students whose straightforward math lesson 
degenerates jnto a kwJg-fu style battle, is shot on digi-
. tal video. The blurry style, filmed in a way that makes 
it seem more important than it really is, predates Hart-
ley's hour-long Book of Life film, but doesn't hold that 
movie's ethereal resonance. It's a mildly entertaining 
20 minutes but doesn't hold much replay value. 
NYC3/94 
***•. 
Hartley's 1994 effort NYC 3t94 is a stimulating and 
challenging effort, if lacking in entertainment 
Reflecting the nonlinear experimentation of later 
Godard, NYC 3t94 intercuts between an apparently 
Kimono 
***** 
The DVD concludes with a brilliant dialogue-free 
short, the lyrical and gorgeously shot Kimono, starring 
Hartley's wife Miho Nikaido as a jilted bride who wan-
ders into a forest and finds surreal and existential sol-
ace thanks to several other hot Asian women, real or 
imaginfil -
The appeal of this collection is bound to be small, 
but many of the ideas expressed within it are not For 
many, Possible Fdms is not worth the hefty asking price, 
but this collection is essential viewing for experimen-
tal film lovers and Hartley completists. -
Possible Films: The Short Works of Hal Hartley is 
currently only available the through the director's Web 
site, at http;/ www.possiblefilms.com 
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COURTESY UNIVERSAL PICTURES 
Foxx provides Ray of light 
; Outstanding acting 
drives epic bio-pic 
JOE ANDERSON 
Staff Writer 
R ay, the movie biography of the life of Ray Charles, is a must-see. It will win Jamie Foxx an Oscar. 
WeR maybe not, but it should·Foxx's por-
trayal of Ray Charles, warts and aJ1, gives 
new meaning to the term method actor. 
· Aside from the superb acting by all the 
cast members, the film is directed quite 
well. Written and _directed by Taylor 
Hackford, whose other directorial credits 
include The Devil's Advocate and Chuck 
Berry Haili Hail! Rock 'n' Roll, Hackford 
manages to show not just the hackneyed 
upside to stardom, but he really gets into 
the life story of Ray Charles without over 
dramatizing things. . 
~e film does a good job of showing 
two story lines simultaneously: one of-
Charles as a young boy prior to him 
attending St Augustine's Florida School 
for the Deaf and Blind and the other start-
ing when Charles is in his early 20s and 
going out on the road for the first time 
alone. 
One of the best things Hackford does 
is use Ray Charles' original recordings 
and have Foxx lip synch over them, as 
opposed to having Foxx try to fill Charles' 
shoes. The thing that keeps this movie. 
tightly cemented together is the music, 
and without Charles' smooth baritone, 
_t:laj§;novie would be a lost cause. 
COURTESY UNIVERSAL PICTURES 
Learn from the best, Ashlee Simpson ..• On top, Jamie Foxx is able to lip-synch successfully as he transforms into Ray 
Charles in Ray. On bottom, he comforts vocalist Margie Hendricks, portrayed by Regina King. 
One of the major criticiSms of this 
film is the pacing. It takes each year of 
Charles' life starting in the early 1950s 
and shows the highlights of that year for 
about 10 to 15 minutes, then goes on to 
the next year. You get -to the point that 
you think the film will never end, 
because two hours into the movie they 
are only up to the late '60s. Then the 
movie just kind of stops. It doesn't really 
end; it just stops and throws the viewer 
a carrot by showing in headline form 
what happens for the next 40 years. 
Pacing aside, Ray is a great film that 
e\reryone should see at least once, if for no 
other reason than to see Jamie Foxx's por-
trayal of Ray Charles. From the walk to 
the smile to the piano playing, you forget 
it is not actually Ray Charles on the 
screen in front of you HiS performance is 
tantamount to fnn Carrey's Andy Kauf-
man in Man on the Moon, and we all 
·know how good that was. So do yotirself 
a huge favor and check out Ray. 
Don't criticize 
the critics· 
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU 
Staff Writer 
B eing a critic is a hard job. Recently I was con-versing with a professor when he confessed he was not going to see the new film Saw because 
it was getting pretty· lame reviews. Another stud~nt 
interjected into the conversation to say "What do the 
critics know?" Everyone then looked at me. 
What would I say to them? At the time I hadn't seen 
Saw and thus could not expound behind the rumors 
that it was a smelly piece of cheddar. I just shrugged 
and smiled, trying to look pretty when another student 
chimed up: "Seriously, what gives you the right to crit-
icize other people's work?'' 
I wned out just then and thought of a world with-
out artists - indeed, what would the world be like 
without overweight wannabes to critique the cultured 
artists of our society? The picture began to become 
clearer in my head The filmmakers behind The 
Alamo would still think they had made a good movie, 
the creators of Eternal. Sunshine of the Spotless Mznd 
wouldn't know what a cinematic gem they'd encrust-
ed and Kevin Costner would still be directing big-
budget nine-hour movies. Overall, the world would be 
in shambles. · 
I locked eyes with the student in question (Lefs call 
him "Tommy''). I said to Tommy, ''What gives me the 
right? Without criticism the world would be lost .If 
critics one day disappeared, no opinions would exist, 
because what is a critic but one person putting his/her 
opinion in a publication? You, Tommy, are a critic! You 
have a voice, you are a ray of light!" · 
Tommy was put back by my words: ''Dude, I know, 
rm just sayin' ... " 
I waitedfor more from Tommy, but no other words 
were emitted. On the long walk home, I thought more 
about Tommy and his criticless fantasy. I thought of 
ways that critics help viewers question their own opin-
ions. How they make you look deep inside your 
innards and feel the true gut reaction 
Sure, the critics have made mistakes before. Freddy 
Got Fmgered was almost unanimously lambasted with 
the exception of The New York Ti.mes, but on the 
.whole critics keep the artists in check. When a film-
maker takes a step in the wrong direction (read: Guy 
Ritchie's career), critics hound him for it, and 
deservedly so. Think of the critic as you would the 
friend that tells you like it is. He's not trying to hurt you, 
and he just wants what's best for you 
Critics aren't the bad guys; the bad guys are the 
moneymen, the studio executives. Film critics don't 
have any money. Trust me, rm one of them ... I cher-
ish the donuts and orange juice at the 10 a.m. screen-
ings and I love being able to see movies for free, but 
there is no malicious behavior within my reviews. I am 
simply a man doing a job. A job in which I use all of my 
movie knowledge and know-how for the greater good, 
not for evil · 
rd like to think all critics are like me, little ripples of 
good in a greater pool area the size of the Atlantic 
Ocean. We're lifeguards. Guardians. We're there to 
save the Mean Girls and to drown the Giglis. 
When you see critics on the street, don't spit on 
them. Well, except for Gene Shalit 
~ ;J. :Ii c: ..-.... :.; 
"::;- ' 
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Winter movie· season sees familiar collaborations 
FROM i13 reteams· director Jean-Pierre 
Jeunet with his Amelie star 
in Bridget Jones: The Edge of Rea- Audrey Tautou in a whimsical 
.so~ with Britain's favorite lone- drama about · a woman who 
lyheart wondering if her happy refuses to give up hope that her 
ending from Bridget Jones's missing fiance survived the 
Diary is what she wanted, after trenches of World War I. 
all. ·The sumptuous martial-arts 
Other sequels are the heist epic House of Flying· Daggers 
adventure Ocean's Twelve, from director Zhang Yimou 
reuniting George Clooney, Brad (Hero) stars his frequent leading 
·Pitt, Julia Roberts, Matt Damon lady, Zhang ZiyL as a ninth cen-
and the rest of the Ocean's Eleven tury rebel caught in a tragic love 
gang; Robert De Niro and Ben triangle with the two men who 
Stiller in Meet the Fockers, their love. her. · 
follow-up to Me~t the Parents; Nicolas Cage and producer 
Blade: Trinity, with Wesley Jerry Bruckheimer,. who previ-
Snipes returning for his third ously collaborated on The Rock, 
time out as the vampire hunter, · Con Air and Gone in Sixty Sec-
sqnaring off against Dracula; and onds, reunite for National Trea- . 
Seed-of Chucky, resurrecting the sure: Cage plays an adventurer 
killer doll of the Child's Play hor- competing with a bad guy J:o 
ror flicks. steal the Declaration of Indepen-
The season brings notable dence, which bears a map in 
reunions between actors and invisible ink leading to a fortune 
filmmakers, including The Life hidden by the founding fathers. 
Aquatic With Steve Zissou, from With symbols and landmarks 
filmmaker Wes Anderson and such as the Liberty Bell and 
featuring his The Royal Tenen- Independ~nce Hall as clues to 
baums co-stars Bill Murray, or the treasure's whereabouts, the 
Anjelica Huston and Owen Wtl- _movie becomes a bit of a lesson 
son. Murray plays an oceanogra- in U.S. heritage and patriotism at 
pher tracking a shark that ate his a ~e when the country's values 
partner. Cate Blanchett co-stars. ~ are being called into que~tion, 
A Very Long Engagement Cage said 
· MOVIE J'IMES ·. 
FROM i10 
Shall We Dance? (PG-13) 
. 1:204:207:109:4012:10a 
Shark Tale (PG) 
12:2012:50 2:40 4:10 5:00 6:409"1012.'00a 





12:301:45 2:55 4:25 5:25 6:55 7:55 9"35 10-35 
12.'()Sa 
_ ShallWeDare?(PG-13) 
12:15 2:45 5:157:4010:10 
Shark Tale (PG) 
12:10 2:30 5:007:209:5012:10a 
Stage Beauty (R) 
12:202:505:207:5010-15 
.. ''With everything happening 
in the world, this movie really 
celebrates the tremendous histo-
ry and accomplishments of oiir 
founding fathers and reinvigo-
rates our interest again in the 
wonders that are right here at 
home," cage said . · · 
Ray(PG-13) 
12.~512:301:001:303:003:304:004:306:05 
6:35 7:35 9:15 9:45 10:1510:45 1i:1Sa 
Saw(R) 
./ 
12:251:102:403:25 4:55 5:40 7:108.-009"35 
10:2011:5512:3Sa 
Shall We Dance? (PG-13) 
12:202:505:207:S010:0512:2Sa 
Shark Tale (PG) . 
12:102:154:356:509:0511:15 
Team Ameri<a: Wortd Police (R) 
1:204:307:5010:40 
What the Bleep·Do We Know?! (NR) 
11:SOa2:35 5:107:4510-10, - Surviving Christmas (PG-13) 
REGAL WINTER PARK 
510 N.ORLANOO AVE.,407-628--0163 
Alfie(R) 
1:SO4:40 7:25 10:0012:3Sa 
Birth(R) 
12:55 3:25 5:508:2010:45 · 
lheForgotten(PG-13) 
12:25 2:404:55 7:159-3011:50 
Friday Night Lights (PG-13) 
12:45 3:55 6:459:4012:2Sa 
lhe Grudge (PG-13) 
12:05 2:25 5:05 7:35 9"5512:1Sa , 
lhe.lnaedibles (PG) 
12:0012:301:151:303:154:004:154:306:30 
7:00 7:15 7:309-3010:0010:1510-30 
ladder 49 (PG-13) 
12:40 3:50 6:40 9"10 12:00a 
Ray(R) 
12:001:003:30 4:307:008:0010-3011:30 
LOEWS UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX 
(JOO) UNIVERSAL BLVD.,407-354-3374 
Alfie(R) 
12:151:25 2:30 3:50 5:05 6:20 7:308:45 9"55 
11:1012:20a 
fhe Forgotten (PG-13) 
12:55 3:00 5:00 7:20 9:40 
Friday Night Lights (PG-13) 
7:15 
_ lhe Gru• (PG-13) 
, 
12:451:15 2:453:15 3:45 4:50 5:25 7:00 7:40 8:20 
9-109:50 
lhe lnCredibles (PG) 
12:0012:351:051:35 2:35 3:05 3:35 4:05 5:15 
5:45 6:15 6:45 7:55 8:25 8:559"151~3011:00 
11:3012:00a 
ladder 49 (PG-13) 
1:205:5010:35 . 
2:55 7:25 12:10a. 
Taxi (PG-13) . 
12:40 3:10 5:307:4510:1012:30a 
Team America: World ~ice (R) 
12:505:1010:00 
ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE 
1300 S. ORLANDO AVE., 407-629-1088 
lhe Motorcyde Diaries (R) 
Friday:4:00 7:00 9:45 
Saturday: 1:00 4:007:0010:00 
Sunday: 4:00 7:00 9:45 
D.MAC 
39 S. MAGNOLIA AVE., 407-992-1200 
lhe Corporation (NR) 
Friday:-
Saturday: 4:00 7:00 9:45 
Sunday:2:00 7:00 





Jolie's rack? He 
must tell him-
self all the time: 
"Note to sflf: 
• 
1 Angelina JOiie is 
my mom."Olfver 
Stone's epic 





THE GEEK LIFE 
Nashville ,goth 
kids= best -
.. Halloween ever 
Geek life columnist holds 
favorite holiday on road 
ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ 
Staff Writer 
I have always loved Hal-loween. It's been my favorite 
holiday for as long as I can 
rell_1ember, long before our 
born-again, Pentecostal Christ-
ian upbringing. As a very young 
child, I remember putting on 
costumes my grandmother 
made for us and running door-
to-door begging for bits -and 
pieces of tasty candy.. 
Then · . our mother was 
taught to think of All Hallows 
Eve as an evil time and season. 
After that, everything changed 
Halloween, which had always 
seemed so beautiful before, was 
closeoto me. · 
Once high school rolled 
around and I had a modicum of 
frei::1lom, I vowed to spend 
every Halloween enjoying 
good times and having fun. It's 
really been quite a blast. Things 
. have worked out quite well for 




his fiery fury 
at me for cele-
. bra ting his -
birth, or 
death, or 
whatever it is 
he has to do with 
the · dead. I'm not 
sure. All I know is that as a kid, 
I found myself frequently read-
ing scary Halloween books and 
Stephen King on stormy nights, 
and I turned out quite free from 
nightmares~ 
This Halloween, I am onthe 
road, where every day is an 
adventure. In fact, I am in the 
South, just a stone's throw away 
from Knoxville, Tenn., far from· 
my normal stomping grounds 
and most of my friends. 
Of course, where there . is 
any sort of city there is a possi-
bility for some amusement, I 
always say. After some online 
reseru;c~ my travel companion 
and I found out about a Hal-
loween party. Not just any Hal-
. loween party, either, a goth Hal-
loween party! I was so excited 
about hanging out with the 
goths of the South, having met 
many during my adolescence 
and early adulthood kicking 
around Miami and Fort Laud-
erdale. They are quite an amus-
ing breed, to say the least, and 
ones I share some striking sim-
ilarities with ... we both enjoy 
rainy days and fog, for instance. 
This seemed like the place 
to go. And I suppose it was 
~ath~r e!1joyable. There was a 
burlesque 
show, tarot card 
readings and shiny pleather as 
far as the eye could see. Cos-
tumes ranged from th~ objec-
tionable Scream mask and 
black cloak to Silent Bob, Jedis 
and just the regular crew of 
bondage freaks that coalesce 
around any goth scene. 
See, Knoxville is a college 
town at heart, home of the Ten-
nessee Volunteers and all that, 
so naturally there is an abun-
. dance of freaks and weirdos to 
make me feel right at home. 
However, so many of them 
PLEASE SEE KNOXVILLE ON i19 
Please, be kind to your patient clerks 
A few examples of 
tGMing in retail hell 
DIANNA ZISMAN 
Staff Writer 
M oney. As Liza Minnelli and Joel Grey once posited in Cabaret; it's 
what makes the world go 'round 
There are millions of ways to 
earn the cooL bard cash, from the 
extreme (eating your weight in 
bile on Fear Factor) to the mun-
dane (compared to the bile-
kabobs? Almost anything else). 
In ~ experience, few jobs can 
be· labeled as more torturous 
than working retail to help PaY 
for college. 
Oh, sure, it seems easy at first 
Sell a pomegranate here. Stock a 
shelf there. Retail might have had 
the potential to become the per-
fect avenue for earning easy 
money ... if it weren't for those 
pesky customers. Yes, that's 
right. You are the only thing 
standing between me and per-
fect happines& We!L not you, of 
course. You're the perfect cus-
tomer. Polite, kind, and an overall 
joy to serve. t like you. No, rm 
talking about those people 
behind you. It's to all of those ter-
ror customers that I write. this, on 
behalf my fellow students stuck 
in retail hell. 
The first thing to remember 
is that getting lobotomim:l is not 
a requirement for working in 
retail. It may collie as quite the 
shock, but there's a good charice 
that those people working in gas 
stations, Blockbusters, movie 
concession lines, and restaurants 
aren't complete morons. rn con-
cede that there are a few dum-
mies out there, but a good num-
ber of cashiers can add, subtract, 
multiply and divide. The next 
person who acts surprised that 
rm able to hand out the correct 
change from a $20 bill is getting 
kicked in the head 
''Hi, how are you?'' is ~s 
known in English as a greeting. If 
you hear it uttered in your gener-
al direction, the thing to do is 
reply with your own greeting. 
''Hi," ''What's up?'' ''Banjo~ ca 
va?" are all acceptable. "Gimme a 
pack of Camel Lights" is not. 
That's what we call "rudely 
ordering a stranger around to do 
your bidding." See: paragraph 
three, getting kicked in the head 
As far as I know, scientists 
have yet to discover· a mythical 
race of mind-readers hiding in a 
cave somewhere in Yemen.And, 
frankly, if such people did exist, I 
doubt that they'd all be working 
PLEASE SEE DON1 ON i19 
NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE · 
.. ~ . ~ ' 
Electile 
dysfunCtion 
A letter for our elected 
president, whoever he is 
MICHAEL LAWRENCE 
Staff Writer 
B y the time this reaches print we . . should know who our president is for , - the next four years, evil shenanigans 
notwithstanding. But since I don't know, as 
of writing this, I decided to write two mini-
columns reflecting on both potential out-
comes to show just how fair and balanced I 
really am. 
Kerry: 
We!L who would've thought that the rich, 
white, religious, corporate tool John Kerry 
would win the electoral vote and become 
the president It sucks to have a pro-life, anti-
gay, war-supporting schmuck in office, but 
hey, that's the wayit goes. Might as well think 
. as positively as possible. He got the most 
electoral votes, and that's what matters. 
That's what's great about this country. Peo-
ple get to voice themselves through votes 
and get the guy who best represents the 
nation, that guy in this case being John Kerry. 
We can only hope he'll make the world a bet-
ter place. 
As an average American, my advice to · 
him would be to listen to the people. You 
said you would in your campaign, and now 
it's.time to back up your words. I hope your 
equally rich, white, religious corporate tool 
of a running mate John Edwards does his 
part to uphold the standards he set for him-
self during the campaign. 
Your opponent portrayed you as an 
incompetent fool who isn't fit to run the 
country. He challenged your wartime record 
and defiled the dignity and integrity you've 
spent years to achieve. He used a smear 
campaign laden with dirty tactics to drag 
you through the mud I was sure it would 
have a negative effect on the minds of voters, 
but in the end it looks like they chose the 
classier of the two candidates. I guess nice 
guys don't always finish last Here's to honor 
in the wpite House! 
I think the country has great days ahead 
of us, days you'll lead us through with your 
magnetic leadership sl<ills and commanding 
voice. I'm really glad America made the 
right choice. May democracy and the free-
dom of America live on with your presiden-
cy. 
Bush; 
Well who would've thought that the rich, 
white; religious corporate tool George W. 





Thanks to the 
Internet, satire 





W ith the election frenzy, politics on the Inter-net have intensified as 
expected. The lack of Hal-
loween festivities gives every- ' 
one more time- to share their 
generally uninformed view-
points with anyone willing to lis-
ten. I've written about this 
before, but there's new content 
now and it's become even more 
topical, calling for a reprise. 
There's even political flash 
movie drama. How crazy is that? 
JibJab 
http:/ ~ibjab.com/ 
Much has happened at JibJab 
since I last wrote about them. 
Their movie, featuring Bush and · 
Kerry singing a parody of ''This 
Land is Your Land," became the 
subject of a lawsuit. The Woody 
Guthrie song's publishers at The · 
Richmond Oi:ganization tried to 
sue because it "defiled" the 
song. I'm no lawyer, but the Con-
stitution itseU: protects parody. 
~ot only did the lawsuit lose on-
these grounds, but the song has 
b'een public domain since 1973. 
GS 
COURTESY THE STRANGER.COM 
Dress up as a Western hostage in Iraq (left), Ralph Nadar, an arrested protester or, the scariest of all, an electronic voting machine from fl~rida. 
Thus nobody owns it anymore, 
and the publishers can effective-
ly go screw themselves. Since 
then, the two brothers who own 
Jib Jab made a new cartoon paro-
dy of. "I Wish I was in Dixie," 
entitled "I Wish I was in D.C." 
Both are available there. 
Political Bohemi~n Rhapsody 
http://www.flow_go.com/ -
funpages/vie\N.cfin/6019 
I can't help but think this · 
movie is. copying off the work of 
the guys at JibJab, but who does-
nt love ''Bohemian Rhapsody?" 
Fox News even linked to it, but 
that goes for JibJab too. Freddie 
Mercury probably wouldn't 
approve, but Coolio didn't 
approve of Weird Al doing 
'~sh Paradise" either, and 
that still rocked Give.it a watch. 
Election Halloween Costumes 
http://www.thestranger.com/200 
410-28/special.html -
Okay, so Halloween is ov~ but 
maybe you'd still like to dress up 
in political cost1.Jnles-to celebrate 
the other important thing going 
on. The ideas here are intended 
for kids, but I don't see any reason 
why college students couldn't don 
them too. You could_ be Ralph 
Nader, Nancy Reagan, or even 
Jenna B~h's liver. Ort the site. 
itself: there's a little gitl modeling 
an "electromc touch-screen vot- · 
_ing machine" costume. ,Why 
would you dress a little girl in 
something that instructS people 
to touch her? Really, people need 
to think more. 
Jon Stewart on Crossfire 
http://www.ifilm.com/ 
. ifilmdetail/2652831 
Jon St~ who hosts Come-
dy Central's 1he Daily Show with 
Jon Stewart, was invited on CNN 
as a guest. He proceedec;l · to 
accuse the hosts of having a terri-
ble show ~t hurts Americans 
looking for informed opinions by 
being partisan and not presenting 
real enough debates. Whether 
· you agree or not; his ideas are cer-
tainly controversial. And the man 
gets props for going onto a talk 
show and telling its host that he 
looks stupid. for wearing a bow-
tie. Before you knew it, everyone 
was talkfug about this. !Film 
decided to get in on the action by 
mirroring the file. If yc)u have any 
politically minded friends, they\re 
probably already discussed this 
by now. Go watch it and see what 
all the hubbub is about, bub. 
• • 
I'~ so glad . 
• . 1s our -----
president 
FROM i18 
Bush would win the electoral votefo ~e 
first time and become president lt sucks 
to have a pro-life, anti-gay, war-support-
ing schmuck in office, but hey, that's the 
way it goes. Might as well think as posi-
tively as possible. He got the most elec-
toral vot~s, and that's what matters. That's 
what's great about this country. People 
get to voice themselves through votes 
and get the guy who best represents the . 
nation, that guy in this ease being Gemge 
W. Bush. We can only hope he won't do 
any more damage. 
As an average American, my advice to 
him would be to listen to the people. u 
said you would four years ago and now 
it's time to back up your words. I hope 
your equally rich, white, religious corpo- · 
rate tool of a running mate Dick Cheney 
finally does his part to uphold the stan-. 
dards he set for himself four years ago. 
Your opponent portrayed you as an 
incompetent fool who isn't fit to run th~ 
country. He challenged your wartiru'"' 1 
recordand defiled the dignity and integn-
fy you've spent years to achieve. He used 
a smear campaign laden with dirty tactics 
to drive you through the mud. I was sure 
it would have such a negative effect on 
the minds of voters, but in the end it looks 
like they chose the classier of the two can-
didates. I guess fli:ce guys don't alwayslfu-
ish last. 
Here's to honor in the White House! I 
think the country has great days ahead of 
us, days you'll lead us through with your 
magnetic leadership skills and com-
manding voice. rm really glad that Amer-
ica made the right choice. May democra-
cy and the freedom of America live on 
with your continued presidency. 
·Don't cornplain to us about ATM Knoxville . 
goths rock 
and capes and- just had a generally 
crazy time of it I can respect that, to 
be sure. 
FROM i18 
retail So, keep in mind: Going up 
to a concession stand and asking 
for "some popcorn, candy, and 
pop" to go along with a "ticket to 
that one movie that's playing" 
means nothing to us. If you don't 
know .what kind of candy you'd 
like to purchase, there's an excel-
lenf chance we don't either. 
If two people in fron~ of you 
have used the A1M without a 
hitchand you have problems with 
it, chances _are it's not the 
machine's fault. Nor is it mine. 
'·''. 
Either-your cani is being wooky can't keep the lie up any longer: 
(the bank's highly technical term Your suspicions have been cor-
for such situations), or you're an rect. Students working in retail 
idiot I'm sorry, but if you can't are responsible for the prices. Wf! 
work an A1M and you're getting control everything from rising gas 
mad at me because of it,-rm not prices to the east of your white 
· the one with the problem. And, · chocolate Kit Kat bai: All that stuff 
since rm not the ZA1gat Guide to about economic factors control-
Automated Teller Machines, ling the prices is nonsense. The 
refrain from barking at me and fortunes of Warren Buffett and 
demanding explicit directions to Bill Gates are chump change 
every A1M in the Orlando area. compared to what we make. So, 
Getting mad at the cashier for . by all m~ continue to treat us 
high movie ticket prices, . gas like we're your willing, idiot ser-
prices or rental fees is ... wait I vants: The money we're bringing 
was goingto.say''ridiculous" but I in more than makes up for it · 
i I ' ' ' 
FROM i18 
seemed to just be going through the 
motions. It was obvious- that the 
third Sunday of every month was 
Goth Night at this little bar and that 
they all came out to act different and 
try to stand out The rest of the time 
I'm Sure they had. nice normal bor-
ing lives. Yet once a month they put 
oh the leather, pulled out the whips 
1 I • \, 
Yet it seems somehow holl "" o 
me. The crazy, lovable Goths. I have 
known have been forced to live their 
whole life with the undercurrent of 
not fitting in. Yet they've formed 
their own incredible subculture that -
. forces the ''nofmals" .to try to fit iri 
with them if they want to participate. 
I love it. It's like they are , turning 
things around and throwing it right 
back into ·their faces. It's very 
empowering, I'm sure. These 
Knoxville goths seem to enjoy fitting 
in during their day-to-day lives, but 
they sure do love embracing dark-
ness when it's socially acceptab~ 












filcuulv_ ' . 
Cr_L$ferS® 
. 
~~ ITAU~N ANTIPASTO - we roll up ham, salami, "·~a 
roasted peppers, peperoncini, red onions, Swiss cheese, ~- ~ 
lettuce, and tomato, topped with balsamic vinaigrette. ' I] 
SANTA FE - a soft chipotle tortilla with black bean 
and corn salsa, sliced Southwest chicken, iceberg lettuce, 4 
Colby/jack cheese, and our stimulating jalapef\o ranch . _ 
dressing. 
Bring in the coupon and SAVE $2 on ,your favorite ·garden fresh flavor. 
Tr)' one, try them all. With savings like this, you can afford to! 














To see all our menu selections, I 
click on www.crispers~com. 
'~· 
.. tlNGR~raAD. FOOD GOOD. 
You can just eat, or you can eat well. 
We recommend the second altern(\tive. 
Visit Crispers today and get the quick. delicious 
aiternative~to fast ~oed . . Fuel you'r system With 
garden-fresh gourmet salads, hearty stacked 
sandwiches, and a selection of 12 soups. chowders, 
' and gtimbos,'prep~red fresh every day. 
For the sweet fr~aks among us, there are creamy 
cheesecakes, mile-high layer cakes, and cold, creamy 
treats made with Publix Premium ice cream. 
Why pay six bucks for a bad burger and fries when 
you can go gourmet? V~sit Crispers today . 
No bad burgers,-no pitiful pizza. just great gourmet 
food, made fresh. - · 
436 & UNIVERSITY 
39.1 SOUTH-SEMORAN , 
WINTE~PARK 
ph ( 407) 6 73-4100 
MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM 
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM 
WATERFORD LAKES 
555 N.AL,b..FAYA TRAIL 
ORLANDO 
ph (407) 482·4727 
MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM 
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM 
SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM 
.~ G~~,~r~~~· 
· . -- ---
